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Summary

The Sun is the source of the most powerful explosions in the solar

system such as solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs). These

explosions can occur up to several times per day and they release up

to 1032 ergs (1025 J) of energy. Radio emission at frequencies rang-

ing from a few kHz to a few hundred GHz is often associated with

these energetic phenomena. At low radio frequencies (<200 MHz),

the Sun has only been studied at selective frequency bands due to in-

strumental and imaging limitations of previous radio telescopes. With

the recent commissioning of the Low Frequency Array (LOFAR), the

low frequency Sun can now be studied with unprecedented spectral,

spatial and temporal resolution.

The low frequency radio spectrum and the possibility of imaging of

radio bursts at low frequencies was explored with LOFAR, which has

only been done before on limited occasions with older radio telescopes.

A new observational method was applied to solar observations, tied-

array beams, to analyse the spectral and spatial characteristics of Type

III radio bursts. Type III radio bursts are expected to be a good diag-

nostic of the electron density in the solar corona as they are emitted by

the plasma emission mechanism. However, due to the highly dynamic

corona, the locations of Type III radio bursts found in this analysis

(1–4 R�) occurred at altitudes in excess of existing 1D electron den-

sity models of the solar corona. Some of these bursts were found at

very high altitudes and had non-radial trajectories which could not be

taken into account by existing density models. The non-radial high

altitude Type IIIs were found to be associated with the expanding

flank of a CME deflecting surrounding coronal streamers. This study



showed that the highly dynamic corona has a large impact on the

propagation of electron beams which needs to be studied in more de-

tail as existing electron density models cannot predict the location of

these beams.

The second part of this thesis focuses on the possibility of imaging

fine temporal and spectral structures in dynamic spectra, making use

of the high spectral and temporal resolution of the LOFAR tied-array

beams. This was investigated after the promising results obtained

when imaging Type III radio bursts in the first part of the thesis.

This work advanced the study of solar S bursts that have been ob-

served at low frequencies on only a number of occasions. LOFAR

observations were used to study the spectral and spatial character-

istics of a multitude of S bursts, as well as their origin and possible

emission mechanisms. Since S bursts have short time scales of < 1 s,

standard interferometric imaging was not suitable for their detection.

Tied-array images with a high cadence of 50 ms were used to image S

bursts for the first time and relate them to the coronal magnetic field.

In addition, the S burst properties were constrained by a statistical

study of over 3000 S bursts observed during an 8-hour observation

campaign with LOFAR.

The unusual nature of solar S bursts such as short durations and

higher degree of circular polarisations that differ significantly to Type

III radio bursts, motivated the study on the possible emission mech-

anisms for coherent radio emission in the corona. Plasma emission is

believed to be the dominant coherent emission mechanism for most

solar radio bursts. The electron-cyclotron maser (ECM) emission has

only been proposed to explain the coherent emission of more complex,

highly polarised bursts that occur mostly at decimeter wavelengths.

The conditions of ECM emission in the solar corona were investigated

using two-dimensional data-constrained magnetic field and electron

density maps of the corona. These maps were used to estimate the ra-

tio of the plasma frequency to the electron-cyclotron frequency which



dictates if ECM is possible. The ECM condition was satisfied in

the solar corona but only at small heights (< 1.1 R� from the centre)

within a large active region with a complex magnetic structure. In ad-

dition, high Alfvén speeds were also found in these regions (> 0.02 c)

that have not been reported before. ECM could be a possible emission

mechanism for high-frequency radio and microwave bursts that have

previously been observed at these heights. Data constrained models

have not been applied to an active region before and it was shown

that ECM is a likely coherent emission mechanism on the Sun.

Finally, small scale solar energetic events such as solar jets were stud-

ied to determine the nature and origin of accelerated electrons that

generate solar radio bursts. A bright Type III-like radio burst was

observed by LOFAR and it was found to be associated with a solar

jet. Multi-wavelength data were combined to study the solar jet and

the magnetic field configuration in the vicinity of the jet as well as the

path followed by the accelerated electrons produced at the same time

as the jet. Newly emerged positive magnetic flux in the negative po-

larity region of an area of bipolar plage appeared to be the trigger of

the jet. Radio imaging showed that the Type III-like burst originated

in a region above the newly emerged magnetic field and then followed

long, closed magnetic field lines to the top of the loop at a height

of ∼ 360 Mm. Magnetic reconnection between the overlying coronal

field lines and the newly emerged positive field lines was most likely

the cause of the solar jet and accelerated electrons that produced the

radio burst. This work provides new observational evidence in which

a radio burst related to a solar jet occurs due to magnetic flux emer-

gence on the Sun, outside of an active region.
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1
Introduction

The Sun is an active star and the source of the most powerful explosions in

the solar system such as solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs). These

explosions can occur up to several times per day during times of elevated solar

activity and they release up to 1032 ergs (1025 J) of energy in the form of radiation

stretching across the entire electromagnetic spectrum, from gamma rays to radio

waves. Scientists have speculated that the Sun and other stars emit radiation at

radio wavelengths since the prediction of electromagnetic waves by Maxwell and

the demonstration of their existence by Hertz. Karl Guthe Jansky was the first

to identify radio waves coming from the Sun and signals consistent with emission

from the fixed stars of our galaxy and other extragalactic sources in 1933.

The first ever report of radio emission coming from the Sun was published

by Reber (1944) shortly followed by Southworth (1945) who discovered the solar

thermal microwave emission. Shortly after, McCready et al. (1947) were the

first to discover that outbursts of radiation at radio wavelengths were related to

the appearance and movement of sunspots on the Sun using a very basic radio

interferometer. These were the first directional observations of radio emission

from the Sun and they were based on the interference of radiation from the Sun

as it rose over the sea and detected by an aerial a few hundred meters above
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1. INTRODUCTION

sea level. The observations also showed that the intensity of these outbursts was

too high to be explained by thermal emission and a new mechanism had to be

responsible for the emission of solar radio bursts.

Since these initial discoveries, solar radio astronomy has been developing

rapidly. New instruments have been developed to observe solar radio emission

and image the bursts of radiation from the Sun. These observations improved

the understanding of the solar atmosphere and the solar-terrestrial system and

new theories of plasma physics evolved as an emission mechanism of solar radio

bursts.
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1.1 Solar Activity

1.1 Solar Activity

1.1.1 The Solar Corona and Solar Corona Observations

The visible light we see from the Sun is emitted at the solar surface which is

known as the photosphere. If we observe the Sun (and other stars) in other wave-

lengths, for example X-ray, extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and radio, the brightest

emission comes from the solar corona, while the photosphere becomes invisible.

The solar corona, the outermost layer of the Sun, is an extremely hot, tenuous

part of the solar atmosphere. It has a temperature of ∼ 106 K and higher in

regions associated with sunspots. The corona is hotter and at the same time

significantly less dense than the underlying layers such as the chromosphere and

the photosphere of the Sun.

The first observations of the solar corona date from ancient solar eclipses which

were documented in Chinese sources as early as 2800 BC (Aguirre, 1999). Pho-

tographic records of the solar corona only started since 1851 when photographer

Berkowski made the first image of a solar eclipse (Figure 1.1) at the Royal Obser-

vatory in Königsberg, Prussia (now in Russia) and successfully produced images

of prominences in the corona (Schielicke & Wittmann, 2005). Later, Maunder

(1899) presented detailed photographs and drawings of coronal streamers as well

as spectra of the solar eclipse that were taken by his wife Annie Maunder during

an expedition to India to observe a total solar eclipse (Figure 1.2) funded by

the British Astronomical Association. Streamers are the elongated, cusp-shaped

features extending out from the Sun seen in Figure 1.2.

A break-through in coronal observations started with the era of spacecraft

missions which enabled observations of the Sun at X-ray and extreme ultraviolet

(EUV) wavelengths which were not possible before due to Earth’s atmosphere

absorbing emission at these wavelengths. The first EUV observations were carried

out by the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) in 1946 while the first X-ray

photograph of the Sun was obtained by Friedman (1963) with a pinhole camera

from a NRL rocket. Skylab initiated a new era of multi-wavelength observations

of the Sun from space in 1973 observing cool and hot coronal loops (Bray et al.,

1991). The Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) was the first fully dedicated solar

3
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Figure 1.1: First image of the corona photographed by Berkowski in 1851 during a
total solar eclipse at the Royal Observatory in Königsberg, Prussia (now in Russia).
Some prominences are visible near the solar limb and they were determined to
be part of the Sun as the Moon covered and then revealed them (Schielicke &
Wittmann, 2005).

mission to operate for a full solar cycle from 1980 and it observed thousands of

solar flares and hundreds of coronal mass ejections (Hundhausen et al., 1984).

Later, the Japanese mission Yohkoh provided a full decade of X-ray images of

the solar disk from 1991, revealing for the first time the geometry of large-scale

magnetic field reconfiguration processes in solar flares (Uchida, 1993). These

early missions were only the beginning of solar coronal observations.

EUV and X-ray wavelengths allow observations of the low corona up to heights

of only ∼0.3 R� above the photosphere while more extensive observations sam-

pling larger heights above the photosphere are carried out at visible wavelengths

(‘white-light’). The ‘white-light’ corona radiates due to scattering of radiation

from the photosphere by particles and dust. The K-corona (K for kontinuier-

lich,“continuous” in German) dominates white-light emission up to a height of
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Figure 1.2: Image of coronal streamers photographed during the total solar eclipse
in India in 1898 (Maunder, 1899). The elongated, cusp-like features represent the
streamers. Annie Maunder, from Co. Fermanagh, Ireland, took the photographs
during an expedition to India to photograph the total solar eclipse funded by the
British Astronomical Association.

∼4 R� and it is created due to scattering of photospheric light by free electrons

(Thomson scattering). The spectrum of the K-corona is that of the photosphere,

however the Fraunhofer lines are absent due to Doppler broadening of the Fraun-

hofer lines due to photon scattering by the high velocity electrons. The F-corona

(F for Fraunhofer) is created by light scattering off dust particles (Rayleigh scat-

tering) and its emission spectrum contains the Fraunhofer lines of the photo-

spheric spectrum due to dust particles moving much slower than electrons. The

F-corona extends into inter-planetary space, far beyond our planet. In addition

to EUV, X-ray and visible wavelengths the corona is also a strong emitter at

radio wavelengths where it mimics some of the characteristics seen in EUV and

X-ray in the low corona and sometimes the solar activity seen higher up in the

‘white-light’ corona.

Today, there are a number of solar dedicated spacecraft providing multi-
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Figure 1.3: Example of sunspot groups and active regions on the Sun observed
by NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory. The sunspots can be seen at visible
wavelengths (left panel) while the active regions are visible at EUV wavelengths
on top of the sunspots (right panel). The active regions contain numerous coronal
loops.

wavelength observations of the solar corona and solar activity in white-light,

EUV, X-ray and radio wavelengths revealing the numerous features and dynam-

ics of the corona that are described below.

1.1.2 Features of the Solar Corona

The most prominent and bright features in the solar corona are active regions.

They are areas of strong magnetic field concentrations that harbour most of the

solar activity such as flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs). They make

up only a fraction of the solar surface and they are visible on the photosphere

as sunspot groups in optical wavelengths and magnetograms. An example of

sunspot groups is shown in the left panel of Figure 1.3 at visible wavelengths as

well as the active regions visible at EUV wavelengths as the bright features at the

sunspot locations in the right panel. Sunspots are the most obvious manifestation

of solar activity. They typically exhibit a strongly concentrated leading magnetic

polarity, followed by a more fragmented trailing group of sunspots of opposite

polarity. Active regions are therefore mainly made up of closed magnetic field

6
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lines due to the bipolar nature of the sunspots. Due to significant magnetic

activity in active regions, a number of dynamic processes occur such as plasma

heating, solar flares and CMEs as a result of the restructuring of the coronal

magnetic field.

Coronal holes are the regions on the Sun that appear darker than equato-

rial zones in coronal images at extreme ultraviolet and visible wavelengths. For

example, the northern and southern poles have been found to be darker during

solar eclipses in visible light. Coronal holes are dominated by open magnetic field

lines and can carry heated plasma from the corona into the solar wind. Because

of this they are generally empty of plasma making them appear darker than the

surroundings where heated plasma from the chromosphere remains trapped. In

visible light, coronal holes appear darker due to the fact that there is a lower

plasma density and therefore less electrons to scatter the light from the photo-

sphere of the Sun.

Streamers are long-lived radial structures that can be seen in white-light ex-

tending from the base of the corona to several solar radii (Figure 1.2). A subclass

of streamers, the helmet streamers are huge closed magnetic loops connecting

regions of opposite magnetic polarity in active regions. They can be seen in

white-light as bright coronal structures extending to several solar radii. Some-

times disruptions of streamers (streamer ‘blowouts’) can lead to a different type

of white light structures known as coronal mass ejections (CMEs).

Coronal loops are the most basic features in the corona and they are a direct

consequence of magnetic fields emerging from the surface. They are found around

sunspots and active regions and they are associated with the closed magnetic field

lines that connect magnetic regions of opposite polarity on the surface. Coronal

loops are generally brighter than the surroundings as they are filled with heated

plasma and they can be seen in Figure 1.3 inside active regions on the Sun.

1.1.3 Solar Flares

Solar flares are large explosions in the solar atmosphere that can release as much

as ∼ 1025 J of energy (∼ 1032 erg, Emslie et al., 2004) within a time period of a

few minutes. The first recorded observation of the flare phenomenon was made

7
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Figure 1.4: Standard model of a solar flare (cartoon from Kitchin, 2007). Particles
are accelerated due to energy release during a solar flare and travel upwards and
downwards along magnetic loops resulting in thermal and non-thermal radiation
at various wavelengths.

by R. C. Carrington and R. Hodgson, independently, in 1859 (Carrington, 1859;

Hodgson, 1859). While surveying sunspots on the solar disk, they observed an

intense brightening in a complex sunspot group lasting for only a few minutes.

However the majority of flares are not so conspicuous at visible wavelengths,

their radiation being enhanced in Hα, EUV and X-ray wavelengths. Flares have

been observed across the electromagnetic spectrum, from decametric radio emis-

sion to γ-rays in excess of 10 MeV. Despite several decades of observations, the

fundamental physical processes that are responsible for solar flares are still be-

ing actively studied with new theories emerging to explain the sudden release of

energy in a flare.

Flares are associated with rapid energy release processes in the solar corona,

believed to be driven by stored magnetic energy in active regions and triggered

by an instability in the magnetic configuration. These processes can result in

the acceleration of non-thermal particles and in heating of the chromospheric

8
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Figure 1.5: X2.7 solar flare observed by NASA’s Solar Dynamic Observatory on
5 May 2015 at 22:10 UT at five different wavelengths: visible light, 171 Å, 304 Å,
193 Å and 131 Å. Image courtesy of NASA/SDO/Wiessinger.

and coronal plasma. In the standard flare model (Figure 1.4 by Kitchin, 2007),

particles are accelerated as a result of a magnetic instability in the corona where

magnetic field lines of opposite polarity originating from chromospheric footpoints

interact. As a result electrons travel upwards and downwards from the point of

acceleration which is the flare energy release site. Downward-moving electrons

collide with the denser chromospheric plasma causing it to radiate hard X-rays

(HXR) and sometimes gamma rays (γ-rays) and upward-moving electrons can

escape along open magnetic field lines and give rise to radio emission in the

form of Type III radio bursts (see Section 1.2). The hot chromosphere heated

by the downward travelling electrons can then expand into the coronal loops, a

process named chromospheric evaporation (Antiochos & Sturrock, 1978), which

then radiates in soft X-rays (SXR) and microwave (MW) wavelengths as can be

seen in Figure 1.4. Plasma suspended above the acceleration point in Figure 1.4

can also be accelerated outwards away from the Sun giving rise to coronal mass

ejections.
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Table 1.1: GOES flare classification based on the peak X-ray flux at 1–
8 Å recorded at 1 AU.

GOES Class Peak X-ray Flux (W m−2)
X 10−4

M 10−5

C 10−6

B 10−7

A 10−8

Many flares are preceded by observable activity in X-rays and EUV wave-

lengths in the active region where the flare originates (Acton et al., 1992; Bumba

& Křivský, 1959). This pre-flare phase is followed by an impulsive phase which

is characterised by intense, rapidly fluctuating bursts of high energy radiation

such as hard X-rays (HXR) and sometimes γ-rays. Associated emission at other

wavelengths, EUV and optical, is generated as a result of the thermal response

of the corona to the rapid energisation associated with this phase. Non-thermal

particles are also accelerated in this phase and they can produce radio bursts

at a broad range of frequencies from a few GHz to MHz and sometimes down

to kHz frequencies when electrons have access to open magnetic field lines and

travel into interplanetary space. Therefore, the impulsive phase corresponds to

the release of stored magnetic energy into intense radiation, accelerated parti-

cles, bulk motions and heating of plasma. The impulsive phase is followed by a

gradual phase in which energy is transported in the corona mainly in the form

of heating characterised by predominantly thermal emissions: soft X-rays (SXR),

EUV and optical radiation. The impulsive phase only lasts for minutes while the

gradual phase can last for hours to allow for cooling of the surrounding plasma

and the relaxation to the pre-flare state. The dominant cooling mechanisms are

conduction (Culhane et al., 1994) which is followed by radiation as the flare cools

(Cargill et al., 1995).

Flares are classified according to their peak X-ray flux (in W m−2) in the

1–8 Å band observed by the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite

(GOES). The flare classes are A, B, C, M and X, each class having a peak flux ten

times greater than the preceding one, with the X class flares having the highest
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Figure 1.6: X2.7 solar flare X-ray light curve seen by GOES in the 1.0–8.00 Å and
0.5–4.00 Å channels. The pre-flare phase, the impulsive phase and the gradual
phase are labelled in the figure. These flare is preceded by smaller C-class flares.

flux values (Table 1.1).

An example of an X2.7 class flare is shown in Figure 1.5 as seen at 5 different

wavelengths (visible light, 171 Å, 304 Å, 193 Å and 131 Å) by NASA’s Solar

Dynamics Observatory on 5 May 2015 at 22:10 UT. The solar flare is not seen

in visible light (first panel), but it does appear in subsequent channels in EUV

wavelengths as an intense burst of radiation which saturates the instrument’s

detectors. The flare occurs directly above the sunspots seen in the first panel of

this figure. Figure 1.6 shows the GOES X-ray light curve of the same X2.7 class

flare seen in Figure 1.5 where the pre-flare phase, the impulsive phase and the

gradual phase are labelled.

1.1.4 Coronal Mass Ejections

Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are ejections of material from the solar corona
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Figure 1.7: Coronal mass ejection as seen by the LASCO C2 coronograph on 27
February 2000. The white circle represents the visible solar disc while the blank
area around it represents the extent of the occulting disk of the coronograph.

into the outer corona and beyond. Since their discovery by Tousey (1973), they

have been observed by many ground-based and space-borne white light instru-

ments that occult the sun, called coronographs, that have enabled the analysis

of their basic properties. Since the solar disk is much brighter than the outer

corona, specially designed instruments, coronographs, that occult the solar disk,

are used to observe CMEs. The ejected material is a plasma consisting primarily

of electrons, protons and small quantities of heavier elements (such as helium,

oxygen and iron). This material is surrounded by the coronal magnetic field ex-

tending from active regions. Most CMEs originate from active regions where the

magnetic field strength is large enough to allow the containment of plasma but

they can also be initiated in quiet Sun regions. CMEs are often associated with

eruptive prominences or with the disappearance of filaments on the solar disk.
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Figure 1.8: Coronal mass ejection observed by the Nançay Radioheliograph at
radio wavelengths (Bastian et al., 2001). (a) The CME is observed as a bright
ensemble of loops moving away from the Sun at a frequency of 164 MHz. The
radio emission from the loops is believed to originate from non-thermal electrons
producing synchrotron emission. (b) Flux spectra for the emission measured at the
four points shown in (a). The fit can be used to calculate the spectral indices, αi,
which are shown in (a).

CMEs are common solar phenomena and can occur at a frequency of a few events

per day. There is a general consensus that CMEs are associated with the release

of magnetic energy in the corona but they are not always related to solar flares

and not all flares are accompanied by CMEs.

Typical CMEs consist of a cavity of low density electrons, a dense core em-

bedded in this cavity and a bright envelope surrounding the cavity and the core.

Figure 1.7 shows a typical image of a large CME as seen in the LASCO corono-

graph white-light image of a large CME observed on 27 February 2000. The

white circle in Figure 1.7 represents the extent of the visible solar disc while the

blank area around it represents the extent of the occulting disk of the LASCO

C2 coronograph. Not all CMEs show all of these elements seen in Figure 1.7 and

frequently they have a much more complex structure. CME speeds range from

∼100 km s−1 up to ∼3000 km s−1. The fastest CMEs are often associated with

solar flares. Based on their velocity profile over time, the CME evolution can
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be described by a three-phase scenario: initiation, acceleration and propagation

(Neupert et al., 2001). The initiation phase occurs before the onset of the asso-

ciated flare and lasts for a few tens of minutes. It is characterised by the slow

ascension of the CME in the low corona (1–3 R� from the solar centre). Following

initiation there is a rapid acceleration stage which ceases before the peak of the

flare in soft X-rays. The CME then propagates outwards from the Sun eventually

reaching the speed of the solar wind.

CMEs have also been observed at radio wavelengths, however, on very rare

occasions. At radio wavelengths, CMEs show the same structure as in white-

light as seen in Figure 1.8 of a radio CME observed by Bastian et al. (2001) with

the Nançay Radioheliograph. The CME is observed as a bright ensemble of loops

moving away from the Sun at a frequency of 164 MHz as seen in Figure 1.8a. The

radio emission from the loops is believed to originate from non-thermal electrons

with energies of 0.5–5 MeV radiating synchrotron emission in a magnetic field

of 0.1–2 G. The flux spectra for the emission measured at the four points in

Figure 1.8a at various frequencies is shown in Figure 1.8b. The power law fits

(S = S0f
α, where S is the flux and f is the frequency of observation) are shown in

Figure 1.8 for different measurements of the spectral indices, αi at three different

frequencies. The values of the spectral indices indicate non-thermal emission.

CMEs are good particle accelerators as they are generally faster than the local

speed of information travel (Alfvén speed) in the corona which results in a CME

driven shock. Type II radio bursts were the first evidence of shock acceleration in

the solar corona and were identified as shock structures from imaging observations

at frequencies below ∼500 MHz (Nelson & Melrose, 1985). Sometimes, short,

narrow bursts called herringbones emanate from the central backbone of a Type

II radio burst indicating escaping electron beams that have been accelerated in

the shock front (Cairns & Robinson, 1987). CMEs can also deflect streamers and

magnetic field lines in their path, which may cause them to reconnect (Bemporad

et al., 2010) and this magnetic reconnection may accelerate electrons which can

produce Type III radio bursts.
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Figure 1.9: Classification of the main 5 types of solar radio bursts associated with
the occurrence of a solar flare (Cliver & Ling, 2009). The characteristic shapes of
these various radio bursts are shown as they appear in dynamic spectra.

1.2 Solar Radio Bursts

Radio emission on the Sun is often associated with solar flares and CMEs and it

is usually most pronounced in the form of solar radio bursts. Solar radio bursts

originate in the the corona where plasma radiation is believed to be the main

emission mechanism at radio frequencies due to the relatively low plasma density

in order for radiation to escape without being collisionaly damped.

Solar radio bursts are classified into five main types (Wild, 1963). Type I

bursts are short duration narrowband bursts that occur in storms where each

individual burst is less than 1 s in duration and 3–5 MHz in bandwidth. Type I

bursts are associated with active regions and they are usually found above them

forming a stratified cone of radiation that can last for days (Melrose, 1975). Type

II bursts are slow frequency drifting radio emissions that last for approximately

10 minutes and they are thought to be excited by shock waves travelling through

the solar corona. Type II bursts are generally associated with CMEs which can
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drive a shock (Nelson & Melrose, 1985). Type III radio bursts are rapid frequency

drifting bursts that can cover a wide frequency range from kHz to GHz and they

are the most frequently occurring radio bursts (Wild, 1950). Type IV bursts

are broad continuum emissions with rapidly varying time structures (McLean &

Labrum, 1985). They are generally observed after solar flares as a flare continuum

emission and they cover the radio spectrum from cm to dm wavelengths. Type

IVs often exhibit numerous fine scale structures and can last for hours. Type III

bursts can sometimes be followed by a continuum emission which lasts for about

1 minute and this emission is called a Type V radio burst (Wild, 1963). This

continuum emission is different to the Type III emission as it is more polarised

and also in the opposite sense to Type IIIs (Dulk & Suzuki, 1980). The different

types of bursts can be seen in Figure 1.9 in a cartoon dynamic spectrum by Cliver

& Ling (2009) which shows their characteristics as a function of frequency and

time since the onset of a solar flare.

In addition to the main types of radio bursts, there are also a variety of more

complex, short time-scale bursts that have not been classified in a similar way.

This is due to the fact that these bursts have been observed at a later time with

the advance of more powerful and sensitive radio telescopes that could resolve

fine structures in dynamic spectra. Some examples are zebra patterns which

often accompany Type IV bursts (Slottje, 1972), herringbones which accompany

Type II bursts (Cairns & Robinson, 1987; Carley et al., 2013), radio spikes that

can sometimes be seen before the starting frequency of Type III bursts (Benz

et al., 1982, 1996), fibre bursts that occur in the fine structure of Type IV bursts

and show emission and absorption features (Rausche et al., 2008) and solar S

bursts that are narrow sloping lines in dynamic spectra where S stands for ‘short’

(McConnell, 1982; Morosan et al., 2015) . Most of these bursts have not yet been

studied in detail due to the sensitivity and imaging limitations of previous radio

telescopes. In this thesis, we will focus on Type III radio bursts and solar S bursts

which are described in more detail in the following sections.

1.2.1 Type III Solar Radio Bursts

Type III radio bursts are one of the most common types of radio bursts occurring
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1.2 Solar Radio Bursts

Figure 1.10: Type III radio bursts observed by Zucca et al. (2012) on 21 October
2011 at RSTO. Multiple Type III bursts are seen over the entire frequency band in
the dynamic spectrum and a Type III storm is seen at frequencies below 200 MHz.
Also shown is a Type II burst between 140 and 330 MHz.

in very large numbers during times of moderate solar activity. They are observed

in dynamic spectra as rapidly varying bursts of radiation at meter wavelengths

with durations of a few seconds. Type III bursts are believed to originate ex-

clusively from active regions, however the majority occur in the absence of solar

flares (Dulk, 1985). The flare related Type III radio bursts usually occur at
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the start of a solar flare, in the impulsive phase where they are well correlated

with HXR emission (Kane, 1981). An example of Type III bursts can be seen

in Figure 1.10 observed by Zucca et al. (2012) on 21 October 2011 at the Rosse

Solar-Terrestrial Observatory (RSTO) in Birr, Co. Offaly. The Type III bursts

are seen over the entire frequency band of the dynamic spectrum and also shown

is a Type II burst for comparison that was observed around the same time at fre-

quencies between 140 and 330 MHz. As seen in this figure, Type III radio bursts

drift in frequency much more rapidly than the Type II radio burst. A storm of

Type III radio bursts is also ongoing at frequencies below 150 MHz where most

Type III radio bursts are observed.

Type IIIs were first described by Wild (1950) who found that they have a

duration of up to a few seconds and a characteristic frequency drift from high to

low frequencies in dynamic spectra which is faster than other radio bursts. Since

then, Type IIIs have been observed at kHz to GHz frequencies on numerous

occasions. During large solar flares, Type IIIs can start at frequencies of GHz

(Benz et al., 1983) but the majority occur at frequencies < 150 MHz (Saint-

Hilaire et al., 2013). The end frequency of Type III bursts can also vary from

100 MHz down to kHz frequencies, with weaker radio bursts having a lower end

frequency (Leblanc et al., 1995). Type III bursts have frequency dependent drift

rates starting from -1 MHz s−1 at 20 MHz to -20 MHz s−1 at 100 MHz (Abranin

et al., 1990; Mann & Klassen, 2002a). Their brightness temperatures range from

up to 1012 K for coronal Type IIIs and 1015 K for interplanetary Type IIIs. High

brightness temperature Type IIIs are generally associated with flaring activity on

the Sun, however 90% of the time Type III bursts occur in the absence of flares

or CMEs (Dulk, 1985).

Type III bursts are usually observed as single isolated bursts or as a Type III

storm (bursts occurring continuously over a time period of up to a few hours)

over a broad frequency range ranging from ∼10 kHz to ∼1 GHz (Dulk & Suzuki,

1980). These bursts are very weakly circularly polarised (∼ 6%). They are

sometimes observed in fundamental and harmonic frequency pairs. According

to studies by Dulk & Suzuki (1980); Suzuki & Sheridan (1977) these pairs are

confined to low frequencies (< 100 MHz) where the fundamental components are

moderately polarised (∼30%) and the harmonic components are less polarised
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(∼12%). The sense of circular polarisation is the same for both fundamental and

harmonic components.

Type III bursts are produced by sub-relativistic beams of electrons travelling

at speeds of ∼0.05–0.30 c (Dulk et al., 1987). The velocity of the electrons is

usually calculated from the Type III drift rates or from multi-frequency imaging

(Klassen et al., 2003). Type III bursts represent the radio signature of electron

beams travelling through the corona and into interplanetary space along open

magnetic field lines (Lin, 1974a) and these electron beams are believed to originate

from magnetic reconnection or shocks accelerating electrons (Dulk et al., 2000).

There are a number of theoretical explanations for Type III bursts, but it

is commonly believed that, following acceleration, faster electrons outpace the

slower ones to produce a bump-on-tail instability in their Maxwellian velocity dis-

tribution (for more details see Chapter 2.3). This generates Langmuir (plasma)

waves (Robinson et al., 1993) which are then converted into radio waves at the lo-

cal plasma frequency (fp) and its harmonic (2fp; Bastian et al., 1998). Higher har-

monics of the plasma frequency are associated with non-linear plasma processes

and therefore this emission is a rare event (Zlotnik et al., 1998). More recently,

Li & Cairns (2013) have suggested that fundamental emission can also be excited

in a plasma where particles have isotropic kappa velocity distributions (particle

distributions with non-Maxwellian suprathermal tails decreasing as a power law

of the velocity). Emission at the plasma frequency by kappa-distributed plas-

mas can reach observable intensity levels more easily than Maxwellian plasmas

for fundamental emission. However, the classical plasma emission mechanism in

a Maxwellian plasma is more widely accepted and it will be described in more

detail in the following chapter.

There is a large variety of Type III radio bursts observed which are classified

based on their drift rate and shape in dynamic spectra, characteristics which are

influenced by the propagation of the electron beams in the corona. Some of these

bursts are shown in Figure 1.11 from Aschwanden & Benz (1997) in the cartoon

model of a solar flare where electron beams are accelerated upward and downward

from the energy release site. Classical Type III radio bursts are generated by

upward travelling electron beams away from the acceleration site and have a
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Figure 1.11: Solar flare model showing accelerated electrons producing radio
bursts from Aschwanden & Benz (1997). Classical Type III radio bursts are gener-
ated by upward travelling electron beams. Reverse-slope (RS) Type III bursts are
generated by downward propagating beams. Downward beams that intercept the
chromospheric evaporation front can also produce decimetric bursts (DCIM).

negative drift rate in dynamic spectra (from high to low frequencies). Reverse-

slope (RS) Type III bursts are generated by downward propagating beams and

have a positive drift rate (from low to high frequencies). Downward beams that

intercept the chromospheric evaporation front can also produce decimetric bursts

(denoted as DCIM in Figure 1.11) in the form of pulsations or spikes. The

electron densities are also shown at various locations for comparison as well as

the frequency of emission of the radio bursts observed. In addition to the radio

bursts in the cartoon, some Type III radio bursts can have an inverted U-shape

indicating that electrons travel up along one leg of a magnetic loop and travel

back down the other leg. Other Type III bursts can have an inverted J-shape

indicating that electrons travel up along a magnetic loop leg but emission stops

near the loop top (Maxwell & Swarup, 1958; Stone & Fainberg, 1971).

Magnetic reconnection in the corona can accelerate electron beams which can

travel upwards or downwards away from the energy release site as seen in the solar
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1.2 Solar Radio Bursts

Figure 1.12: Type III radio burst associated with HXR footpoints from Vilmer
et al. (2002). RHESSI HXR contours are shown in black at energies of 25–40 keV
and the Nançay Radioheliograph contours are shown in white at a frequency of
410 MHz. In this event, the intense metric emission started simultaneously with
the most energetic X-ray peak at 100 keV.

flare model in Figure 1.11. Type III radio bursts are most commonly produced

by upwards- saccelerated electrons. Downward travelling electrons usually reach

the chromosphere where they lose their energies due to collisions to produce HXR

footpoints (Krucker et al. 2011) as described in Figure 1.6. This relationship be-

tween Type III bursts and HXRs was verified observationally where flare-related

Type IIIs have been well correlated to HXR emission in both time and location

in numerous studies (Aschwanden et al., 1995; Kane, 1972; Vilmer et al., 2003).

For example, Vilmer et al. (2002) observed intense metric Type III bursts that

started simultaneously with the most energetic X-ray peak observed at the time

at 100 keV. The HXR and Type IIIs can be seen simultaneously in Figure 1.12

where RHESSI HXR contours are shown in black at energies of 25–40 keV and

the Nançay Radioheliograph (NRH) contours are shown in white at a frequency

of 410 MHz. This observation agrees well with the flare model in Figure 1.11.
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Figure 1.13: (a) Decimetric Type III radio bursts at frequencies above 1 GHz
observed by the Very Large Array (VLA) on 5 November 2011 by Chen et al. (2013).
(b) Centroids of all decimetric Type III radio bursts in the dynamic spectrum in
(a) at frequencies of 1–1.52 GHz coloured from blue to red obtained from VLA
interferometric images. The red contours represent the hard X-ray source at 12-
25 keV showing where the flare occurred where the Type III producing electrons
were accelerated.

Using the starting frequency of Type III bursts and the HXR spectral index, Reid

et al. (2014) made estimates of the size of the acceleration regions and found that

the heights varied between 25 to 200 Mm above the photosphere and they had

a vertical extent between 2 to 16 Mm. Acceleration of electrons that produce

Type IIIs and HXRs must occur in small regions in the low corona above active

regions. In general, very few Type III bursts are associated with HXRs and solar

flares, therefore, the location and magnetic topology of the acceleration region of

most Type III bursts is unknown.

The plasma emission mechanism is commonly accepted as the emission mech-

anism of Type III radio bursts as was first proposed by Ginzburg & Zhelezniakov

(1958) as an emission mechanism for sporadic bursts of radiation coming from
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the Sun. Type III bursts are therefore emitted at the plasma frequency or its har-

monic. Imaging of these bursts can be used as a direct diagnostic of the electron

density in the solar corona as the electron density is directly proportional to the

square root of the plasma frequency (which will be shown in the following chap-

ter). The electron density decreases away from the photosphere and therefore, so

does the plasma frequency. Imaging of Type IIIs can also show the propagation

path of the accelerated electron beam in the corona as well as the shape and

direction of magnetic field lines.

In the low corona (<1.2 R�), imaging Type IIIs at decimetric wavelengths

can show the path of the accelerated electron starting from regions close to the

acceleration site. Type III bursts associated with a solar flare can be seen in

Figure 1.13 from Chen et al. (2013). The Type IIIs were observed at frequencies

above 1 GHz as seen in the dynamic spectrum in Figure 1.13a and they were

imaged by the Very Large Array (VLA) with high time and frequency resolution

over a broad frequency band allowing for electron beam trajectories to be deduced

in Figure 1.13b. These beams originate from an energy release site above an active

region in the low corona at a height below ∼15 Mm. Then they propagated along

a bundle of magnetic field lines emitting Type III bursts shown by the centroids

coloured from red (1.52 GHz) to blue (1.09 GHz) in Figure 1.13b. The Nançay

Radioheliograph (NRH; Kerdraon & Delouis, 1997) provided Type III radio bursts

images for over a decade and an example of a Type III radio burst with the NRH

was shown in Figure 1.12. A statistical study of the Type III positions can be

found in Saint-Hilaire et al. (2013) where over 10000 Type IIIs observed with

the NRH in 7 years were analysed and their positions were correlated with the

locations of active regions on the visible solar disc.

The location of Type III radio bursts in the high corona (>1.2 R�) has not

been studied extensively over a wide frequency range. At low frequencies, Type

III radio bursts have only been imaged on a number of occasions, mainly by

the Culgoora Radioheliograph (Wild, 1967) at frequencies of 43.25 and 80 MHz,

however operations discontinued in 1986. Recent studies on imaging of Type IIIs

at low frequencies have only been possible with the commissioning of the Low

Frequency Array (LOFAR; van Haarlem et al., 2013) which has been observing

multiple Type III radio bursts at frequencies of 10–240 MHz. An example of a
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Figure 1.14: The first image of a metric Type III radio burst observed by the Low
Frequency Array (LOFAR) on 13 October 2011 at a frequency of 133 MHz (Mann
et al., submitted) showing the position and height of the radio bursts relative to
the photosphere (white circle). The black line in the dynamic spectrum shows the
time when the burst was imaged.

metric Type III radio burst observed by LOFAR at a frequency of ∼133 MHz is

shown Figure 1.14 (this was the first Type III radio burst observed by LOFAR by

Mann et al., submitted). This Type III is located higher up in the corona due to

its low frequency which can only be emitted in regions of lower electron density.

Type III bursts are also important when considering the energy budget of the
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solar corona as they occur frequently and they are believed to carry a significant

amount of energy away from the corona (Saint-Hilaire et al., 2013). Electrons

responsible for Type III emission are believed to be similar in number and en-

ergetics to those generated by nanoflares and microflares (Saint-Hilaire et al.,

2013), small flares that have a low peak X-ray flux, not detectable by the GOES

satellite in the case of nanoflares. The study of Type III radio bursts with very

sensitive instruments at low frequencies can provide new insights into the energy

release processes in the corona and the origin of the accelerated electrons which

is currently unknown.

1.2.2 Solar S Bursts

S bursts are short duration radio bursts that have only been reported scarcely in

literature and are not as well studied as the other types of radio bursts. This is

due to the fact that S bursts seem to occur only during the maxima of solar cycles

(Briand et al., 2008; Ellis, 1969; McConnell, 1982; Morosan et al., 2015; Zaitsev

& Zlotnik, 1986) and instruments continuously monitoring the Sun lacked the

temporal resolution and sensitivity to detect them. S bursts appear as narrow

drifting lines in dynamic spectra with a temporal width of up to 100 ms and total

duration of about 1 s (Figure 1.15). They were first identified by Ellis (1969) as

a new type of short duration radio bursts which were initially named “fast drift

storm” bursts. McConnell (1982) also observed these bursts and he showed that

their drift rate is slower than that of Type III radio bursts. The S burst drift

rate is about 1/3 that of Type IIIs as seen in Figure 1.16 where the drift rate,

df/dt, is plotted against frequency for multiple observations by McConnell (1982)

and Melnik et al. (2010). McConnell (1982) renamed fast drift storms to “solar

S bursts” due to their similarity in appearance, frequency range and drift rate to

jovian S bursts (where S stands for “short”).

S bursts are weak radio bursts as their fluxes do not exceed a few tens of

s.f.u. (1 s.f.u. = 10−22 W m−2 Hz−1). For comparison, flare-related Type III

radio bursts can have a flux as high as 105 s.f.u. So far, S bursts have only

been observed on rare occasions with very sensitive instruments consisting of

many antennas at low radio frequencies. McConnell (1982) observed these bursts
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Figure 1.15: Solar S-bursts observed by McConnell (1982) over a period of only
∼2 s in June 1979. S bursts are the narrow sloping lines seen in the dynamic
spectra. The two isolated bursts in the bottom panel are another example of fine
structure bursts: drift pairs (Roberts, 1958).

using the Llanherne radio telescope (Ferris et al., 1980) at frequencies between

25-155 MHz. The telescope consisted of 4,096 broadband dipoles concentrated

in a small area (160×80 m). Later observations of S bursts were made using the

UTR-2 radio telescope (Abranin et al., 2001; Melnik et al., 2011a) at frequencies

of 10–30 MHz which consists of over 2,000 dipoles with a total area of over 30000

m2. UTR-2 S bursts were analysed in more detail by Briand et al. (2008); Melnik
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Figure 1.16: The absolute value of the frequency drift rate (df/dt) of solar S
bursts and Type III bursts at low frequencies observed by Melnik et al. (2010) and
compared to previous studies. The drift rate is plotted as a function of frequency.
The Type III drift rate (large squares) is plotted as a function of frequency for
comparison showing that Type IIIs drift at a faster rate than S bursts. S bursts
drift rates are shown by the remaining symbols in which the S-bursts observed by
UTR-2 (empty circle, solid circle, solid triangle) are compared to the S bursts drift
rates observed by McConnell (1982).

et al. (2010).

S bursts have been observed over a narrow frequency range (10–150 MHz)

and only at low radio frequencies compared to other types of radio bursts (Ellis,

1982; McConnell, 1982; Melnik et al., 2011a). They have short instantaneous

bandwidths of about 120 kHz and short instantaneous duration of 50 ms at fre-
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quencies of 40 MHz (McConnell, 1983). Most S bursts have negative drift rates,

i.e. from high to low frequencies, however a few S bursts have positive drift rates

(Briand et al., 2008; McConnell, 1982). All S bursts occurred during times of

other solar activity such as Type III and Type IIIb radio bursts (Briand et al.,

2008; McConnell, 1982; Melnik et al., 2010). Type IIIb bursts are similar to Type

III radio bursts that show fine frequency structures (striae) in dynamic spectra

that have a bandwidth of ∼1 MHz (Takakura & Yousef, 1975). S bursts’ polar-

isation has only been studied before by McConnell (1983) and they were found

to have a strong circular polarisation component, however no quantitative values

were given in the study.

S bursts remain poorly studied due to the lack of observations with very sensi-

tive instruments and their emission mechanism remains unknown. So far, plasma

emission has been proposed by Zaitsev & Zlotnik (1986) and Melnik et al. (2010)

as the mechanism responsible for the emission of solar S bursts. Zaitsev & Zlot-

nik (1986) suggest that electrons with velocities 10–20 times above their thermal

velocity excite plasma waves near the upper hybrid resonance frequency (the

quadratic sum of the plasma frequency and electron-cyclotron frequency). These

waves are then scattered by ions producing electromagnetic waves at the plasma

frequency. Melnik et al. (2010) propose a model in which S bursts are generated

by the coalescence of magnetosonic waves and Langmuir (plasma) waves and their

frequency of emission would be the average of the upper hybrid frequency and

the electron-cyclotron frequency. Since S bursts occur at the same time as other

radio bursts they most probably occur in a plasma with a high level of Langmuir

turbulence. Melnik et al. (2010) derived a minimum magnetic field of 2 G nec-

essary for the generation of these bursts at the plasma frequency, based on the

dispersion relation of magnetosonic waves, the level of Langmuir turbulence in

the corona, and the angle between the magnetic field vector and the wave vector

of the Langmuir wave.

S bursts are morphologically different to Type III radio bursts and also to

the other main radio burst types which are examples of plasma emission. They

have a slower drift rate than Type III radio bursts (about 1/3 of the Type III

drift rate), very narrow bandwidths and short lifetimes and they are significantly

more polarised than Type IIIs. Fibre bursts are also an example of sloping lines
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Figure 1.17: Jovian S-bursts observed by Clarke et al. (2014) with the Long
Wavelength Array (LWA) at similar frequencies to solar S bursts. The frequencies
are reversed compared to the solar dynamic spectra.

in dynamic spectra which occur as the fine structure inside of Type IV bursts

(Rausche et al., 2008), however fibre bursts are composed of both an emission

and absorption features which have not been observed with S bursts.

Solar S bursts are very similar in appearance to jovian S bursts which are

an example of electron-cyclotron maser (ECM) emission generated by ∼ 5 keV

electrons accelerated in the flux tubes connecting Io to Jupiter (Zarka et al., 1996).

An example of jovian S bursts is shown in Figure 1.17 where a high resolution

dynamic spectrum recorded by the Owens Valley Long Wavelength Array (LWA)

shows a zoomed image of a few S bursts over a total time period of 0.21 s on 11

March 2012 (Clarke et al., 2014).

Solar and jovian S bursts have similar characteristics, they occur at similar

frequency ranges and have similar drift rates, however the plasma processes in-

volved in their generation may be different. This could be due to the fact that

electron densities and magnetic field strengths are different on Jupiter compared

to the Sun. Instruments capable of recording high time and frequency resolution

dynamic spectra, as well as high cadence imaging, are necessary for the further

study of these bursts.
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1.3 Thesis Outline

This chapter gives an introduction to the research presented in this thesis. The

results advance the understanding of particle acceleration in the solar corona, as

well as the generation and propagation of solar radio bursts and their possible

emission mechanisms.

Firstly, the low frequency radio spectrum and the possibility of imaging of

radio bursts at these frequencies was explored with LOFAR, which has only been

done before on a few occasions. A new observational method was used, tied-

array beams, to analyse the spectral and spatial characteristics of Type III radio

bursts. Type III radio bursts are expected to be a good diagnostic of the electron

density in the solar corona. However, due to the highly dynamic corona, the

locations of Type III radio bursts found in this analysis occurred at altitudes

in excess of those predicted by 1D electron density models of the solar corona.

Some of these bursts were found at high altitudes (up to 4 R�) and had non-radial

trajectories which could not be taken into account by existing density models,

unless in the case where the bursts occurred outside the solar limb. The non-

radial high altitude Type IIIs were found to be associated with the expanding

flank of a CME deflecting surrounding coronal streamers. This study showed

that the highly dynamic corona has a large impact on the propagation of electron

beams which needs to be studied in more detail as existing electron density models

cannot predict the radio emission associated with these beams. This work has

been published in Morosan et al. (2014) in Astronomy & Astrophysics.

Secondly, due to the high spectral and temporal resolution of tied-array beams,

the possibility of imaging fine temporal and spectral structures in dynamic spectra

was investigated, after promising results where obtained when imaging Type III

radio bursts. This work advanced the study of solar S bursts that have been

observed at low frequencies on only a number of occasions. LOFAR observations

were used to study the spectral and spatial characteristics of over 3000 S bursts,

as well as their origin and possible emission mechanisms. Since S bursts have

short time scales of < 1 s, standard interferometric imaging was not suitable for

their detection. Tied-array images with a high cadence of 50 ms were used to

image S bursts for the first time and relate them to the coronal magnetic field.
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In addition, the S burst properties were constrained by a statistical study of over

3000 S bursts observed during 8 hours. This work has been published in Morosan

et al. (2015) in Astronomy & Astrophysics.

The unusual nature of solar S bursts showing short durations and higher

degrees of circular polarisations than Type III radio bursts motivated a study on

the possible emission mechanisms for coherent radio emission. Plasma emission

is thought to be the dominant coherent emission mechanism for most solar radio

bursts. The electron-cyclotron maser (ECM) mechanism has been proposed to

explain the coherent emission of more complex, highly polarised bursts that occur

mostly at decimeter wavelengths. The conditions of ECM emission in the solar

corona were investigated using two-dimensional data-constrained magnetic field

and electron density maps of the corona. These maps were used to estimate the

ratio of the plasma frequency to the electron-cyclotron frequency which dictates

if ECM is possible. The ECM condition was satisfied in the solar corona but

only at small heights (< 1.1 R� from the centre) within a large active region

with a complex magnetic structure. In addition, high Alfvén speeds were also

found in these regions (> 0.02 c). Therefore, ECM could be a possible emission

mechanism for high-frequency radio and microwave bursts that have previously

been observed at these heights. This work has been published in Morosan et al.

(2016) in Astronomy & Astrophysics.

Finally, the nature and origin of accelerated electrons that generate solar radio

bursts was investigated by studying small scale solar energetic events such as solar

jets. A bright Type III-like radio burst observed by LOFAR was associated with

a solar jet, unlike the other Type III bursts observed. Multi-wavelength data were

combined to study the solar jet and the magnetic field configuration in the vicinity

of the jet as well as the path followed by the accelerated electrons produced at the

same time as the jet. These electrons were observed as the Type III-like burst.

Newly-emerged positive magnetic flux in the negative polarity region of an area

of bipolar plage appeared to be the trigger of the jet. Radio imaging showed that

the Type III-like burst originated in a region above the newly-emerged magnetic

field and then followed long, closed magnetic field lines to the top of the loop at

a height of ∼ 360 Mm (1.5 R�). Magnetic reconnection between the overlying

coronal field lines and the newly-emerged positive field lines was most likely the
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cause of the solar jet and accelerated electrons that produced the radio burst.

These results were submitted to Astronomy & Astrophysics in 2016.
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2
Plasma Theory and Radio Emission

Mechanisms

The theory behind the emission mechanisms believed to be responsible for the

generation of solar radio bursts is introduced in this chapter. The solar corona is

a plasma and various plasma processes are responsible for the generation of the

radio bursts we see in dynamic spectra. Plasma physics and the fluid description

of the plasma based on magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) are necessary to introduce

the fundamental concepts responsible for particle acceleration and radio emission

coming from the Sun. Solar radio bursts are a result of accelerated electrons

travelling in a plasma and the origin of these acceleration events is believed to be

magnetic reconnection. The accelerated electrons travel through the solar corona

along magnetic field lines and the local parameters inside the solar corona, such

as electron density and magnetic field, can be related to the propagation of radio

bursts. Due to the inability to take direct measurements of such parameters,

models of density and magnetic field are important in the analysis of solar radio

bursts.
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2. PLASMA THEORY AND RADIO EMISSION MECHANISMS

2.1 Plasma Physics and Magnetohydrodynam-

ics

The solar corona is a hot, tenuous plasma extending out from the Sun. A plasma

is defined as a quasi-neutral gas consisting of charged particles that overall show

a collective behaviour. A plasma does not need to be fully ionised and it can

be accurately described by three plasma criteria. Firstly, plasma oscillations can

only occur if the plasma oscillation period, τp is less than the mean free time

between collisions, τc. Collisions in a plasma are important and they occur due

to the long range Coulomb forces of charged particles. The plasma oscillation

period is inversely related to the plasma frequency, ωp:

τp =
2π

ωp
, (2.1)

where,

ωp =

√
ne2

meε0
. (2.2)

Secondly, the length scale of the system, L, has to be much larger than the Debye

length, λD (L >> λD). λD is the maximum distance an electron in a plasma can

travel before returning due to electrostatic force:

λD =

√
ε0kBT

e2n
. (2.3)

This length defines the scale below which collective processes dominate in a

plasma. Finally, there have to be sufficient particles inside the Debye sphere

which is a sphere with a radius equal to the Debye length. The plasma param-

eter, Λ = 4πλ3Dn, where n is the plasma density, is equal to three times the

number of particles contained in the Debye sphere and it has to be sufficiently

large (Λ >> 1) in a plasma.

As a result, a plasma as a whole is capable of processes that can generate

electric and magnetic fields to which it can react and it can also be affected by

external electric and magnetic fields. It is now necessary to outline the funda-
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2.1 Plasma Physics and Magnetohydrodynamics

mental equations describing these fields.

2.1.1 Maxwell’s Equations

Maxwell’s equations represent the foundation of classical electrodynamics. They

are a set of four partial differential equations that describe the relationship be-

tween the electric field E, the magnetic field B and their evolution in time and

space as well as the current density J and the charge density ρc:

∇ · E =
ρc
ε0

(2.4)

∇ ·B = 0 (2.5)

∇× E =
∂B

∂t
(2.6)

∇×B = µ0J + µ0ε0
∂E

∂t
(2.7)

where ε0 and µ0 are the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability of free

space, respectively, and the product µ0ε0 = 1/c2 by definition where c is the speed

of light. Equation 2.6 is also know as Faraday’s Law while Equation 2.7 is known

as Ampere’s Law. Electron velocities typically found in a plasma are below the

speed of light, therefore, the displacement current can be neglected and Ampere’s

Law (Equation 2.7) can be used in a simplified form:

∇×B = µ0J. (2.8)

Maxwell’s equations can be used as fluid equations of motion to describe the fluid

behaviour of a plasma which will be discussed in the following sections.

2.1.2 Plasma Kinetic Theory

Plasmas consist of many particles that exhibit a collective behaviour and it is

therefore necessary to consider the collective motion of many plasma particles in

plasma phenomena. The plasma kinetic theory investigates the behaviour and
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2. PLASMA THEORY AND RADIO EMISSION MECHANISMS

evolution of particle distribution functions, f(r,v, t) which are used to understand

how plasmas behave on large scales. A particle distribution function gives the

number of particles per unit volume at a position r and time t, with velocities

v. f(r,v, t) can be used to determine the macroscopic values of an ensemble of

particles such as total number of particles, N , number density, n(r, t), and bulk

velocity, u, by taking appropriate weighted integrals of the distribution function:

N =

∫
f(r,v, t) d3rd3v, (2.9)

n(r, t) =

∫
f(r,v, t) d3v, (2.10)

u =
1

n(r, t)

∫
vf(r,v, t) d3v. (2.11)

The evolution of f = f(r,v, t) in time and space can be described by the Boltz-

mann equation which is given below in the case of a collisionless plasma:

∂f

∂t
+ v · ∂f

∂r
+

F

m
· ∂f
∂v

= 0. (2.12)

The equation describes the changes in the particle distribution with respect to

(r,v, t) in phase space, where F = ma is any external force acting on the particles.

Particles in a plasma are affected by both electric and magnetic fields and the

effect of the Lorentz force becomes important:

FL = q(E + v×B), (2.13)

where q is the Coulomb charge. Substituting the Lorentz force into the collision-

less Boltzmann equation, the Vlasov equation is obtained which can be used to

describe a plasma interacting with electromagnetic fields:

∂f

∂t
+ v · ∂f

∂r
+

q

m
(E + v×B) · ∂f

∂v
= 0. (2.14)

We can now evaluate macroscopic properties of the plasma which are of greater

interest in observations by taking moments of the Vlasov equation. The nth
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2.1 Plasma Physics and Magnetohydrodynamics

moment of a distribution f(x) is given by:

µn =

∫
xnf(x)dx. (2.15)

It can be shown that the zeroth (n = 0), first (n = 1) and second (n = 2) mo-

ments of the Vlasov equation correspond to equations of conservation of mass,

conservation of momentum an conservation of energy, respectively1. These con-

servation equations, also known as macroscopic transport equations, form the

foundation of plasma fluid theory and they can be used in the derivation of the

equations of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD).

2.1.3 Magnetohydrodynamics

The lowest order moment (n = 0) of the Vlasov equation can be used to derive

the equation of conservation of mass:

Dn

Dt
= −n∇v, (2.16)

where n is the number density, v is the bulk velocity and D/Dt = ∂/∂t+ v ·∇ is

the convective derivative. This equation is the first of the MHD equations and it

accounts for the evolution of density of particles which is controlled by the bulk

flow of the fluid.

The first order moment (n = 1) of the Vlasov equation is obtained by mul-

tiplying Equation 2.14 by v and integrating over dv to give the equation of

conservation of momentum, also called the momentum transport equation:

mn
Dv

Dt
= qn(E + v×B)−∇ ·P + Pij, (2.17)

where P is the stress or pressure tensor and Pij is the implicit sum of forces due

to collisions. This equation describes the flow of momentum and it represents the

balance of forces such as the Lorentz force, pressure and collisions acting on the

plasma. The momentum transport equation can be simplified into the equation

1The derivation of the Boltzmann equation as well as the moments of the Vlasov equation
require lengthy derivations that are not presented in this chapter. These derivations can be
found in many text books, for example Goossens (2003).
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2. PLASMA THEORY AND RADIO EMISSION MECHANISMS

of motion for bulk plasma by adding individual transport equations for both ions

and electrons and neglecting the convective term, v · ∇v since the gradient is

negligible over small perturbations. We can also consider a simple hydrostatic

case in which we can identify two pressure tensors: pressure due to gravity (ρg,

where ρ = mn is the mass density) and the fluid pressure gradient (−∇p) and also

the Lorentz force (J×B) acting on the plasma. Substituting these simplifications

into the momentum transport equation we obtain a simpler form of this equation

that shows the balancing of the various forces acting on the plasma:

ρ
dv

dt
= −∇p+ J×B + ρg. (2.18)

In equilibrium, there is no acceleration so the sum of the terms in the equation

above is 0. The gravitational force can be neglected as it is weak compared to

pressure and electromagnetic effects, leaving the simplified equation below:

∇p = J×B. (2.19)

We can also substitute the current density J using Ampere’s law (Equation 2.8)

to expand pressure gradient into an expression involving just the magnetic field,

B:

∇p = − 1

µ0

(∇×B)×B. (2.20)

Using a vector identity we can rewrite the equation above for the pressure term

in the following form:

∇
(
p+

B2

2µ0

)
=

1

µ0

(B · ∇)B. (2.21)

The term on the left-hand side of the above equation represents the combined

magnetic pressure (B2/2µ0) and gas pressure (p). Any gradient in the magnetic

field and gas pressure will produce a force. The term on the right-hand side is

the magnetic tension term and it represents the rate of change of the magnetic

field in the direction of the B vector. It acts to restore a curved magnetic field

line to a straight line, but it can be neglected if the magnetic field does not vary
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2.1 Plasma Physics and Magnetohydrodynamics

Figure 2.1: Plasma β model in the solar photosphere, chromosphere and corona
from Gary (2001). The plasma beta values are plotted as a function of height and
are shown in the shaded region for open and closed field lines originating between
a sunspot with a photospheric magnetic field of 2500 G and a plage region with a
magnetic field of 150 G.

significantly along its axis. Therefore, the equilibrium state of a plasma in a mag-

netic field is only determined by the balance between gas pressure and magnetic

pressure. The ratio of these two terms is called the plasma beta parameter:

β =
p

B2/2µ0

. (2.22)

The value of β dictates which terms in Equation 2.18 dominate. For β << 1, the
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2. PLASMA THEORY AND RADIO EMISSION MECHANISMS

J×B term dominates and the gas follows the magnetic field lines in the plasma.

For β >> 1, ∇p dominates and the plasma is fluid dominated, with the magnetic

field being frozen into the plasma. For example, in the photosphere and below

where β >> 1, any concentration of magnetic field results in buoyancy which

means that the magnetic flux will emerge through the photosphere and into the

chromosphere and the corona giving rise to sunspots and active region. In the

solar corona, β << 1 and the gas follows the magnetic field lines (for example

coronal loops).

The final MHD equation can be obtained from the conservation of momentum

equation (Equation 2.17) which can be used to derive a general form of Ohm’s

Law which describes the variation of the current density, J, when a Lorentz force

is applied to the plasma:

J = σ(E + v×B). (2.23)

Ohm’s law can be combined with Faraday’s law (Equation 2.6) and Ampere’s law

(Equation 2.8) to produce the induction equation for a plasma:

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (v×B) + η∇2B. (2.24)

The equation above describes the evolution of the magnetic field in a plasma in

terms of the plasma flow and magnetic diffusivity η = 1/σµ, where σ is the con-

ductivity of the plasma. The right-hand side of the equation consists of two terms

that represent the magnetic advection and magnetic diffusion terms, respectively.

For β >> 1, magnetic advection dominates and the evolution of B is completely

determined by plasma flow (the magnetic field is frozen into the plasma). For

β << 1, the magnetic diffusion term dominates, and in this regime magnetic

reconnection can occur which will be discussed in the following section.

2.1.4 Magnetic Reconnection

Magnetic reconnection is believed to be the main driving force of all solar activity

ranging from small-scale events such as nanoflares to large flares and coronal

mass ejections. It involves changes in the magnetic topology that convert the

stored magnetic energy into kinetic and thermal energy. A simple 2D magnetic
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2.1 Plasma Physics and Magnetohydrodynamics

Figure 2.2: Basic 2D magnetic reconnection model where two opposite polarity
magnetic field lines are driven towards each other by two oppositely directed in-
flows, which then collide in a small area in the middle called the diffusion region
to create oppositely directed outflows and new reconnected magnetic field lines
(Brown et al., 2002).

reconnection scenario is shown in Figure 2.2 where two opposite polarity magnetic

field lines are driven towards each other by two oppositely directed inflows, which

then collide in a small area in the middle called the diffusion region to create

oppositely directed outflows and new reconnected magnetic field lines. In the

diffusion region, the plasma can diffuse across the magnetic field lines and it is

channeled along the outflow regions.

Equation 2.24 can be modified for the case when the diffusion term dominates:

∂B

∂t
= η∇2B, (2.25)

and it can give us an estimate for a timescale for the magnetic diffusion process:

τD ≈
L2

η
, (2.26)

where L is the length scale over which the magnetic field varies. Since solar

eruptions occur over a timescale of minutes or less, magnetic reconnection can

only occur over very short length scales L which requires very small diffusion
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2. PLASMA THEORY AND RADIO EMISSION MECHANISMS

Figure 2.3: Sweet-Parker magnetic reconnection model from Aschwanden (2004)
which assumes a long and thin diffusion region.

regions and also regions of high magnetic diffusivity.

The Sweet-Parker model (Parker, 1963; Sweet, 1958) was the first model which

attempted to explain the rapid conversion of magnetic energy into kinetic and

thermal energy to produce solar flares. The diffusion region in this model is

assumed to be thin and much longer than it is wide, as seen in Figure 2.3 from

Aschwanden (2004) in which a long and thin current sheet is formed (∆ >> δ).

For steady plasma flows in the diffusion region, it was found that the outflow

velocity, vout, is roughly equal to the Alfvén speed, vA:

vout = vA =
Bout√
4πρout

, (2.27)

and this velocity is related to the inflow velocity, vin by the following relationship:

ρinvin∆ = ρoutvoutδ. (2.28)

From Equations 2.26 and 2.28 and assuming ρin ≈ ρout we can estimate the

relation between the inflow and outflow velocities:

v2in =
ηvout
L

=
ηvA
L
. (2.29)

The reconnection rate, M , is defined as the ratio of the inflow speed to the Alfvén
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2.1 Plasma Physics and Magnetohydrodynamics

Figure 2.4: Petschek magnetic reconnection model from Aschwanden (2004) in
which the diffusion region is reduced to a small compact region in the middle to
produce much faster reconnection rates.

speed and it is given by the following relationship:

M =
vin
vA

=

√
η

vAL
=

1√
Rm

, (2.30)

where Rm = vAL/η is the magnetic Reynolds number (or the Lundquist number

when using the Alfvén speed). The magnetic Reynolds number quantifies the

relative importance of the magnetic advection and the magnetic diffusion terms

in the induction equation (Equation 2.24). The rate of reconnection depends only

on the length scale over which B changes and magnetic diffusivity η.

Typical Rm values in the corona are of the order of 108 − 1012 which results

in an average reconnection rate of M = 10−5 and timescales for reconnection

of τD = L/vAM
2 ≈ 1010 s ≈ 320 years. Solar eruptions usually occur over a

timescale of minutes or less and the Sweet-Parker model is therefore too slow to

account for the fast reconnection rates observed in the solar corona.

Petschek (1964) proposed a much faster magnetic reconnection model in which

the size of the diffusion region was reduced to a small compact region with ∆ ∼ δ

(Figure 2.4 from Aschwanden 2004). The propagation time through the diffu-

sion region is now shorter and the reconnection process becomes faster. The
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reconnection rate, M , is now given by:

M ≈ π

8 ln(Rm)
. (2.31)

For typical Rm values in the corona we obtain an average reconnection rate of

M = 0.015 and the timescale for reconnection is now τD ≈ 70 s ≈ 1 minute. The

Petschek model provides a much shorter timescale for reconnection in which solar

flares and other eruptions can occur over a period of minutes or less.

Magnetic reconnection is important for the generation of radio emission as it

is believed to be the source of accelerated electrons that travel at near-relativistic

speeds through the corona along magnetic field lines. The mechanism of particle

acceleration is outlined in the following section.

2.1.5 Particle Acceleration

In the context of solar flares, there are three main particle acceleration mecha-

nisms: electric field acceleration, stochastic acceleration and shock acceleration.

Electric field acceleration is the main mechanism believed to accelerate electrons

in the case of Type III radio bursts and it will be discussed in more detail below.

Stochastic or second-order Fermi acceleration is achieved by the gyroresonant

wave-particle interactions in a magnetised plasma: the velocity distribution of

particles can gain energies in some parts due to resonant wave energies. Shock

or first-order Fermi acceleration is a well established acceleration mechanism for

high-energy particles in astrophysics and, in the case of solar, flares Type II radio

bursts are well established as shock signatures driven by a CME. This accelera-

tion occurs when particles are continuously reflected by a magnetic mirror at the

moving shock boundary. There are a number of comprehensive reviews detailing

these particle acceleration mechanisms on the Sun (for more details please see

the reviews by: Benz, 1993; Petrosian, 1999; Priest & Forbes, 2000; Schlickeiser,

2003; Vlahos et al., 1986).

Strong electromagnetic fields that are generated during the process of mag-

netic reconnection have the ability to accelerate particles. These particles are

accelerated to higher energies from the thermal particle distribution found in

the background solar corona. These non-thermal particles can cause instabilities
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in the plasma. These particles survive in the corona until they are collisionally

damped or can escape at sub-relativistic speeds into interplanetary space along

open magnetic field lines. In the presence of a magnetic field, particles can be

accelerated by a force that can be an electric field force (F = qE). The sim-

plest cause of particle acceleration is the presence of a strong electric field. These

electric fields can arise as a result of magnetic field reconnection in a current

sheet.

The reconnecting current sheet is the plane located between two magnetic field

lines of opposite polarity during a reconnection scenario (the dashed horizontal

line at the centre in Figure 2.4). The plasma and magnetic field in the inflow

are accelerated outwards in the outflow by an induced electric field (Zharkova &

Gordovskyy, 2004). The electric field can be obtained from Equation 2.23:

E =
J

σ
− v ×B. (2.32)

Applying Ampere’s Law to the equation above, the electric field is:

E = η∇×B− v ×B. (2.33)

The electric field is assumed to be constant in both the diffusion region and

the region outside the reconnecting current sheet, therefore the first term of the

equation above is dominant in the diffusion region while the second term (v×B)

is dominant outside the reconnecting current sheet. Particle acceleration in this

region occurs simply due to the Lorentz force (the v×B term). In typical coronal

conditions particles can be accelerated up to energies of ∼100 keV (Litvinenko,

1996) by super-Dreicer electric fields in the corona. These electric fields were

found to provide the most direct way of accelerating particles during solar flares

in magnetic reconnection simulations (Litvinenko, 1996). The Dreicer electric

field is defined as ED = kT/eλmfp, where λmfp is the mean free path between

collisions (Dreicer, 1959, 1960). The super-Dreicer electric fields are necessary so

that the rate of acceleration is greater than losses by collisions but sub-Dreicer

electric field acceleration is also possible.

Accelerated particles, generally electrons, can produce coherent radio emission

on the Sun in the form of solar radio bursts which will be discussed in the following
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section after a general introduction to radiation at radio wavelengths.

2.2 Radio Emission

All objects at temperatures above absolute zero radiate energy in the form of elec-

tromagnetic waves (blackbody radiation). The brightness, B, of the blackbody

radiation at a temperature, T , and frequency, ν, is given by Planck’s radiation

law:

Bν(T ) =
2hν3

c2
1

e
hν
kT − 1

. (2.34)

At radio wavelengths the frequencies of emission are low and the Rayleigh-Jeans

regime is used where hν << kBT . The intensity of radiation is therefore approx-

imated by:

Bν(T ) =
2ν2kT

c2
(2.35)

In thermodynamic equilibrium, the spectral brightness is equal to the source

function of the radiation, Sν , as well as the specific intensity Iν :

Bν(T ) = Sν =
jν
κν

= Iν , (2.36)

where jν is the emissivity coefficient and κν the absorption coefficient. The source

function is defined as the ratio of emissivity and absorption coefficients. The

specific intensity, Iν , is defined as the rate of energy flowing at a given point, per

unit area, time, frequency interval and solid angle.

At radio frequencies, it is convenient to express the specific intensity and

source function of radiation in terms of brightness temperature, TB, and effective

temperature, Teff :

Iν(T ) =
2ν2kTB
c2

, (2.37)

Sν(T ) =
2ν2kTeff

c2
, (2.38)
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where TB is the temperature a blackbody in equilibrium would have to duplicate

the observed intensity and Teff is the temperature of a blackbody that would

emit the same amount of radiation (i.e. the mean energy of emitting electrons).

The relation between brightness and effective temperature can be obtained by

solving the equation of radiative transfer which describes the change in specific

intensity of a ray passing through a slab of material of thickness ds:

dIν
ds

= jν − κνIν , (2.39)

which can be solved by first defining the optical depth, τν :

τν =

∫
κνds. (2.40)

The optical depth is a measure of the absorption coefficient, κν , of a medium such

as a stellar atmosphere, up to a certain ‘depth’ inside the stellar atmosphere as

radiation passes through it. Substituting for τν , the equation of radiative transfer

then becomes:

dIν
dτν

= Sν − Iν , (2.41)

and its solution is:

I(s) = I(0)e−τ(s) + Sν(1− e−τ(s)). (2.42)

The specific intensity and source function can be substituted from Equations 2.37

and 2.38 to obtain a relationship between brightness and effective temperature:

TB = T0e
−τ(s) + Teff (1− e−τ(s)). (2.43)

For incoherent emission and an optically thick thermal source (τν >> 1), TB =

Teff and for an optically thin source (τν << 1), TB = τνTeff . For coherent

emission which we will focus on throughout this thesis, TB >> Teff .

Most of the radio emission encountered in the Sun and other stars does not

follow Planck’s radiation law at wavelengths greater than 1 cm. At high radio

frequencies (>1 GHz), radio emission is due to individual electrons being accel-

erated by different mechanisms: either because of collisions with ions leading to
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bremsstrahlung radiation or because they are spiralling along magnetic field lines

producing gyro-synchrotron emission. These mechanisms produce incoherent ra-

diation that results from continuum processes, such as thermal particle distri-

butions. At lower radio frequencies (<1 GHz), electrons can also be accelerated

coherently by non-linear resonant processes. Coherent emission in astrophysics is

identified in the form of some solar radio bursts, planetary emissions (decamet-

ric emission from Jupiter or Earth’s auroral kilometric radiation), stellar radio

bursts and pulsar emissions, that can occur periodically but not continuously.

Observationally, these emissions can be distinguished from incoherent emission

due to their high brightness temperature, temporal and spectral behaviour as a

result of non-thermal processes that can not be explained in terms of incoherent

emission resulting from thermal processes. The brightness temperature of coher-

ent emission is much higher than the energy of the radiating electrons (TB �
1010 K for non-relativistic electrons) while for a thermal electron with an energy

of 100 eV the brightness temperature is only ∼106 K.

The dominant radio emission mechanism during solar flares varies depending

on the wavelength or frequency of observation. Thermal free-free emission and

absorption are always present. Generally, incoherent gyrosynchrotron emission

dominates at cm and mm wavelengths while coherent plasma emission dominates

at dm and m wavelengths but other mechanisms can also be responsible for

solar radio emission (such as electron-cyclotron maser; ECM). The various radio

emission mechanisms in the solar corona are shown in Figure 2.5 as a function of

height above the photosphere (Gary & Hurford, 1989). The highest curve in the

plot specifies which emission mechanism dominates at various frequencies. The

height at which radiation of radio wavelengths escapes the corona depends on

free-free absorption (Brehmsstrahlung absorption) and the absorption coefficient

(or opacity) is given by:

κff ∼
n2
e

ν2T 3/2
, (2.44)

where ne is the electron density. Radiation at low frequencies can escape ab-

sorption at low densities in the upper corona while these frequencies would be

absorbed in the lower corona. Microwave and high radio frequencies (> 500 MHz)
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Figure 2.5: Radio emission mechanisms in the solar corona at various frequencies
as a function of height from the photosphere. The highest curve in the plot dictates
which emission mechanism will dominate at a specific frequency (Gary & Hurford,
1989).

are usually observed at low heights in the corona (∼ 0.1 R�) while meter wave-

lengths are only observed above heights of ∼ 0.5 R�.

In this chapter, only coherent radio emission mechanisms will be considered,

since these are responsible for the generation of low frequency solar radio bursts.

Coherent emission is believed to occur in the solar corona due to kinetic instabil-

ities from unstable particle distributions and there are two emission mechanisms

believed to be responsible for the emission of solar radio bursts: plasma emission

and electron-cyclotron maser emission (ECM).

2.3 Plasma Emission

Plasma emission was first proposed by Ginzburg & Zhelezniakov (1958) as a

possible emission mechanism for low frequency solar radio bursts. In a plasma,

the electron energies can be converted into a natural wave mode of the plasma
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Figure 2.6: Flow diagram for the generation of plasma emission from Melrose
(1991) which starts with an accelerated electron stream and ends with the genera-
tion of fundamental or harmonic transverse waves.

such as electron-cyclotron waves (transverse, electromagnetic waves) or Langmuir

waves (longitudinal, electrostatic waves). These waves can couple together or get

scattered by ion-sound waves to produce either scattered waves or radio emission

at the electron plasma frequency and its harmonics. Figure 2.6 outlines the main

features of the plasma emission mechanism starting with accelerated electrons

and a streaming instability (Melrose, 1991). The stages necessary to generate

plasma emission are outlined below:

2.3.1 Stage I - Streaming instability

Electrons are often accelerated on the Sun, supposedly near magnetic reconnec-

tion sites in the corona. The accelerated electron beams can then propagate into

interplanetary space along open magnetic field lines or to remote foot points in

the case of closed magnetic field lines. In a collisionless plasma, the higher energy

accelerated electrons outpace the lower energy electrons creating a bump in the
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Figure 2.7: Bump-on-tail instability in a Maxwellian electron distribution func-
tion f(v). The shaded region shows the positive-slope in the distribution due to
the bump-on-tail.

particle distribution function (“bump-on-tail” instability). The bump-on-tail can

be seen in the velocity distribution function in Figure 2.7 where the diagonal

lines show the region of a positive slope in the distribution which is considered

unstable.

2.3.2 Stage II - Production of Langmuir Turbulence

A wave mode that can resonantly interact with the unstable electrons and remove

the free energy is a Langmuir wave. The growth rate of Langmuir waves is directly

proportional to the slope of the bump-on-tail instability. Therefore a positive

slope in the particle velocity distribution generates Langmuir waves which can

interact with other waves by a number of processes. The growth of Langmuir

waves occurs until it is limited or saturated (the streaming instability passes, the

growing waves are scattered, or the waves may act on the streaming electrons,

diffusing them in velocity space and removing the positive slope).

2.3.3 Stage III - Production of Radio Waves

The coalescence of various waves in the plasma can lead to the production of elec-

tromagnetic radiation (transverse waves). The process that leads to fundamental

plasma emission is the following: L + S→ T, where L refers to a Langmuir wave,
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S to an ion sound wave (or ion acoustic wave) and T to a transverse wave. The

scattering of a Langmuir wave is the following: L + S→ L’ where L’ is a scattered

Langmuir wave. These processes are wave coalescence processes and the inverse

of these are wave decay processes such as: L → T + S and L → L’ + S. The sec-

ond harmonic emission results from L + L’→ T and the third harmonic emission

is given by L + L’ + L” → T, however, a three wave interaction is unlikely.

Each wave must satisfy its dispersion relation where the frequency, ω is a

function of the wave vector, k. The dispersion relations for the three types of

waves mentioned above are the following:

Langmuir Waves : ω2
L = ω2

p +
3

2
k2v2th, (2.45)

Sound Waves : ωS = kvs, (2.46)

Transverse Waves : ω2
T = ω2

p + k2c2. (2.47)

In order for wave conversions to occur it is necessary to have frequency

matching and momentum matching. For fundamental emission (L + S → T)

we require ωL + ωS → ωT and kL + kS → kT . In this case, ωT ≈ ωL ≈ ωp,

where ωp is the plasma frequency (Langmuir waves are plasma oscillations which

occur at ωp). Therefore ωS has to be a low frequency wave and this condition

is satisfied by the ion-sound waves. For second harmonic radiation we require

ωT ≈ 2ωp. Since ωL ≈ ωp, it is necessary that the frequency of both waves is

≈ ωp in order to obtain frequency matching. This leads to the idea that two

Langmuir waves coalesce together to produce a transverse wave (L + L’ → T).

The wave vector amplitude of the resulting transverse wave, kT , is small, which

requires two counter-streaming Langmuir waves to coalesce of similar amplitude

wave vector kL.

The transverse wave is then seen as electromagnetic radiation in the form of

radio bursts. The frequency of this wave is either the plasma frequency or its

harmonic. It is now important to relate the frequency of a radio burst to the

physical characteristics of the corona that can be inferred from observations.
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2.3.4 Plasma Frequency and Electron Plasma Density

The plasma frequency can be derived by considering a single electron with a

charge e inside a plasma. This electron experiences an electrical force: F = eE.

The electric field generated by the plasma is E = σ/ε0, where σ is the charge

density. For an electron displacement x, the charge density is given by σ = −enex,

where ne is the electron density. Using Newton’s Second Law and substituting

for σ, we obtain the equation of motion of the electron inside a plasma:

meẍ = −nee
2

ε0
x, (2.48)

which can be written as a simple second order differential equation:

ẍ = −ω2
px, (2.49)

where, ωp is the plasma frequency which describes the frequency of plasma oscil-

lations as a result of plasma trying to maintain charge neutrality:

ωp =

√
nee2

meε0
. (2.50)

The frequency of plasma radiation in the solar corona is solely dependent on

the local electron density, since the remaining quantities in the equation above

are known physical constants. The plasma frequency is most commonly applied

in solar physics using the following numerical approximation:

fp =
ωp
2π
≈ 8980

√
ne Hz, (2.51)

where ne is the electron density in cm−3. The electron densities in the solar corona

vary depending on the coronal features outlined in Chapter 1.1.2. The average

electron density in the low corona (up to ∼0.20 R� above the photosphere) is

∼1×108 cm−3 and decreases almost radially with altitude. However over the

polar coronal holes, the density is ∼8.3×107 cm−3 (Gallagher et al., 1999) while

on top of active regions the electron density is much higher: ∼1×109–1×1011 cm−3

(Fludra et al., 1999). For an average electron density ne ∼ 1 × 108 cm−3, the
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plasma frequency in the low corona is fp = 90 MHz with the second harmonic at

2fp = 180 MHz.

The local electron density in the corona decreases with altitude and so does

the frequency. This is the reason why we see a frequency drift from high to low

frequencies in dynamic spectra when plasma emission is observed. It is possible

to estimate the radial velocity of radio bursts from Equation 1.4 using their

frequency drift rate, df/dt:

v =
2
√
ne
C

(
dne
dr

)−1
df

dt
, (2.52)

where C = 8980 cm3/2. In Equation 2.52, the unknown is generally the local

plasma density, ne. Since the electron density is assumed to decrease radially in

the corona it is necessary to consider a density model, ne = ne(r), to obtain the

density at a specific height.

2.4 Electron-cyclotron Maser Emission

Electron-cyclotron maser (ECM) emission has been accepted as a radio emission

mechanism when the first convincing evidence was found observationally for the

decametric radio emission from Jupiter and the discovery of Earth’s auroral kilo-

metric radiation in the 1960s. Maser is the acronym for ‘microwave amplification

by stimulated emission of radiation’. We will discuss here the class of maser that

amplifies radiation at frequencies near the electron-cyclotron frequency, Ωe:

Ωe =
eB

me

, (2.53)

where B is the magnetic field strength and the remaining quantities are known

physical constants. The requirements for maser emission to occur are a population

inversion in the electron population compared to equilibrium and the condition

that the electron-cyclotron frequency is much higher than the plasma frequency

at the emission site:

Ωe > ωp. (2.54)
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Figure 2.8: Magnetic mirroring in a magnetic flux tube with converging legs (left
panel) producing loss-cone velocity distribution (right panel) from Aschwanden
et al. (1998). Electrons with pitch angles smaller than a critical angle α0 precipitate
into the chromosphere while electrons with a pitch angle larger than α0 are reflected
at the chromospheric foot point and are trapped in the flux tube.

which requires a strong magnetic field and low plasma density. If this condition

is not met, then plasma waves are more likely to occur instead of electromagnetic

radiation.

The most common form of electron population inversion in astrophysics is the

loss-cone distribution (Figure 2.8 from Aschwanden et al. 1998). A loss-cone in the

electron velocity distribution occurs when electrons are accelerated in magnetic

flux tubes with converging legs and footpoints rooted into a high density layer

such as the chromosphere of the Sun, as seen in the first panel of Figure 2.8.

The pitch angle of electrons, α, is the angle between the velocity vector of the

electron, v, and the magnetic field, B. The critical angle, α0, is the angle above

which particles are confined into a magnetic mirror and it is determined by the

ratio of the magnetic field at the top of the flux tube where the electron injection

site is, Bin, to the magnetic field at the mirror point near the loss-cone site, Bloss
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Figure 2.9: Contour map of an idealised one-sided loss-cone distribution in
(v‖, v⊥) space from Dulk (1985). The dashed semi-circle represents the resonance
ellipse where a growing electromagnetic wave mode occurs due to amplification.

in Figure 2.8:

α =
Bin

Bloss

. (2.55)

Electrons with a large parallel velocity component (α < α0) will precipitate

into the chromosphere where they may cause HXR emission due to collisions with

the denser chromospheric plasma. Electrons with a large perpendicular velocity

component (α > α0) will be mirrored at the chromospheric footpoints leaving the

velocity distribution anisotropic as seen in the second panel of Figure 2.8.

The loss-cone anisotropy is the source of free energy to drive a maser. The

distribution will try to relax back to an isotropic one by radiating energy in

the form of plasma waves. Electrons resonantly interact with a wave of a given

frequency, ω and wave vector, k so that gyroresonance emission or absorption

occurs when the resonance condition between the electrons and waves is satisfied:

ω − sΩe/γ − k‖v‖ = 0, (2.56)

where s is the harmonic number and γ = (1 − v2/c2)−1/2 is the Lorentz factor.

The equation above defines a resonance ellipse in velocity space which determines
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Figure 2.10: Coronal magnetic field plotted as a function of distance from the
solar centre above an active region (Dulk, 1985). The hashed area gives the range of
magnetic field strengths estimated for various heights. Also plotted are the curves
for ωp = Ωe and β = 1. ECM emission can only occur where ωp < Ωe which is at
heights below ∼ 1.1 R�.

which electrons can resonate with the wave at s. For mildly relativistic electrons,

this resonance ellipse reduces to a resonance semi-circle of radius v which is shown

by a dashed line in Figure 2.9. Figure 2.9 is a contour map of an idealised one-

sided loss-cone (Dulk, 1985). In the loss-cone distribution, there is a deficiency of

electrons with small v⊥ and therefore δf/δv⊥ > 0. Amplification occurs for waves

corresponding to resonance ellipses that lie within the loss-cone region where

δf/δv⊥ > 0 (dashed line semi-circle in Figure 2.9). In Figure 2.9, an electron at
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position 1 would move towards position 2 while giving its perpendicular energy

to a growing electromagnetic wave mode in the dashed semi-circle in order to fill

the loss-cone.

So far, ECM has not been identified as a definite emission mechanism in the

solar corona but it has been suggested to explain the unusual characteristics and

high polarisation of some of the solar radio bursts seen in dynamic spectra such

as solar radio spikes (Benz et al., 1996), Type IV radio bursts and associated fine

structures seen in dynamic spectra (Aschwanden & Benz, 1988; Wang, 2004).

Regions of ωp < Ωe have not been directly observed in the solar corona but they

can be inferred from coronal density and magnetic field models, since ωp and Ωe

depend solely on density and magnetic field, respectively. Figure 2.10 from Dulk

(1985) shows the coronal magnetic field adapted from Dulk & McLean (1978)

plotted as a function of distance from the solar centre above an active region.

The hashed area gives the range of magnetic field strengths estimated for various

heights. Also plotted are the curves for ωp = Ωe and β = 1, where β is the plasma

β parameter which is the ratio between gas pressure and magnetic pressure. The

density model used to calculate ωp is that of Saito et al. (1977). From Figure

2.10 it is apparent that ECM emission can only occur where ωp < Ωe which is at

heights below ∼ 1.1 R�, in the low corona.

2.5 Coronal Density Models

Type III radio bursts are a good diagnostic for estimating the electron density in

the solar corona. By knowing the location of the source of a Type III radio burst

at a specific frequency, the electron density at that location can be estimated

using Equation 2.51. At low radio frequencies (<150 MHz) the electron densities

are constrained by a variety of density models as imaging observations of radio

bursts have only been carried out over discrete frequency ranges and only plane-

of-sky observations are available where it is hard to identify the density scales

spatially. In addition, the corona is highly dynamic and the electron densities

depend on the solar activity at a specific location and time. There are a few

different density models of the solar corona with no consensus on which model

accounts for the variability of the corona most accurately. As a result, at one
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Figure 2.11: Density models of the quiet solar corona showing the height for radio
emission at both fundamental and harmonic plasma emission from 10–80 MHz. The
density models are those of Newkirk (1961), Zucca et al. (2014), Saito et al. (1977)
and Mann et al. (1999).

specific frequency we can obtain a variety of heights for the Type III source in

the corona depending on the density model used (Figure 2.11). For example, a

radio source at 30 MHz emitted at the harmonic of the plasma frequency, could

be located anywhere between 1.8 and 2.5 R� according to these density models.

In the following chapters, we have used the radial electron density models of

Newkirk (1961), Saito et al. (1977), Mann et al. (1999) and the time-dependent

density model of Zucca et al. (2014) to estimate the altitude and velocity of Type
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III radio bursts and compare to direct imaging observations:

Newkirk (1961) used observations of the K-corona made at Climax, Colorado

to derive a model of electron density in the corona above an active region. He

used solar maximum data to numerically constrain the model and derive electron

densities according to the following equation:

ne(r) = n0 × 104.32R�/r, (2.57)

where n0 = 4.2 × 104 cm−3. However, the data used to constrain this model is

obtained from a single solar cycle and solar cycles vary. The model also predicts

densities that are too high far from the Sun. Depending on the solar activity or

the location in the corona (active regions or quiet regions), this model was scaled

by a constant. For example, to account for higher densities in active regions, a

4-fold Newkirk model can be used. The model is representative of the large-scale

density structures in the solar corona and it is unsuitable to predict the densities

inside active regions composed of numerous small-scale loops.

Saito et al. (1977) used the white light chronograph data from Skylab to

investigate the K and F coronal components during the declining phase of a

solar cycle. He used the polarised brightness from the Skylab coronograph to

make estimations of the background solar corona in the absence of streamers and

CMEs. He produced a density model in the form:

ne(r) = c1r
−d1 + c2r

−d2 , (2.58)

where r is the radius in solar radii and the coefficients ci and di were derived from

a spherically symmetric density distribution. He found that for the background

corona in equatorial zones the coefficients are the following: c1 = 1.36 × 106,

d1 = 2.14, c2 = 1.68 × 108 and d2 = 6.13. The Saito model is suitable for

estimates of the electron density in the background solar corona in the absence

of major solar activity.

Mann et al. (1999) derived a heliospheric density model by evaluating the

spherical solutions of magnetohydrostatic equations including the thermal pres-

sure and the gravitational force of the Sun. The following equation can be used
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to estimate the electron density from the low corona up to 5 AU:

ne(r) = ns exp

[
A

R�

(
R�
r
− 1

)]
, (2.59)

where ns = n(r = R�) and A = µGMS/kBT . This model was applied to estimate

the source position and then velocity from drift rates of solar and interplanetary

Type III radio bursts. However the Mann model is not constrained by observa-

tions and this can be problematic due to the variability of the solar corona as a

function of height and position angle. The Mann model also assumes a static,

quiet corona which is not always applicable when solar radio bursts occur.

In order to account for the variability of the corona at a specific time, the 2D

density model of Zucca et al. (2014) was used. Electron densities in the corona

were estimated in two ways using this model: for the height range 1–1.3 R�, den-

sities were obtained from the differential emission measure (DEM) derived from

the six coronal filters of the AIA imager onboard the Solar Dynamics Observa-

tory (SDO) and, for the height range 2.5–5 R� they were obtained using polarised

brightness from LASCO coronograph onboard the Solar and Heliospheric Obser-

vatory (SOHO). The DEM is a physical quantity proportional to the electron

density and temperature gradient of a plasma which is linked to the distribution

of the plasma temperature. The DEM is very important to constrain models

of electron density using the different temperatures observed by SDO’s coronal

filters at low altitudes. At higher altitudes, the electron density in the white-light

corona can be estimated from the inversion of polarised brightness measurements

which are available from LASCO.

For the intermediate height range 1.3–2.5 R�, a combined plane-parallel and

spherically symmetric electron density model was employed:

ne(r) = npp(r = R�)e−
r
H + nss(r = R�)e

−µmpGM�
kBTR�

( r
r0
−1)
, (2.60)

where npp and nss are the electron density solutions for the plane-parallel and

spherically-symmetric cases, respectively, H = kBT/µmpg� is the coronal scale-

height, T is the temperature which is assumed constant and the remaining quan-

tities are known physical constants. This density model is constrained by the

off-limb data from SDO and SOHO and it represents a good estimation of the
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Figure 2.12: 2D electron density map of the solar corona on 28 February 2013
based on the model of Zucca et al. (2014).

large-scale electron densities above the solar limb at a given time. An example

of a 2D density map of the solar corona on 28 February 2013 is shown in Figure

2.12 where the density is enhanced at larger heights in the direction of coronal

streamers. Figure 2.12 shows the density in the corona in cartesian coordinates

which are obtained from applying a coordinate transformation to the output of

the model, from spherical to cartesian coordinates.

The Zucca et al. (2014) density model is only limited in time by the cadence of

the coronograph data which is ∼20 minutes. Another limitation of this model is

the low resolution of the SOHO data. As a result the fine density structures seen

above active regions in SDO EUV images need to be averaged to be combined

with the SOHO data. Unfortunately this also needs to be done in the height

range where low frequency radio bursts are observed (1.5–2.5 R�).
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2.6 Magnetic Field Models

2.6.1 Force-free Magnetic Fields

A force-free field equation can be obtained from Equation 2.18 by making a

few simplifications based on conditions encountered in the solar corona. We

can assume that the plasma is in magnetohydrostatic equilibrium and the term

ρdv/dt = 0. If β << 1 in the solar corona, then the J × B dominates and the

pressure gradient term can be neglected. Finally, we can assume that the length

scale of interest is much smaller than the density scale height inside the plasma

(H = kBT/µmpg�, where H∼ 50 Mm at T=1 MK) and the term ρg can also be

neglected resulting in the force-free approximation:

J×B = 0. (2.61)

The equation above is widely used to model the coronal magnetic fields.

If the current density J has a non-zero value, then it must be parallel to B

for Equation 2.61 to hold. Therefore, J can be written as:

J = α(r)B, (2.62)

where α(r) is a function of position which varies over some length scale, r. If

α(r) = 0, then we have a current-free (J = 0) or potential field configuration.

If α is a constant along each field line, although it may vary from field line

to field line, then the magnetic field configuration is linear force-free (LFF). If

α = α(r) and does vary at each point along the field lines, then the magnetic

field configuration is non-linear force-free (NLFF).

2.6.2 Potential Field Extrapolations

The coronal magnetic field is generally estimated using a potential field config-

uration which assumes that the corona is current-free (J = 0). From Ampere’s

Law (∇×B = 0) we obtain a general solution for the magnetic field:

B = ∇ϕ, (2.63)
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Figure 2.13: Magnetic field lines obtained from the PFSS model (Schrijver & De
Rosa, 2003) and plotted on top of a magnetogram on 28 February 2013 from the
Heliospheric and Magnetic Imager. Open magnetic field lines are shown in green
and purple while closed magnetic field lines connecting various active regions and
areas of increased magnetic flux on the photosphere are shown in white. Figure
credits: Lockheed Martin Solar and Astrophysics Lab (LMSAL).

where ϕ is the scalar magnetic potential. This can be substituted into ∇ ·B = 0

to give the following solution:

∇2ϕ = 0. (2.64)

The issue is to now find the scalar potential ϕ that satisfies Laplace’s equation

above. The general solution can be given in terms of associated Legendre poly-

nomials, which have the following format:

ϕ(r, θ, φ) =
∑
l,m

[
Aml r

l +Bm
l r
−(l+1)

]
Y m
l (θ, φ), (2.65)
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where the angular variation of ϕ is expressed in spherical harmonic functions

Y m
l (θ, φ).

Potential Field Source Surface (PFSS) models provide an approximate de-

scription of the 3D coronal magnetic field based on observed photospheric mag-

netic fields from magnetograms. The PFSS solution involves solving the equation

∇2ϕ = 0 in a spherical volume between 1− 2.5 R�. This requires boundary con-

ditions at the top and the bottom of the domain. The upper boundary condition

is assumed to originate from a purely radial magnetic field while the lower bound-

ary is derived from evolving source surface flux transport models. The surface

flux model is a base model of the full photospheric surface and it includes empir-

ically determined differential rotation, meridional flow and convective dispersal

profiles. The source surface models have initially been developed by Altschuler

& Newkirk (1969) and Schatten et al. (1969) and later refined by several authors

with the model by Schrijver & De Rosa (2003) being currently used in poten-

tial field extrapolations. The line-of-sight magnetograms are assimilated into this

model when they are available (magnetograms are currently only available from

instruments observing the visible solar disc).

The PFSS code uses spherical harmonic coefficients calculated by Wilcox Solar

Observatory using observed photospheric fields as input and provides the mag-

netic field of the Sun from the photosphere at 1 R� to the source surface radius

where the magnetic field is assumed to be radial. The PFSS package is publicly

available from the Lockheed Martin Solar and Astrophysics Lab website1. An

example of magnetic field lines obtained from the PFSS solution on 28 Febru-

ary 2013 is shown in Figure 2.13 where open magnetic field lines (purple and

green lines) and closed magnetic field lines (white lines) connecting various active

regions and areas of increased magnetic flux are shown.

1http://www.lmsal.com/ derosa/pfsspack/
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3
Instrumentation and Data Analysis

Radio observations of the Sun taken by large ground-based radio telescopes are

the focus of this thesis. The radio instrumentation used to take observations of

solar radio bursts and the data analysis techniques are outlined in this chapter.

Since radio bursts are a good indicator of the solar coronal conditions, multi-

wavelength observations were used that combined the radio data with EUV and

white-light images of the Sun obtained from instruments onboard various space-

craft. The Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) which is the main instrument used to

achieve the science goals in this thesis as well as the unique data obtained during

LOFAR’s commissioning campaigns to observe the Sun are first introduced in

this chapter. This is followed by an outline of the other instruments used in this

analysis that will combine ground-based and space observations in the chapters

to come. A new LOFAR observational mode, tied-array beams, has been used to

observe the Sun and, as a result, a new radio imaging method, tied-array imag-

ing, has been developed for the study of solar radio bursts (Morosan et al., 2014,

2015).
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3.1 The Low Frequency Array (LOFAR)

Recently, several low-frequency radio telescopes have been developed to observe

solar radio activity which has not been studied nor imaged extensively below

100 MHz since the initial first discoveries of solar radio bursts. This was due to

the limitations of previous radio telescopes and lack of broadband capabilities.

The Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) represents a new milestone in low frequency

radio instrumentation operating at frequencies of 10–240 MHz. It features full

polarisation and multi-beaming capabilities, with unprecedented sensitivity com-

pared to previous radio telescopes due to the large number of LOFAR antennas

(Figure 3.1).

LOFAR is a new-generation radio interferometric array constructed by the

Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy (ASTRON). LOFAR consists of many

dipole antennas distributed in 24 core stations and 16 remote stations throughout

the Netherlands and 11 international stations across Europe. A further addition

to the LOFAR telescope will be a new LOFAR international station which will be

installed in Bir, Co Offaly, Ireland in 2017. There are two distinct antenna types

which are visible in Figure 3.1: the Low Band Antennas (LBAs) which operate

at frequencies of 10–90 MHz and the High Band Antennas (HBAs) which operate

at 110–250 MHz (van Haarlem et al., 2013). LOFAR is capable of improving the

sensitivity and angular resolutions of up to two orders of magnitude compared

to existing radio telescopes that observe in similar frequency ranges, as seen in

Figure 3.2, and some of these improvements can be applied to solar observations

(Mann et al., 2011).

For this study, we have used only observations from the full LOFAR core which

is located in Exloo, Netherlands and we utilised all of the 24 core stations. The

magenta line in both panels of Figure 3.2 shows the angular resolution and sen-

sitivity, respectively, of the full LOFAR core. The LOFAR core has a maximum

baseline of ∼2 km (Figure 3.1). Instead of producing interferometric visibilities,

the data analyzed here were acquired using one of LOFAR’s beam-formed modes

(van Haarlem et al., 2013). This was used to combine the data from the LOFAR

core stations into multiple “tied-array beams”. The advantage of using tied-array

beams over interferometric imaging is that the data volume rates are kept low
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Figure 3.1: LOFAR Superterp and core stations in Exloo, Netherlands. The
large circular island encompasses the six core stations that make up the Superterp.
Three additional LOFAR core stations are visible in the upper right and lower left
of the image (van Haarlem et al., 2013).

while the full sensitivity of the LOFAR core is used. The data acquired from each

beam were used to produce dynamic spectra with a high temporal and spectral

resolution, which is not possible to obtain during interferometric observations

with either LOFAR or any other instrument currently available. In addition

to the high resolution dynamic spectra and increased sensitivity, the tied-array

beams offer the possibility to image solar radio bursts with very high cadence

(that of the dynamic spectra) as outlined below after a brief introduction of the

two antenna types.

3.1.1 Low Band Antennas (LBA)

LOFAR observations of the Sun using Low Band Antennas (LBAs) are the main

focus of this thesis. LBAs are used for the lowest observing frequencies of LO-

FAR starting from the cutoff of the ionospheric window for ground-based radio
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Figure 3.2: Sensitivity and angular resolution of LOFAR compared to existing
radio telescopes from de Bruyn (2002). LOFAR is capable of improving the sensi-
tivity and angular resolutions of observations of up to 2 orders of magnitude (Mann
et al., 2011). The magenta line show the angular resolution and sensitivity of the
full LOFAR core which was used for the observations presented throughout this
thesis.

observations at ∼10 MHz up to the onset of the FM band at ∼90 MHz.

Each LBA is a dipole consisting of two copper wires, each in an inverted V-

shape at 90 degrees to the other and are hence sensitive to two orthogonal linear

polarisations. The dipole arms have a length of 1.38 m, resulting in a resonance

frequency of 52 MHz, which is shifted to 58 MHz due to the impedance of the

amplifier. The copper wires are connected to a moulded top which contains a

low noise amplifier and at the other end they are anchored into the ground for

stability. The moulded top is propped up on a pipe 1.7 m high. The copper

wires are directly on top of a reflective ground plane made up of steel concrete

reinforcement rods that act as a reflector of radio waves. Two coaxial cables are

used for the output for each polarisation of the LBA as well as supplying power

to the low noise amplifier. The LBAs are simple, cheap antennas that can be
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Figure 3.3: I-LOFAR Test Array that was set up for the purpose of testing 4 LBAs
antennas in Birr, Co. Offaly at the site of the future Irish International LOFAR
station. The test array consists of 4 LBA antennas and their summed output is fed
to a CALLISTO receiver. Each antenna consists of two copper wires that act as a
dipole for two orthogonal polarisations that are received into a preamplifier at the
top. The ground plane which is made of a steel mesh acts as a reflector.

mass-produced to be distributed in large numbers to form LOFAR stations.

An example of LBA antennas can be seen in Figure 3.3 which shows the

I-LOFAR Test Array, built at the Rosse Solar-Terrestrial Observatory (RSTO)

in Birr, CoȮffaly in April 2013 (see Zucca et al. 2012 for further details). The

purpose of the I-LOFAR Test Array was to test the LBA antennas on the grounds

of RSTO. The Test Array consists of 4 LBAs whose outputs are summed and

converted into two circular polarisations. The two circular polarisations are then

read by two Compound Astronomical Low-cost Low-frequency Instrument for

Spectroscopy and Transportable Observatory (CALLISTO; Benz et al., 2005)

receivers via two output coaxial cables. CALLISTO is a low-cost programmable
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Figure 3.4: Type III Radio Bursts observed on 22 April 2013 by the I-LOFAR
Test Array for two circular polarisations (top and middle panels). These bursts
were observed during the impulsive phase of an M-class flare as seen in the GOES
X-ray flux in the bottom panel.

spectrometer that was built at ETH Zurich for the purpose of observation of solar

radio bursts and also radio frequency interference (RFI) monitoring. They have

the capability of observing in the frequency range 10-870 MHz which made them

ideal for testing LOFAR LBA antennas. In the case of the I-LOFAR Test Array,

frequency spectra can be obtained at 4 samples per second over 400 frequency
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3.1 The Low Frequency Array (LOFAR)

Figure 3.5: All sky LBA map at a frequency of 60 MHz observed by the LOFAR
international station in Chibolton, UK during an observation campaign on 25 May
2014. The map shows the position of the Sun on the sky as well as two brighter
sources that are Cassiopeia A and Cygnus A.

channels covering the frequency range 10–90 MHz. The system is controlled by a

local PC, allowing it to be completely automated and serviced remotely, without

the need for an on-site observer. The I-LOFAR Test Array and RSTO is part of

the e-Callisto network1 (Benz et al., 2009) which is a network of spectrometers

around the globe designed to monitor solar radio emission at low frequencies.

The Test Array data is archived hourly and it is available to view online in both

the e-Callisto2 and RSTO3 data archives.

The I-LOFAR Test Array observed its first radio bursts only a few days after

its setup in April 2013 and a dynamic spectrum of these bursts can be seen in

1http://www.e-callisto.org
2http://soleil.i4ds.ch/solarradio/callistoQuicklooks/
3http://www.rosseobservatory.ie/data
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3. INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ANALYSIS

Figure 3.6: LOFAR LBA frequency measurement across the entire band (van
Haarlem et al., 2013). The plot above shows the spectral power for each frequency
channel in the LBA range.

Figure 3.4. A group of Type III radio bursts were observed in both channels

(LBA A in the top panel and LBA B in the middle panel) that correspond to two

circular polarisations. These Type IIIs were observed on 22 April 2013 during the

impulsive phase of an M-class flare (as seen in the GOES X-ray flux in the bottom

panel). This observation compares well with other simultaneous observations of

the same group of Type III bursts archived in the e-Callisto network.

Despite their simple design, LBA antennas provide a powerful detection sys-

tem at low frequencies when used in large numbers and coupled with digital

signal processing and antenna pointing techniques. LBAs are designed as sky-

noise dominated receivers with an all-sky sensitivity. As a result, LBA antennas

make it possible for the simultaneous monitoring of the entire sky. They can be

easily correlated to provide all-sky maps at any LOFAR station. Figure 3.5 is an

example of an all-sky LBA map observed with the LOFAR international station

in Chibolton, UK. The Sun is visible in this map at a frequency of 60 MHz. The
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3.1 The Low Frequency Array (LOFAR)

other two bright sources are Cygnus A and Cassiopeia A, which are often used

as calibrators for LOFAR solar data. All-sky maps are very useful in monitoring

ionospheric activity as the bright sources such as Cygnus A, Cassiopeia A and

the Sun, all suffer deviations in their position and brightness over long periods

during times of elevated ionospheric disturbances.

There are a few issues with LBA antennas that need to be taken into account

before analysing each observation. Strong RFI is present in this frequency band

which is suppressed below 30 and above 80 MHz by the RFI filters leaving the

range 30–80 MHz as the best frequency range for operations. In addition, the

frequency response of the LBA antennas peaks at a frequency of 58 MHz due

to the length of the dipole arms which creates a resonance frequency. The LBA

frequency response can be seen in Figure 3.6 from van Haarlem et al. (2013)

which shows the peak in spectral power at a frequency at 58 MHz as well as

the attenuation at frequencies below 30 and above 80 MHz. The LBA data

needs to be normalised to account for the frequency response of the LBA for

accurate determination of the background and levels of radio flux in the case of

uncalibrated observations. This is necessary when producing dynamic spectra

from observations of the Sun in the case where no calibrator was used at the

same time as the observations such as the LOFAR observations presented in the

following chapters. Normalisation to account for the frequency response can be

done by dividing the total power in each frequency channel at a specified time

step by the median power value of that channel of the entire observation. During

times of significant radio activity, it is necessary to seek a quiet Sun period during

the observation which is consistent through each channel at a specific time and

divide the total power in each channel by the quiet Sun power. In the case of

calibrated observations, this normalising step is not necessary.

3.1.2 High Band Antennas (HBA)

HBAs cover the higher frequency band being optimised to operate between 110–

250 MHz. HBAs have a different design to the LBAs as sky-noise no longer

dominates in the HBA frequency range and the electronic components have been

designed in such a way to minimise system noise. The HBAs are grouped in
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3. INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ANALYSIS

Figure 3.7: LOFAR High Band Antenna (HBA) being tested in a field at RSTO
in Birr, Co. Offaly. The photo shows a single HBA dipole but within LOFAR
stations HBA dipoles are grouped into tiles that can be seen in Figure 3.1. The
field shown in this image will host the Irish International LOFAR station that will
be built in 2017.

clusters of 16 antenna elements in a 4x4 pattern to produce a tile. Each tile

includes built-in amplifiers and an analog beam former and it is covered by a

protective foil. An example of an HBA antenna element is shown in Figure 3.7,

which was used to perform an RFI survey at RSTO. HBA antennas are never

found on their own but they can be seen as black tiles in LOFAR stations as seen

in Figure 3.1. When the signals of the 16 antenna elements within the tile are

combined in phase, a tile beam is formed pointing at a given direction in the sky.

The signals from each tile are transported via coaxial cables to the receiver unit,

as with the LBAs.

There are also a few issues with HBA antennas that need to be taken into

account. Because each HBA tile contains an analogue beam former, HBAs are
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3.1 The Low Frequency Array (LOFAR)

Figure 3.8: LOFAR HBA frequency measurement across the frequency range 100-
200 MHz (van Haarlem et al., 2013). The plot above shows the spectral power for
each frequency channel in the HBA range. There is significant interference around
the FM band at 100 MHz and the strong peak around 170 MHz corresponds to a
pager signal.

not sensitive to the full sky like the LBAs, but only to a certain direction where

the tile beam is pointing. An implication of this is that any calibrators used

for an observation have to fall within the tile beam in the sky, which limits the

availability of calibrators that can be used during observations. The frequency

range above 240 MHz contains a lot of RFI and only the band 110-240 MHz is

usable for observations. The frequency measurement of the HBA is shown in

Figure 3.8 from van Haarlem et al. (2013) for the frequency range 100-200 MHz

which corresponds to the most common HBA observing mode. There is significant

interference around the FM band around 100 MHz and the strong peak around

170 MHz corresponds to a pager signal. Since the frequency response is not flat,

HBA data also requires a normalisation step which can be done in a similar way

as for the LBAs.
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3. INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ANALYSIS

Figure 3.9: Type III radio bursts on a background of a Type I noise storm
observed by LOFAR HBAs. This observation used the HBAs from the full LOFAR
core and it shows the fine structures in the Type I noise storm due to its increased
sensitivity. The striping seen above arises from the normalisation of data which
is difficult to achieve since the Type I noise storm occurs during the entire period
and a quiet region is difficult to identify.

Figure 3.9 shows Type III radio bursts on a background of a Type I noise

storm observed by LOFAR HBAs. This observation used the HBAs from the full

LOFAR core. The Type III radio bursts that occurred on 3 April 2013 were very

bright and were also observed with less sensitive instruments. However, the fine

detail of the Type I storm was observed only with LOFAR due to its increased

sensitivity as a result of the large number of antennas.

3.1.3 LOFAR Tied-array Beams

Due to LOFAR’s digital pointing and signal processing, two modes are made avail-

able to the scientific community that are also relevant to solar observations: the

interferometric imaging mode and beam-formed modes. Interferometric imaging

with LOFAR provides correlated visibilities in the same way as standard interfer-

ometric arrays which will be discussed in more detail in the following section. In
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3.1 The Low Frequency Array (LOFAR)

this study, instead of producing interferometric visibilities, one of LOFAR’s beam

formed modes was used (Stappers et al., 2011; van Haarlem et al., 2013). Beam-

formed modes combine LOFAR’s collective area into array beams that represent

the coherent or incoherent summation of multiple station beams. Each beam is

used to produce time series or dynamic spectra with very high time (> 5.12 µs)

and frequency resolution (0.8-195 kHz).

Tied-array beams are a sub-mode of the beam-formed modes and they are

also known as the coherent Stokes sub-mode. This mode involves the coherent

summation of multiple station beams which contains the full sensitivity of the

combined stations. The beams are combined digitally by correcting for geometric

and instrumental time and phase delays (Figure 3.10). Figure 3.10 from Stappers

et al. (2011) shows how multiple beams are created by combining various station

beams in the case of HBA core stations. In the left panel, a single HBA tile

is highlighted in an HBA sub-station and its corresponding tile beam is shown.

The middle panel shows the same HBA sub-station but with three simultaneous

station beams. The third panel shows multiple beams formed from the coherent

combination of HBA stations within the Superterp (the middle of the LOFAR

core inside the circular region in Figure 3.1) and the core. These multiple beams

can be formed from the adding the signals from each station. In each station,

for each frequency channel, individual beamlets can be formed that can point

in any direction simultaneously. The pointing is achieved by adding different

delays and weights to each antenna to point in a certain direction. A beamlet

is a pointing for a single sub-band (frequency) and each station can produce up

to 488 beamlets. There can be several beamlets with different pointings, with a

corresponding trade-off in bandwidth such as the pointings in the middle panel of

Figure 3.10. One pointing direction can also cover a set of sub-bands (to achieve

the desired frequency range coverage), called a sub-array pointing or station beam

which corresponds to just one of the pointings in the middle panel of Figure 3.10.

Any combination of stations can be used to create multiple beams, as shown in

the right panel of Figure 3.10.
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3.1 The Low Frequency Array (LOFAR)

These beams can then be arranged into a tied-array pattern to form tied-

array beams. The LBAs can be combined in the same way to create multiple

beams. These beams can only be formed within the HBA tile beam (first panel

of Figure 3.10) in the case of HBAs but can point anywhere in the sky for LBAs.

Due to different clocks being used at the LOFAR core compared to remote and

international stations, tied-array beams are only available with the full LOFAR

core or the Superterp. Up to 300 simultaneous, tied-array beams can be produced

to cover the full spectral range of the LBA or the HBA antennas. Full Stokes data

can also be recorded during the observations, however this limits the number of

tied-array beams used.

Tied-array beams observations of the Sun have been initially performed dur-

ing the commissioning stages of LOFAR (Cycle 0). The observations presented

throughout this thesis are commissioning observations that were used to test this

observing mode on the Sun. Over 100 simultaneous beams were used to observe

the Sun on two separate observing campaigns during Cycle 0 in February 2013

and then in July 2013. The full LOFAR core has been used for these observations

and only Stokes I observations were taken in order to take advantage of as many

tied-array beams as possible. No calibrator was observed in these observations,

therefore intensity values throughout this analysis are expressed in arbitrary units

and the frequency response of the antennas has been taken into account. Using

the full LOFAR core, the range of the full-width half maxima (FWHM) of the

beams ranged between 7′ at 90 MHz to 21′ at 30 MHz. Each tied-array beam

pointed at the Sun recorded a high frequency and high time resolution (12.5 kHz;

∼83 ms or ∼10 ms depending on the observation) dynamic spectrum.

3.1.4 LOFAR Tied-array Imaging

Tied-array beams are arranged to point at a given location in the sky with the

centre beam pointing at the target and the other beams arranged in concentric

circles around it resulting in a honeycomb pattern (Figure 3.11a). In this case, the

beams were pointing at the Sun covering a large field-of-view from the Sun centre.

As mentioned before, each beam produces a high time and frequency dynamic

spectrum and it can record any transient events occurring in that beam with
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time (Figures 3.11b and 3.11c). Figure 3.11 is an example of 126 simultaneous

tied-array beams that were observing the Sun on 28 February 2013. The FWHM

of the beams shown in Figure 3.11a is 14′ which corresponds to a frequency of

45 MHz. The beams in this arrangement begin to overlap at this frequency. The

beams can be also arranged closer together or further apart and the tied-array

rings can also be increased depending on the purpose of the observation.

Each tied-array beam is pointing at a specific location in the sky and the

pointing is stored together with the data recorded by each beam. As seen in

Figure 3.11, beams pointing at different locations can see different radio bursts

occurring on the Sun. For example, the Type III radio bursts from two separate

beams in Figure 3.11, are different morphologically and occur at different times

which implies two different electron populations being accelerated at separate

locations on the Sun. The coherent combination of the beams also provides

very high sensitivity and the radio bursts seen in Figure 3.11 have not been

observed with any other telescope monitoring the Sun at the time. The intensity

of these bursts can be extracted from the dynamic spectra and they can be clearly

distinguished from quiet periods.

The intensity value in any of the tied-array beams at a given frequency and

time can be extracted from each of the dynamic spectra recorded by these beams.

These values are then plotted as ‘macro-pixels’ onto the tied-array map in 3.11a

to produce an irregular data grid. It is possible to show which beams increase

in brightness compared to the other beams at the specified time and frequency.

The tied-array map and number of beams can vary depending on the observing

configuration. The beam spacing can also be increased or reduced to sample

a larger or smaller field-of-view, respectively. Images of radio bursts can be

produced by interpolating these intensity points that are positioned at a location

corresponding to the centre of these beams. A nearest-neighbour interpolation

technique is used to interpolate the intensity values from beam centre to beam

centre.
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The data were averaged over frequency to reduce spectral noise and a fre-

quency bin of 1 MHz was found to be ideal for tied-array imaging of Type III

bursts, but smaller frequency bins were required for bursts with fine frequency

structures (the frequency resolution of the observations was 12.5 kHz). The data

can also be averaged over time to reduce the large data volumes needed to pro-

duce images. However, it is noteworthy to mention that tied-array beams can also

produce images with very high cadence (corresponding to the time resolution of

the dynamic spectrum). Type III radio bursts require a modest averaging to 0.5

or 1 s per image, however, finely structured, short-duration radio bursts require

a much better cadence of 50 ms or less per image when the temporal resolution

of the dynamic spectrum was 10 ms.

This processing method of extracting the intensity of the data and plotting it

onto a tied-array map, results in a sequence of images in which the data points

are irregularly gridded. The intensity value of each data point corresponds to

the source brightness at the position of each individual beam (Figure 3.12a).

The bright source in 3.12a represents the Type III radio burst that occurred just

before the 40 s mark in 3.11b. As can be seen in Figure 3.12a, the raw data

has a honeycomb pattern, which is the pattern of the tied-array beams. In order

to easily process the data, the irregularly gridded points were re-gridded using

non-linear triangulation techniques to produce a regularly gridded array (Figure

3.12b). These standard techniques are available from the Python Matplotlib

library or using IDL triangulation functions. The end result is a regular 2D array

containing the image of the radio source that can be easily manipulated to extract

more information such as radio source centroid and velocity.

Tied-array imaging is currently the only observational mode that can produce

images of radio bursts with a cadence as high as the time resolution of the ac-

companying dynamic spectra (this can be anything greater than LOFAR’s time

resolution limit of ∼ 5.12 µs). So far tied-array imaging was used to produce

images of radio bursts with a cadence as low as 50 ms. The LOFAR standard

interferometric mode is currently limited to one image every ∼0.25 seconds and

with limited frequency channels. More frequency channels can only be chosen

if opting for larger integration times. However, interferometric imaging is capa-

ble of using all the LOFAR stations across Europe, which can achieve very high
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Figure 3.13: NRH antennas showing the first antenna of the North-South baseline
and also the antennas belonging to one arm of the East-West baseline visible in
the background. The antenna resting against the shed is the type of antenna used
for the East-West baseline.

spatial resolution. The large data volume rates obtained with each mode are an

ongoing issue for processing and storing the data, and averaging the data in time

and frequency is often a practical necessity.

3.2 The Nançay Radioheliograph (NRH)

The Nançay Radioheliograph (NRH) is a solar dedicated radio interferometric

array of dishes located in Nançay, France. The NRH observes daily for 7 hours at

frequencies between 150 and 450 MHz and it is capable of Stokes I and V obser-

vations at up to 1/8 s temporal resolution. The NRH is spread over two baselines

(East-West and North-South) with lengths of 3200 m and 2440 m, respectively
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Figure 3.14: The Nançay Radioheliograph layout from Kerdraon & Delouis (1997)
showing the different antenna types and antenna separations. The NRH is a T-
shaped array with a north-south and an east-west baseline.

(Kerdraon & Delouis, 1997). It consists of 44 antennas with various sizes ranging

from 2-10 m. There are a total number of 576 baselines that vary from 50 m up

to 3200 m.

Figure 3.13 shows the first antenna of the north-south baseline which is one of

the 24 5-meter dishes in this part of the array. These dishes have four orthogonal

thick dipole feeds at their focus providing two orthogonal polarisations. The

antennas in the east-west baseline are visible in the background of Figure 3.13

and the antenna resting against the shed is the type of antenna used for the east-

west baseline. The east-west array consists of 19 antennas of which 15 are thick
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dipole antennas providing linear polarisations only. The remaining 4 antennas

were added at a later time and they are dishes with parabolic collectors and also

four orthogonal thick dipole feeds providing two orthogonal polarisations. Figure

3.14 from Kerdraon & Delouis (1997) shows the full extent of the NRH as a T-

shaped array and the different antenna types, as well as the separation between

antennas. The larger antennas in the east-west array are the dishes added a later

time to provide an extension in the east-west baseline from 1600 m to 3200 m.

Fast 2D images of the Sun can be made with the use of a digital correlator.

3.2.1 Interferometric Imaging

In order to understand how interferometric images are created it is necessary to

start with the concept of a basic interferometer. A basic interferometer can be

represented as a pair of radio telescopes whose voltage outputs are correlated

(multiplied and averaged).

For the purpose of this study, we can begin by analysing the simplest case

which is represented by two radio dishes separated by a baseline, b, whose output

voltages V1 and V2 are fed through a correlator which produces a correlator re-

sponse, R as seen in Figure 3.15. We assume this interferometer can only observe

in a very narrow frequency range, ν = ω/2π. Each antenna points at a distant

point source in the sky where ŝ is the unit vector in the direction of that point

source. Each antenna will then produce its own output voltage, V1 and V2, which

are proportional to the electric field produced by the source in the sky multiplied

by their voltage gains. When the antennas observe a point source at an angle

θ, the plane waves originating from that source will travel a longer distance to

reach the first antenna as opposed to the second antenna in Figure 3.15. There-

fore, these waves will reach the first antenna at a later time compared to the

second antenna (as seen in Figure 3.15). The output voltage of the first antenna

is the same as the voltage of the second antenna but it is delayed in time by the

following geometric factor:

τg =
b · ŝ
c
, (3.1)
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Figure 3.15: Two-element interferometer observing a point source in the sky. The
signal arriving at antenna 1 experiences a time delay, τg, with respect to antenna 2.
The two antennas will produce two individual voltages that are correlated to give
the response, R, of a two-element interferometer. Figure credit: National Radio
Astronomy Observatory.

where c is the speed of light. Then the output voltages of the two antennas can

be written as:

V1 = V cos(ω(t− τg)), (3.2)

V2 = V cos(ωt). (3.3)

These voltages are then fed through a correlator which first multiplies them:

V1V2 =
V 2

2
[cos(2ωt− ωτg) + cos(ωτg)], (3.4)
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and then takes a time average in order to remove the high frequency term,

cos(2ωt− ωτg), from the correlator response:

R =
V 2

2
cos(ωτg). (3.5)

The correlator response is a voltage that varies sinusoidally with the change of

source direction. The sinusoidal response represents the fringes with a phase:

φ = ωτg =
ω

c
b cos θ. (3.6)

The fringe phase is a precise measure of source position if the baseline is signif-

icantly large (many wavelengths in length). The response, R, of a two-element

interferometer is the sinusoidal response or fringes multiplied by the voltage pat-

tern of the two individual antennas and this product is called the beam pattern.

In order to improve the instantaneous point-source response of an interferome-

ter, we need to introduce more Fourier components which require more baselines.

More baselines can be obtained either by having a two-element interferometer

with moveable antennas or by introducing more antennas. An interferometer

with N antennas produces N(N − 1)/2 baselines and the average output of all

the baselines produces the synthesized beam. The synthesized beam is the point-

source response of an N -element interferometer and it approaches a Gaussian as

N increases (Figure 3.16).

The instantaneous point-source responses of interferometers with projected

baselines, b and various antenna configurations are shown in Figure 3.16. The

curves plotted show the responses of interferometers with two, three or four an-

tennas forming an inteferometer in a configuration indicated by the dashed circles

on the left of each curve. The four-element interferometer has a nearly Gaussian

synthesized beam with angular resolution λ/b. The side-lobes also become less

and less significant with the addition of more antennas. The individual responses

of each combination of baselines in the case of the three- and four-element inter-

ferometers are also plotted on top of the corresponding synthesized beams.
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3.2 The Nançay Radioheliograph (NRH)

Figure 3.16: The instantaneous point-source responses of interferometers with
projected baseline, b. The three single curves show the responses of interferometers
with two, three or four antennas in a configuration indicated by the dashed circles
on the left of each curve. The four-element interferometer has a nearly Gaussian
synthesized beam with angular resolution λ/b. The side-lobes also become less and
less significant with the addition of more antennas. The individual responses of each
combination of baselines in the case of the three- and four-element interferometers
are also plotted on top of the corresponding synthesized beams. Figure credit:
National Radio Astronomy Observatory.
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However, most sources in the sky cannot be treated as point sources. The

Sun especially is an extended source that has an optical diameter of 0.5◦ in the

sky and this diameter is even larger at radio wavelengths. It is now necessary to

introduce the concept of complex visibility, Vν , which is the response of a two-

element interferometer to an extended source with a sky brightness distribution,

Iν :

Vν =

∫
Iν(ŝ)exp(−i2πb · ŝ/λ)dΩ. (3.7)

The complex visibility is the Fourier transform of the sky brightness distribution

of the source. A complex correlator will produce a sine and cosine response as

a result of the antenna pointing at the source and these responses make up the

complex visibility which is obtained as a data product from the telescope.

The (u, v, w) coordinate system is used to describe any baseline vector, b in

three dimensions. The w-axis is in the direction of the radio source in the sky

(ŝ) while the u- and v-axis point east and north orthogonal to the w-axis and

they are expressed in wavelength units. Assuming the vector ŝ has components

(l,m, n) which represent angular coordinates, we can generalise Equation 3.7 in

three dimensions:

V (u, v, w) =

∫ ∫
Iν(l,m)

(1− l2 −m2)1/2
exp[−i2π(ul + vm+ wn)] dl dm. (3.8)

The integral above is a two dimensional Fourier transform if w = 0 and the

inverse will give the source brightness distribution, Iν , in terms of the measured

visibilities:

I(l,m) = (1− l2 −m2)1/2
∫ ∫

V (u, v, 0)exp[−i2π(ul + vm)] dl dm. (3.9)

However, an array of antennas with baselines bi = (ui, vi) measures only

certain points in the (u, v) plane and therefore in the visibility function, V (u, v).

For N antennas, there are only N(N − 1)/2 samples in the visibility points.

The measured set of visibilities is in fact S(u, v) which represents the sampling

function and it is the sum taken over all baselines. The sampled visibility function,
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3.2 The Nançay Radioheliograph (NRH)

Figure 3.17: Interferometric image showing a Type I storm observed by the
Nançay Radioheliograph at two different frequencies: 150.9 MHz and 432.0 MHz
on 9 July 2013. Figure credit: Observatoire de Paris.

S(u, v) · V (u, v) is the data provided by an interferometer and its inverse Fourier

transform provides the dirty image:

ID(l,m) =

∫ ∫
S(u, v)V (u, v)exp[−i2π(ul + vm)] du dv. (3.10)

Applying the convolution theorem we can write the equation above in the follow-

ing form:

ID(l,m) = F[S(u, v)V (u, v)] = F[S(u, v)] ∗ F[V (u, v)]. (3.11)

However, the Fourier transform of the sampling function represents the synthe-

sized beam of the interferometer, B(l,m), and the Fourier transform of the com-

plex visibility is simply the sky brightness distribution, I(l,m). The dirty image

is hence the convolution of the sky brightness distribution and the beam:

ID(l,m) = B(l,m) ∗ I(l,m). (3.12)

In order to obtain I(l,m), we must deconvolve the dirty image using a deconvo-

lution algorithm such as CLEAN (Högbom, 1974).
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The end result is a 2D image of the Sun such as the one in Figure 3.17

which shows a Type I noise storm observed by NRH at two different frequencies:

150.9 and 432.0 MHz. The source appears much larger at lower frequency which

is a consequence of the resolution of the instrument which also decreases with

frequency.

3.3 The Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO)

The Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO; Pesnell et al., 2012) is a space mission

launched by NASA on 11 February 2010 that has been observing the Sun ever

since. The goal of the mission is to observe the solar atmosphere with higher

spatial resolution and higher cadence than previous missions in order to better

understand the influence of the Sun on the near-Earth environment. This goal

is achieved with the aid of three instruments onboard of SDO: the Atmospheric

Imaging Assembly (AIA; Lemen et al., 2012), the Heliospheric and Magnetic Im-

ager (HMI; Scherrer et al., 2012) and the Extreme Ultraviolet Variability Exper-

iment (EVE; Woods et al., 2012). AIA and HMI are the main instruments used

in this analysis and they are described in detail in the following sub-sections.

3.3.1 The Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA)

The Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA; Lemen et al., 2012) onboard SDO pro-

vides an unprecedented view of the solar corona at multiple wavelengths, imaging

the Sun up to ∼1.3 R� from the solar centre. AIA provides unprecedented spatial

resolution of ∼ 1′′ and and image cadence ∼12 s which makes it ideal to study the

development of solar flares as well as shorter lived events on the Sun such as solar

jets. AIA consists of four telescopes that provide narrow-band imaging at seven

EUV and longer wavelengths. The EUV filters are centred on specific iron and

helium lines coming from either the corona, transition region or chromosphere:

Fe XVIII (94 Å), Fe VIII (131 Å), Fe IX (171 Å), Fe XII, XXIV (193 Å), Fe XIV

(211 Å), He II (304 Å) and Fe XVI (335 Å). Longer wavelength filters observe the

C IV (1600 Å) line and continuum originating in the transition region and upper

photosphere and also the nearby continuum at 1700 Å to look at the temperature

minimum in the transition region and photosphere. In addition to these, there is
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Figure 3.18: Basic diagram of one of AIA’s four telescopes from Lemen et al.
(2012). UV light enters from the left through the aperture. The telescopes have an
aperture door which protects the filters during launch operations. A guide telescope
is also included for stabilising the image on the CCDs. There is a 20 cm primary
mirror and also an active secondary mirror that is pointed in response to the signals
from the guide telescope. The filter wheel is located between the primary mirror
and the CCDs which contains two sets of multilayer filters to centre transmitted
light on the AIA filter wavelengths.

also a broadband visible light filter centred on 4500 Å which observes the photo-

sphere. The full temperature coverage of AIA ranges from 5×103 K to 2×107 K,

which represent temperatures from the photosphere to the corona. In this study

we have used primarily EUV images from AIA as they are ideal for probing the

activity inside active regions as well as coronal loops.

AIA uses four Cassegrain telescopes that use different filters to accommodate

all the AIA wavelengths. A diagram of one of AIA telescope’s is shown in Figure

3.18 from Lemen et al. (2012). UV light enters from the left through the aperture.

The telescopes have an aperture door which protects the filters during launch

operations. A guide telescope is also included for stabilising the image on the

CCD camera. There is a 20 cm primary mirror and also an active secondary

mirror that is pointed in response to the signals from the guide telescope. The

filter wheel is located between the primary mirror and the CCDs and contains

two sets of multilayer filters centred on 94 Å, 131 Å, 171 Å, 193 Å, 211 Å,

304 Å and 335 Å. The exception is telescope 3, which has an 171 Å filter and

instead of a second filter, it has three filters to focus on lower energy UV radiation:
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Figure 3.19: Temperature response for each AIA coronal filter. The y-axis shows
the digital number (DN) recorded by the CCD as a result of emission at a given
temperature of the plasma.

1600 Å, 1700 Å and 4500 Å. The AIA telescopes have back-illuminated CCDs

with 4096×4096 pixels and a pixel size of 12 µm.

The AIA wavelengths were chosen to detect specific line emissions from vari-

ous Fe ionisation levels, C IV, He II, and continuum UV emission in the case of

telescope 3. The line emissions are produced at specific temperatures so that dif-

ferent regions of the corona as well as the chromosphere and transition region are

observed. Figure 3.19 from Lemen et al. (2012) shows the temperature response

for each AIA coronal filter. The y-axis shows the digital number (DN) recorded by

the CCD as a result of emission at a given temperature of the plasma. The tem-

perature response curve of AIA can be used to attribute a possible temperature

to observed features in the solar corona, however the curves have a characteristic

width and some channels also have a dual peak and then the temperatures have

to be inferred from solar activity. A sample of images produced by AIA can be

seen in Figure 1.6 in Chapter 1, which shows an image of a solar flare in visible

light and four EUV wavelengths.
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Figure 3.20: Diagram of the HMI instrument showing the various stages required
in producing dopplegrms and magnetograms. HMI measures the broadening of
the Fe I absorption line that is produced in the solar photosphere. Figure credit:
Stanford University.

3.3.2 The Heliospheric and Magnetic Imager (HMI)

The Heliospheric and Magnetic Imager (HMI; Scherrer et al., 2012) is an instru-

ment on board SDO designed to study oscillations, the photospheric magnetic

field, the origin and evolution of sunspots, active regions and solar activity. HMI

observes the full solar disk in visible light at 6173 Å with a spatial resolution of

∼1′′. HMI provides four main data types: maps of solar surface velocity or Dopp-

lergrams, broadband images of the photosphere, line-of-sight and vector maps of

the photospheric magnetic field (magnetograms).

HMI magnetograms are produced by making use of the Zeeman effect which

occurs when an absorption or emission line is split into several components in

the presence of a magnetic field (Zeeman, 1897). If a magnetic field is present,

the atomic energy levels are split into a larger number of levels and therefore

the spectral lines are also split. The energy levels are equally spaced and are
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displaced from the zero magnetic field level by:

∆E =
e~
2m

B. (3.13)

The energy level displacement is solely dependent on the magnetic field, B, as the

remaining quantities in the equation above are known physical constants. This

equation can be converted into the wavelength displacement from the zero field

wavelength position of a spectral line, λ0:

∆λ = ±46.7gjλ
2
0B, (3.14)

where gj is the Landé g-factor which is a geometric factor that arises due to

electron spin and orbital angular momentum. The equation above shows that an

absorption or emission line will have a splitting dependent on the magnitude of

the magnetic field B. Closely spaced lines will experience a broadening in the

presence of a magnetic field that is also proportional to the magnitude of the

magnetic field.

HMI is designed to accurately measure the broadening of the Fe I absorption

line that is produced in the solar photosphere. The Dopplegrams and magne-

tograms provided by HMI are computed on the ground from a set of 12 images

of the Sun recorded by the instrument. Each image is obtained with a different

combination of wavelength tuning which is done by a tunable Lyot filter and two

Michelson interferometers, and different polarisation direction which is achieved

by the polarisation selector (Figure 3.20). A picture is made for each tuning

and the results are used to compute velocity and magnetic field strength at each

pixel. The polarisation selector needed for magnetic field measurements is a set

of waveplates that can be rotated to different angles for detection of different

polarisations (Stokes I,Q,U,V). The combination of filters have a transmission

profile with 6 tuning positions with a 76 mÅ tuning spacing over a 680 mÅ range

that is centred on the 6173 Å Fe I line (Schou et al., 2012). Following these, a

beamsplitter divides the light which then goes through two shutters and then to

two cameras (front and side). HMI uses two CCD cameras, one for the Doppler

detector and the second for the vector detector seen in Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.21: Full-disk HMI magnetogram from 9 July 2013 showing a complex
active region with high magnetic field strength in the southern hemisphere. The
white and black areas represent different magnetic field polarities (pointing away
and towards the observer, respectively).

In this study line-of-sight magnetograms are used to provide the magnitude

and polarity of the photospheric magnetic field. The magnetograms can also be

used to show any changes in the configuration of the photospheric field before

solar eruptions as they are provided at a 45 s time cadence. The photospheric

magnetic field is also used as a bottom boundary in PFSS models of magnetic

field in the corona. An example of a magnetogram is shown in Figure 3.21 where

black and white areas show the polarity of the magnetic field, negative or positive,

where the magnetic field points away or towards the observer, respectively. The

active region seen on the solar disk in the southern hemisphere is a complex strong

magnetic field region and it will be analysed in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6.
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3.4 The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO)

The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO; Domingo et al., 1995) is a space

mission built by an international cooperation between ESA and NASA and it

was launched in December, 1995. SOHO began operations in 1996 and it was

originally planned as a two year mission, however, it continues to operate and

observe the Sun today, after over 20 years of operations. SOHO has 11 instru-

ments on board for solar observations and space weather purposes: investigating

the chromosphere, transition region, and the corona, in situ solar wind observa-

tions and helioseismology to probe the solar interior. Of interest to this study are

white-light observations of the solar corona which are taken by the Large Angle

Spectrometric Coronograph (LASCO; Brueckner et al., 1995) onboard SDO.

3.4.1 The Large Angle Spectrometric Coronograph (LASCO)

The LASCO instrument (Brueckner et al., 1995) onboard SOHO consists of three

white light coronographs (C1, C2 and C3) that image the corona from 1.1–30 R�.

The C1 coronograph has not operated since the loss and subsequent recovery of

the spacecraft in 1998. C2 and C3 are externally-occulted Lyot coronographs

imaging the corona from 1.5–6.0 R� and 3.7–30 R�, respectively. High–definition

CCD cameras in each of the telescopes provide detailed images of the corona with

unprecedented dynamic range.

Coronographs were first invented by Lyot (1930) and they allowed for obser-

vations of the solar corona at any time without the need for a full solar eclipse

to occur. The Lyot-coronograph was internally occulted and LASCO C1 is based

on this type of coronograph. C2 and C3 are externally occulted coronographs

and they enable observations of the solar corona much farther from the photo-

sphere than C1. They are based on the model of the first externally-occulted

coronograph by Tousey (1965) that flew on a rocket to observe the corona. In

this study, the LASCO C2 and C3 fields of view are the most suitable to use in

conjunction with LOFAR low frequency data to provide a context between solar

radio bursts and large scale changes in the corona. C2 and C3 are well suited for

detecting CMEs, which are known particle accelerators that can have associated

radio bursts. These coronographs are discussed in more detail below.
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Figure 3.22: LASCO C2 coronograph diagram from Brueckner et al. (1995) trac-
ing the ray path of a coronal image through the instrument. Starting on the left
there is an external occulting disk (D1), an entrance aperture (A1), objective lens
(O1), a field stop, an internal occulter (D2), field lens (O2), a Lyot stop (A3), relay
lens (O3), filters and polarisers (F/P) and the CCD camera at the back.

A diagram of LASCO C2 and C3 coronographs can be seen in Figure 3.22

which is taken from Brueckner et al. (1995). The diagram shows the path of

the rays of light through the instrument that form the coronal image. At the

left of the diagram there is the external occulting disc that protects the entrance

aperture from direct sunlight. The occulting disc is in the shape of a threaded

cone and it is similar to a stack of discs as seen in Figure 3.22. The objective lens

is located immediately behind the entrance aperture and it images the corona in

the rear focal plane. The field stop defines the 6 R� or the 30 R� limit to the

field-of-view for LASCO C2 and C3, respectively. The internal occulter intercepts

residual diffracted light originating from the edges of the external occulter. The

field lens collimates the rays of light of the coronal image and also images the

entrance aperture onto the Lyot stop. The Lyot stop intercepts diffracted light

from the entrance aperture. The relay lens images the corona onto the CCD

camera at the back of the instrument. A filter and polariser wheels are located

between the relay lens and the CCD camera. In order to separate the F and K

corona, broadband coronal filters and polarisers are used in both C2 and C3.

The final images are 1024×1024 pixels and they are produced with a cadence

of ∼20 minutes in the case of C2 and ∼30 minutes in the case of C3. An example

of a CME observed by both LASCO C2 and C3 can be seen in the composite

image in Figure 3.23. This CME occurred on 28 February 2013 and it deflected
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Figure 3.23: Composite image of a CME observed by LASCO C2 and C3 on 28
February 2013. This CME deflected a coronal streamer in its path and it will be
analysed in more detail in Chapter 4.

a coronal streamer in its path. A more detailed analysis of this particular CME

is presented in Chapter 4.
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4
LOFAR Tied-array Imaging and

Spectroscopy of Type III Radio Bursts

Energetic phenomena on the Sun, such as flares and CMEs, are often associated

with radio emission in the form of solar radio bursts. Type III radio bursts are

one of the most common types of solar radio bursts and due to their emission

mechanism they represent a good diagnostic of the electron density and they

show the path of accelerated electron beams in the solar corona. At low radio

frequencies (< 100 MHz), these bursts have not been studied extensively because

of the instrumental limitations of previous radio telescopes and 1D radial electron

density models were used to predict their height above the photosphere. In this

chapter, the combined high spatial, spectral and temporal resolution of LOFAR

was used to study and image solar Type III radio bursts at 30–90 MHz and

their association with CMEs. It was found that a number of Type III radio

bursts were located at high altitudes (∼4 R� from the solar centre at 30 MHz)

and had non-radial trajectories. These bursts occurred at altitudes in excess

of values predicted by 1D radial electron density models. The non-radial high

altitude Type IIIs were found to be associated with the expanding flank of a CME

deflecting a neighbouring coronal streamer. Electrons that generated the Type
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III bursts may have been accelerated by the interaction between the CME and

streamer magnetic fields. This work has been published in Morosan et al. (2014)

in Astronomy & Astrophysics.
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4.1 Introduction

Type III radio bursts are the most frequently occurring type of radio bursts on

the Sun and they are observed from kHz to GHz frequency ranges. The spatial

characteristics of Type III radio bursts have been studied in detail at specific

frequency ranges: kHz up to ∼10 MHz and >150 MHz, and selective frequency

bands from ∼10–150 MHz. This was due to the availability of radio instru-

ments onboard the Ulysses (Stone et al., 1992), WIND (Bougeret et al., 1995)

and STEREO spacecraft (Kaiser, 2005), the Culgoora Radioheliograph (Sheridan

et al., 1972) and the Nançay Radioheliograph (NRH; Kerdraon & Delouis, 1997).

At low frequencies, Reiner et al. (1995) measured the trajectory of two Type

III radio bursts at frequencies of kHz up to 1 MHz observed by the Ulysses space-

craft. They showed that they follow Parker spiral-like paths through interplane-

tary space up to ∼1 AU. More recent work by Reiner et al. (2009) and Thejappa

& MacDowall (2010) with STEREO and WIND at frequencies <16 MHz used

triangulation and ray-tracing techniques. Reiner et al. (2009) found that indi-

vidual Type III bursts exhibit a wide beaming pattern approximately along the

interplanetary magnetic field. At higher frequencies, some Type III radio bursts

were imaged by the Culgoora Radioheliograph at 80 MHz and found to occur

above active regions (Wild, 1967). More recently, Saint-Hilaire et al. (2013) at-

tempted a statistical study of almost 10000 Type III radio bursts observed by

NRH over 7 years and found that at high frequencies (432 MHz), radio bursts

are concentrated in two distinct bands around latitudes of 15 to 30 and -15 to

-30 degrees. The spatial characteristics of the low frequency range, 10–90 MHz,

which can be observed by LOFAR, still remain unexplored over the entire band

and the location of the Type III sources are constrained by density models such

as Newkirk (1961), Mann et al. (1999) and Zucca et al. (2014) in this range.

Several low–frequency radio telescopes have been developed to observe solar

radio activity, including interferometers, spectrometers and imaging-spectrometers.

One of the earliest solar radio telescopes, the Culgoora Radioheliograph, started

operations in 1968 at a frequency of 43, 80, 160 and 320 MHz, but discontinued

them in 1986 (Sheridan et al., 1972). The Nançay Decametric Array, operat-

ing since 1986, produces dynamic spectra at frequencies of 10–80 MHz (Boischot
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et al., 1980). A recently upgraded radio telescope, UTR-2, produces dynamic

spectra in the range 8–32 MHz with much higher temporal and spectral resolution

(Melnik et al., 2011b; Stappers et al., 2011). Recently, a range of low–frequency

radio imaging arrays have been developed such as the Murchison Widefield Ar-

ray (MWA; Tingay et al., 2013) and LOFAR (van Haarlem et al., 2013), that can

offer new insight into the poorly explored low-frequency radio spectrum and into

the propagation of Type III bursts.

In this chapter, the LOFAR tied-array beams mode was used for imaging

and spectroscopy to study the spatial characteristics of over 30 Type III radio

bursts several hours after the launch of two CMEs. These low–intensity bursts

were detected due to LOFAR’s increased sensitivity and can be studied with

unprecedented temporal and spectral resolution. In Section 4.2.1 an overview of

the LOFAR instrument, the observational mode used and the tied-array imaging

method will be given. In Section 4.2.2 the methods used to estimate the position

and velocity of radio bursts are presented. The results are presented in Section

4.3 where they are compared to current density models of the solar corona, and

then further discussed in Section 4.4.

4.2 Observations and Data Analysis

4.2.1 Observations

On 2013 February 28, over 30 Type III radio bursts were observed by LOFAR

in a time period of 30 minutes starting at 13:00 UT. They were analysed in

conjunction with EUV images from SDO and coronograph images from LASCO

onboard SOHO. These observations were made during times of low solar activity

on the visible solar disk in the form of B-class flares, however a CME was observed

by LASCO originating behind the western solar limb. EUV images were recorded

by AIA onboard NASA’s SDO mission which provides an unprecedented view of

the solar corona at multiple wavelengths, imaging the Sun up to ∼1.1 R� from

the solar centre. The LASCO/C3 coronagraph was used to image the Sun at

radial distances of ∼3–32 R�.
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The observations were taken using the LBAs of the 24 LOFAR core stations.

Instead of producing interferometric visibilities, the data analysed here were ac-

quired using one of LOFAR’s beam-formed modes (Stappers et al., 2011; van

Haarlem et al., 2013), the “tied-array beams”. The advantage of using tied-array

beams over interferometric imaging is that the data acquired from each beam

were used to produce dynamic spectra with a high temporal and spectral resolu-

tion (12.5 kHz; ∼83 ms), which is not possible to obtain using standard LOFAR

interferometric observations. In addition to the high–resolution dynamic spectra,

the tied-array beams offer the possibility of imaging solar radio bursts with very

high temporal resolution (that of the dynamic spectra) using any of the frequency

channels in the dynamic spectra which is also not possible in the interferometric

mode. For comparison, LOFAR’s standard interferometric output was limited

to approximately one image per second at the time of observations but it has

recently been improved to 0.25 s only for a limited number of sub-bands. This

was due to changes in processing hardware since the observations were taken

in 2013, however, the temporal resolution is still lower than the capabilities of

beam-formed modes.

In this commissioning campaign, 126 simultaneous beams were used to observe

the Sun on 2013 February 28 at 13:30 UT for a period of 30 minutes (Figure 4.1a).

The range of the full-width half maxima (FWHM) of the beams ranged between

7′ at 90 MHz to 21′ at 30 MHz for the maximum baseline of ∼2 km of the LOFAR

core. The separation between beam centres is ∼14′ and as a result the beams

were beginning to overlap at a frequency of 45 MHz as seen in Figure 4.1a and at

lower frequencies. Each beam recorded a high frequency and high time resolution

(12.5 kHz; ∼83 ms) dynamic spectrum (Figure 4.1b). Due to high radio frequency

interference (RFI) below 30 MHz, the frequency range of the LOFAR dynamic

spectra was chosen to be 30–90 MHz as opposed to the full frequency range of

the LBAs (10–90 MHz). There was no beam pointed at a calibrator at the time,

therefore intensity values throughout this analysis are expressed in arbitrary units

normalised with respect to each frequency channel to account for the frequency

response of the LBAs.
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4.2.2 Data Analysis

The intensity value in each of the tied-array beams at a given frequency and time

was extracted from each of the 126 dynamic spectra and plotted as ‘macro-pixels’

onto the tied-array map in Figure 4.1a. Images of radio bursts were produced by

interpolating these intensity points to the nearest beam as outlined in Chapter 3.

In order to reduce thermal noise in the dynamic spectra, the data were averaged

over frequency. The optimal averaging frequency bandwidth was found to be

5 MHz, resulting in images corresponding to a 5 MHz frequency bin (eg. 30–

35 MHz, 35–40 MHz, 40–45 MHz). A time sampling of 1 s was chosen in order to

observe the full propagation of the Type III bursts and the data were therefore

averaged in time over 1 s. The processing of the data resulted in a sequence

of images of scattered points that have an intensity value corresponding to the

position of each individual beam. As can be seen in Figure 4.1a, the raw data has a

honeycomb pattern which is the pattern of tied-array beams. After interpolating

and re-gridding the data, a regular 2D array is obtained which represents the

image of the radio sources (Figures 4.2a, 4.2b and 4.2c).

The spatial information of each individual radio source was extracted for the

frequency ranges 30–35, 40–45 and 50–55 MHz. The centroids were transformed

into distances in solar radii starting from the solar centre. The centroids were

then used to produce line-of-sight distance-frequency plots for comparison with

density models of the corona and also distance-time plots for line-of-sight velocity

estimations of the Type III radio sources.

The Sun was observed at mid-day however the elevation of the Sun at the

time of the observation was only ∼30◦ since the observation was carried out in

February. Due to the low elevation of the Sun, the effects of the ionosphere in cal-

culating the positions of Type IIIs were investigated in our observation. Firstly,

this was done by looking at the quiet Sun position in the tied-array images. The

maximum intensity point of the quiet Sun was found to be consistent with the

centre of the tied-array beams throughout the observations (Figure 4.3). As seen

in Figure 4.3 the maximum intensity is concentrated in the beams located inside

the visible solar limb (yellow circle) and this position remained approximately

constant throughout the observation. The position of the quiet Sun shows some
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Figure 4.3: Position of the quiet Sun in the absence of Type III radio bursts at a
frequency of 60–61 MHz. The maximum brightness is concentrated in the beams
located inside the visible solar disk, however it is asymmetric towards the south
pole possibly due to enhanced emission above active regions present in the south.

enhanced emission towards the south beyond the visible solar limb. This is pos-

sibly due to enhanced emission above active regions present in the south, but

may also be due to ionospheric effects. The maximum variation in the quiet Sun

position observed was ∼0.5 R�, however, the beam sizes can extend over 0.5 R�.

This was tested for frequencies between 30–90 MHz. Some variation was expected

since the solar brightness is not symmetric at low radio frequencies and only 7

beams sampled the solar disc with a spatial separation between the beams of

∼1 R�.

Secondly, the spatial corrections due to the ionosphere were calculated based

on the equations of Mercier (1996); Stewart & McLean (1982) for ionospheric
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corrections on the Sun, based on the ray refraction theory (Komesaroff, 1960).

Refraction theory predicts a variation in source position that varies as f−2, where

f is the frequency of observation. This arises from the expression for the refractive

index, n, of an electro-magnetic wave travelling inside an ionised medium:

n2 = 1−
f 2
p

f 2
(4.1)

where f is the plasma frequency of the medium. Following lengthy deriva-

tions of the path of the electro-magnetic wave (for more information please see:

Komesaroff, 1960), a small angular deviation is predicted in the source position:

∆θ ∝ f−2. The equations used to calculate ionospheric corrections are outlined

in Appendix B and they take into account the position of the Sun at the time

of the observation (Stewart & McLean, 1982). The maximum corrections found

were ∼2′ at low frequencies that are significantly smaller than the FWHM of the

beams which can be up to 21′ (1.3 R�) at 30 MHz. As a result no ionospheric

corrections were applied to this analysis. However, the ionosphere may have had

some effects on the position of the quiet Sun, in the case that the enhanced emis-

sion in the south beyond the visible solar limb was not due to the presence of

active regions in the southern hemisphere.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Type III Spectral Characteristics

Figure 4.1b shows the dynamic spectrum recorded for 30 minutes on 2013 Febru-

ary 28 at 13:00–13:30 UT by one of the tied-array beams (Beam 4), while Figure

4.1c shows the GOES X-ray flux during this period. No significant X-ray activ-

ity was observed on 2013 February 28 before or during the LOFAR observation;

there were minor B class flares observed after the time of the LOFAR observation.

Although there were no major X-ray flares at the time, a number of CMEs were

observed by coronagraphs on STEREO and SOHO in the hours preceding the

LOFAR observations. The CMEs appear to have originated from the far side of

the Sun relative to Earth. A Type III group or storm was observed during the

time interval the observations were taken in. These Type IIIs were not observed
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by any other solar observing instrument at the time as their intensity is low (for

example they were not observed with the Nançay Decametric Array and they did

not extend to kHz frequencies in STEREO or WIND instruments).

A total of 32 Type III radio bursts have been observed in the LBA frequency

range during a period of only 30 minutes, after an intensity threshold was set

manually to a value equivalent to the background emission to distinguish the

strongest radio bursts from the noise (Figure 4.1b). A zoom in on three particu-

larly strong Type III bursts is also shown in Figures 4.2d and 4.2e. The frequency

drift rates of the 32 bursts analysed here vary between -2 to -17 MHz s−1 with

an average of -7 MHz s−1 at 30–60 MHz, which are comparable with the findings

of Mann & Klassen (2002a), who reported a mean value of -11 MHz s−1 at a

frequency range of 40–70 MHz.

As the radio bursts travel outwards through the corona, the frequency of emis-

sion of these radio bursts decreases with distance. Assuming plasma emission, the

emission frequency of Type III radio bursts can be calculated using the following

equation derived in Chapter 2.3.4:

f = nfp = n C
√
ne Hz (4.2)

The emission frequency, f , is given by the local plasma frequency, fp, multiplied

by the harmonic number n. The electron density, ne, is in cm−3, and C =

8980 Hz cm3/2 is the constant of proportionality.

The electron density decreases with altitude in the corona and, therefore,

the frequency also decreases with altitude. It is possible to estimate the radial

velocity of the Type IIIs using the frequency drift rate, df/dt, of the Type III

bursts to obtain an equation for velocity:

v =
2
√
ne
C

(
dne
dr

)−1
df

dt
(4.3)

In Equation 4.3, the unknown is generally the local plasma density, ne and dne/dr.

Since the electron density is assumed to decrease radially in the corona it is

necessary to consider a density model, ne = ne(r), to obtain the density at a

specific height in the corona.
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The altitudes and velocities of the Type III radio bursts obtained from LOFAR

tied-array imaging were calculated together with the values obtained based on

the radial electron density models of Newkirk (1961) and Mann et al. (1999) and

the time-dependent density model of Zucca et al. (2014). The density models

were used to estimate the altitude and velocity of these bursts which are given

in Table 4.1 assuming harmonic plasma emission (n = 2 in Equation 4.2). This

assumption was made because the free-free absorption for harmonic radiation is

less severe and it can escape emission sites easier than fundamental radiation

(Bastian et al., 1998). Only total intensity was recorded in these observations

and there was no polarisation information to determine if the bursts were either

fundamental or harmonic emission. Based on the radio imaging, the radio sources

in this observation were found to be at higher altitudes where harmonic emission is

expected to occur. The errors in the LOFAR position and velocity were estimated

based on the averaged time step and the extent of the FWHM of the beam. There

is some discrepancy between the LOFAR sources end distances and the values

calculated by density models and the velocities of the LOFAR sources are also

higher, however only the line-of-sight velocities could be estimated from the 2D

tied-array images.

4.3.2 Type III Spatial Characteristics

Tied-array images of the Type III radio sources were produced at frequencies

between 30 and 60 MHz, in 5 MHz–wide frequency bins. The images of a radio

source at 50–55 MHz, 40–45 MHz and 30–35 MHz, respectively are shown in

Figures 4.2a, 4.2b and 4.2c together with an AIA 193 Å passband image from

13:08:18 UT. Four active regions are present on the solar disc in the AIA images.

These radio images are 1 s apart in order to show the motion of the Type III

burst. Figures 4.2d and 4.2e show the dynamic spectra of two different beams,

Beam 4 and Beam 24, denoted by the triangle and square symbol, respectively,

in the panels above. These two dynamic spectra were chosen to show the variety

of Type III radio bursts occurring at different positions relative to the Sun. The

Type III labelled Burst 1 in the dynamic spectrum is imaged in Figures 4.2a,

4.2b and 4.2c and the dashed white line in the dynamic spectrum matches the
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timestamp in Figure 4.2b. The evolution of Bursts 2 and 3 from Figures 4.2d and

4.2e is shown in Appendix A.

The projected propagation paths of the 32 Type III bursts observed are shown

in Figure 4.4a. Here, the centroids of all Type III radio bursts observed during

the 30 minute time period are shown over a frequency range of 30 to 60 MHz

in 5 MHz–wide frequency bins. The motion of Bursts 1, 2 and 3 from Figures

4.2d and 4.2e are shown by the black solid lines. An electron density map of

the solar corona combining both observations and models is shown in Figure

4.4 as outlined in Chapter 2.5 (see Zucca et al., 2014, for further details on the

density model). Figures 4.4a and 4.4b also show the location of the contours

of the electron densities necessary for 30 MHz and 60 MHz harmonic plasma

emission (n = 2 in Equation 4.2). Using Equation 4.2, the electron densities

required for radio emission at these frequencies are 2.8×106 cm−3 and 1.1×107

cm−3, respectively.

The density map was produced for the time period of the LOFAR observations.

However, the time evolution of the map is limited by the cadence of the LASCO

C2 data (∼20 minutes). While the map gives an accurate description of the

electron density situation around the time of the observations, it cannot be made

contemporaneous with the individual tracks of the radio bursts. In addition, the

LASCO data has a poorer spatial resolution compared to the AIA data. As a

result, any detail and fine density enhancements visible in AIA are lost when

these two datasets are combined.

The Type III radio bursts centroids appear to originate in the regions above

the four active regions on the visible solar disc, including an active region on the

eastern limb, that were present at the time (the active regions can be seen in the

AIA images in Figures 4.2 4.2a, 4.2b and 4.2c). The Type IIIs observed in the

dynamic spectrum in Figure 4.1b appear to form a Type III storm, however, some

of these bursts are not related to each other as they occur at different locations

and they originate above different active regions. It is possible that each active

region was accompanied by its own Type III storm.
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The positions of the Type III centroids lie on either side of the 30 and 60 MHz

contours in Figure 3a. These centroids are estimated along the line-of sight and

their location may also be a consequence of the spatial resolution of tied-array

imaging, which is lower than that of the density map, or it may be due to narrow

high-density streamers not visible in the density map due to the limited spatial

resolution of the LASCO data. However, Burst 2 and groups of isolated bursts

at frequencies below 45 MHz in the vicinity of Burst 2 were found at even higher

altitudes which correspond to much lower electron densities in Figure 4.4b.

4.3.3 High Altitude Type III Bursts

The motion of Bursts 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 4.5 in a distance-frequency

plot. The solid lines in Figure 4.5 represent the three electron density models

mentioned above for comparison with the motion of the bursts. The density

model curves are plotted assuming harmonic plasma emission (n = 2 in Equation

4.2) as well as a radial electron density profile through the corona. There is no

emission between 55–60 MHz for Burst 3 because the intensity falls below the

intensity threshold used (which is a value∼ 1 close to the background emission).

The spread in positions arises due to combining two different bursts in the case

of Burst 2 and 3 and there is also a slight offset in centroid when interpolating

each image when the brightness changes.

The slope of the motion of Bursts 1 and 3 observed by LOFAR is steeper

than the slope of the density model curves. This implies, either uncorrected

ionospheric refraction effects, or else the electron density gradient in the corona

is steeper than that assumed by the density models. Burst 2 occurs at altitudes

significantly higher than Bursts 1 and 3 and the predictions of the density models.

Burst 2 therefore originates at a higher altitude in the corona and the slope of

the motion curve for Burst 2 also has a steeper slope.

Burst 2 has a non-radial trajectory as seen in Figure 4.4a and its start altitude

is significantly higher than the predictions of the three density models in Figure

4.5. There is also no density enhancement in Figure 4.4b in the direction of Burst

2. After investigating coronograph images, in particular LASCO C3 (Figure 4.6),

a CME was observed propagating away from the Sun and expanding during the
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Figure 4.5: Height-frequency plot of the Type III radio bursts observed in Figure
4.2d and 4.2e. The trajectories of Bursts 1, 2 and 3 from Figures 4.2d and 4.2e are
shown by the black solid lines. The coloured solid lines represent electron density
models of the solar corona assuming harmonic plasma emission.

time the radio bursts occur (image at 13:30:23 UT). The CME is plotted in Figure

4.6 together with the LOFAR 40–45 MHz contour (yellow) of the high altitude

Type III burst (Burst 2) at 13:09:01 UT. There are no features in the LASCO

image in the direction radial to the Type III radio burst due to the pylon of

the occulting disk of LASCO C3. However, the position of the southern leg of

the CME in Figure 4.6 is cospatial with the position of the Type III radio burst

contours. The CME was the only large-scale change in the solar corona occuring

at the time of the observation that would account for an increase in density up to

∼4 R�. As can be seen in the electron density map in Figure 4.5b, the streamers

present did not have sufficiently high densities to account for this emission.

At a frequency of 32.5 MHz, a Type III radio burst would require an electron

density of 3.3×106 cm−3 (see Equation 4.2) while in our density map the local
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Figure 4.6: LASCO C3 running difference image of a CME on 28 February 2013
at 13:30:23 UT. The high altitude Type III burst at 13:09:01 UT (Burst 2) at
40–45 MHz is shown in yellow contours. The outermost contour is at 50% the
maximum intensity.

plasma densities are of the order of 105 cm−3. There are two ways in which the

local plasma can have high electron densities at 4 R�: the direct passage of the

CME compresses the local plasma around it or the CME expanding against a

coronal streamer which compresses it increasing the electron density inside the

streamer. The CME may also deflect the streamer and as a result deflect the

existing radial open magnetic field lines to non-radial directions. Since streamer

activity was observed before and after the CME occurred, a dense streamer was

possibly further compressed by the CME so that electron densities could have

been high enough to explain these high altitude radio bursts.
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Figure 4.7: Radial motion of Bursts 1, 2 and 3. The velocities given on the left
of each panel were calculated from the slope of the fit. The colours correspond to
different frequency bins from 30 to 60 MHz. The vertical error bars in the three
plots represent the extent of the FWHM of the beams that varies with frequency.
The horizontal error bars are due to averaging the data in time steps of 1 s.

4.3.4 Type III Kinematics

The centroids of Bursts 1, 2 and 3 were extracted in order to produce height-time

plots as seen in the panels of Figure 4.7. The colours in Figure 4.7 correspond

to radio emission between 30 and 60 MHz, averaged in 5 MHz–wide frequency

bins. There is no emission between 55–60 MHz for Burst 3 because the intensity

falls below the intensity threshold used. The slope of each plot was used to

estimate the velocity of propagation of the bursts. The error bars in the three
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plots represent the largest calculated errors that occur due to the large size of

our tied-array beams at these low frequencies (this is given by the FWHM of the

beams at each frequency).

Estimated line-of-sight distances and velocities of Bursts 1, 2 and 3 from

LOFAR imaging and various density models are also shown in Table 4.1 for direct

comparison with these models. The velocities of Bursts 1, 2 and 3 (0.58±0.17 c,

0.27±0.11 c and 0.51±0.18 c, respectively) are generally higher than the standard

velocities of Type III radio bursts of ∼0.05–0.30 c (Dulk et al., 1987; Lin et al.,

1981, 1986). The motion of the Type III sources contradicts the predictions of

various density models using frequency drift rates as seen in Table 4.1. Wild

et al. (1959) found higher velocities from interferometry in a number of Type III

radio bursts studied, exceeding ∼0.3 c, with an average velocity of 0.45 c. The

discrepancy between the line-of sight velocities and the density model velocities

could also be a consequence of the low spatial resolution at low radio frequencies,

but this is unlikely for most of the bursts as their movement is larger than the

extent of the beam. In this observation, the density models used are not a good

match for the motion of the Type III radio bursts observed since they predict

lower altitudes and velocities compared to LOFAR tied-array imaging.

4.4 Discussion and Conclusion

Using a novel observing mode, the LOFAR tied-array beams, the spatial infor-

mation of multiple Type III radio bursts was extracted and related to high time

and frequency resolution dynamic spectra. Our observations show a number of

Type III radio bursts being emitted at high altitudes (30–35 MHz bursts at 4 R�

from the solar centre) but the electron densities of the surrounding plasma in a

quiet solar corona are not believed to be so high at this height. Our observations

also show that not all Type III radio bursts follow a radial trajectory from the

centre of the Sun as previously assumed by electron density models of the corona.

Ionospheric effects did not seem to play an important role in shifting the source

positions. However, refraction and scattering of radio waves in the solar corona,

can also place the sources at a different location on the Sun, making them appear

shifted from the emission site. Although we have not considered such effects, they
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will be discussed further in Chapter 8 as a possible future study. In this study,

however, a CME was observed in the vicinity of the non-radial, high altitude

radio bursts that may have had an impact on the source position observed as

outlined below.

4.4.1 High-altitude Type III interpretation

The relation of the high altitude Type III bursts to large-scale changes in the

corona, such as coronal streamers and CMEs, was investigated, in order to de-

termine if these have an impact on the local plasma density. A CME was indeed

observed by LASCO and its southern leg correlates spatially with the location

of the Type III bursts. Since streamer activity was observed before and after

the CME occurred, a dense streamer was possibly compressed by the CME. This

results in a higher density region inside the streamer necessary for high altitude

plasma emission at 30 MHz assuming electrons were accelerated to produce the

Type III radio bursts. It is necessary to consider a 2D electron density map

(Zucca et al., 2014) for Type III studies to account for the variability of the so-

lar corona. However, such density maps are based on polarised brightness from

LASCO data in the range 2.5–5 R� and narrow streamers cannot be taken into

account due to LASCO’s limited spatial resolution.

The velocities calculated from the motion of the sources are generally higher

than Type III velocities reported in the literature of ∼0.05–0.30 c (Dulk et al.,

1987; Lin et al., 1981, 1986). The velocities were also calculated using various

density models applied to the frequency drift rate in the dynamic spectrum (Table

4.1). The velocities varied with density model but they were lower by up to a

factor of ∼4 than the velocities calculated from LOFAR tied-array imaging. This

comes as no surprise since it was already shown that the density models used

do not represent the situation well especially in the case of the CME associated

Type III bursts. The high velocities of tied-array imaging could be argued to be a

consequence of the low spatial resolution of the beams. However the displacement

of the Type IIIs exceeds the beam size and errors due to the FWHM of the beams

were included in the velocity calculations. Therefore, the electron density models

used are most likely not a good match for our observations.
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The high altitude Type III bursts were shown to be associated with the passage

of a CME. Carley et al. (2013) found particle acceleration associated with a

CME shock in the solar corona which produced a herringbone pattern along the

frequency axis in dynamic spectra on the backbone of a Type II radio burst.

Herringbones are indicative of electron beams travelling away from the shock and

they are similar in appearance and velocity to Type III bursts (Carley et al.,

2013, found herringbone generating electrons to have a velocity of ∼0.15 c). The

same analysis was applied to the Type III bursts in this observation, however

the CME observed on 2013 February 28 was a slow CME with a radial velocity

of ∼250 km s−1. The Alfvèn speed at 4 R� was estimated to be ∼220 km s−1.

Since the CME speed was not very high compared to the Alfvèn speed, the shock

produced was weak and therefore may not have been very effective at accelerating

particles to velocities >0.1 c which is the velocity of the Type III-producing

electrons.

An alternative scenario that may explain particle acceleration is magnetic

reconnection along the flank of the CME. For example, Bemporad et al. (2010)

found multiple reconnection sites associated with a CME expanding against the

surrounding coronal streamers that they verified with numerical simulations. In

our observations, assuming the southern leg of the CME is in the vicinity of an

open magnetic field line, electrons resulting from these side reconnections can

escape and produce the high altitude Type III radio bursts we see, inside the

denser plasma of a compressed streamer. The non-radial trajectory of the Type

III bursts can also be explained by the deflection of a coronal streamer by the

CME.

4.4.2 Possible Ionospheric Corrections

The Type III radio sources presented here, especially, Bursts 1, 2 and, 3 are

located at higher altitudes than predicted by electron density models. These

sources are located to the south of the solar disc. However, the sources located in

the north appear much closer together and at lower altitudes. It is possible that

ionospheric refraction has a bigger impact on shifting the sources located in the

south, shifting their true position at higher altitudes. The quiet Sun emission in
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Figure 4.3 is also more predominant in the south extending beyond the visible

solar limb, however, this could also be explained by the presence of active regions

in the south. It is worth investigating the impact ionospheric refraction would

have on the southern radio sources (Bursts 1, 2 and, 3). The ray refraction theory

in the ionosphere (Komesaroff, 1960) predicts a shift in the true position of radio

sources at low frequencies that becomes larger with lower elevations. On this day,

the Sun was at a 30◦ elevation in the sky which is equivalent to a zenith angle of

60◦. The ionospheric refraction theory predicts the following shift ∆θ in source

positions at a frequency f :

∆θ = −0.5
d

R

f 2
p

f 2
tanZ sec2 Z, (4.4)

where fp is the plasma frequency of the ionosphere, d is the thickness of the

ionosphere and, R is the radius of curvature of the ionosphere. Stewart & McLean

(1982) assumed that fp = 12 MHz, d ∼200 km and R ∼ 6000 km which leads to

the following numerical relation for ionospheric shifts at a zenith angle of 60◦:

∆θ ∼ 3600

f 2
R�. (4.5)

According to the above equation, the ionospheric refraction effects are significant

since a systematic shift with frequency is predicted ranging 1.2 R� at 60 MHz to

4 R� at 30 MHz. These values are very high and would have a significant impact

on the source position as some of the sources would be moved north of the solar

disc.

The ionosphere is composed of three layers D, E and F (Figure 4.8 from

Hargreaves 1995) with varying electron densities. The maximum electron den-

sity occurs in the F layer and it is dependent on solar activity. Therefore, the

ionospheric shifts vary significantly with frequency and electron density of the

ionosphere as shown in Figure 4.9. In this figure the shifts in position are plotted

in solar radii as a function of frequency, for the LBA frequency range for three

possible electron densities of the ionosphere: maximum electron density during

solar maximum (blue), electron density in F-layer (green), maximum electron

density during solar minimum (red).
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Figure 4.8: Electron density in the ionosphere (Hargreaves, 1995). On a quiet
day, the maximum electron density in the ionosphere is ∼ 106 cm−3 which occurs
in the F2-layer.

On 28 February 2013, there was no significant solar activity that would impact

the total electron content of the ionosphere, however there were active regions

present. Stewart & McLean (1982) used a plasma frequency of 12 MHz in their

calculations, most likely to account for a solar flare that occurs at the same

time as their observations. This frequency corresponds to the maximum electron

density in the ionosphere (2× 106 cm−3) during solar maximum which occurs in

the F2-layer (Figure 4.8). On a quiet day, the maximum electron density in the

ionosphere can be as low as ∼ 105 cm−3. This corresponds to a plasma frequency

of ∼3 MHz. Since active regions were present, it is reasonable to assume that

the maximum electron density occurred in the F layer with a value of 106 cm−3

corresponding to a plasma frequency of 9 MHz. This results in the following
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Figure 4.9: Shift in position of radio sources due to ionospheric refraction for
three electron densities: maximum electron density during solar maximum (blue),
electron density in F-layer (green), maximum electron density during solar mini-
mum (red).

relation for ionospheric shifts at a zenith angle of 60◦:

∆θ ∼ 2000

f 2
R�. (4.6)

Using the relation above, smaller shifts than in Stewart & McLean (1982) are

predicted ranging from 0.6 R� at 60 MHz to 2.3 R� at 30 MHz. These shifts

are significant as the sources would need to be moved closer to the Sun in a

northward direction. These shifts were applied to the centroids of Bursts 1,2

and, 3 in Figure 4.10, where the observed centroids are shown in panel (a) and

the centroids corrected according to the ionospheric refraction theory are shown

in panel (b). There is a significant offset in position of the corrected centroids

compared to the uncorrected observed centroids: Bursts 1 and 3 are now located

closer to the solar disc in the 2D image and appear to originate in the same area

above an active region located in the west as seen in Figure 4.11. These centroids
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(a) Uncorrected Centroids (b) Corrected Centroids 

Figure 4.10: Ionospheric corrections applied to the centroids of Bursts 1, 2 and,
3 from Figures 4.2d and 4.2e. (a) Observed centroids of Bursts 1, 2 and, 3. (b)
Centroids corrected according to the ionospheric refraction theory.

follow a southward trajectory with decreasing frequency as in the uncorrected

image. The good spatial correlation with the active region position shows that

the ionospheric corrections applied were necessary to reduce the high apparent

altitudes of these bursts.

Burst 2 is located outside the solar disc however the low frequency sources

(30–35 MHz and 35–40 MHz) are now at lower altitudes, located closer to the

higher frequency sources. The burst appears to have an eastward trajectory in

the 2D image as opposed to a south-eastern trajectory in the uncorrected image.

This burst is most likely associated with the CME visible in Figure 4.6, however,

the burst is no longer located at the flank of the CME in the 2D image but at

the centre of the CME. The corrected position of this burst can provide a direct

measurement of the density inside the CME, which is ∼ 107 cm−3, assuming the

burst is emitted at the harmonic plasma frequency.
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Figure 4.11: Corrected centroids of Bursts 1 and 3 at frequencies between 30–
60 MHz. These centroids are well correlated spatially with a southern active region.

The distance-frequency plot is also affected by the shifts in position and the

corrections made to Figure 4.5 are shown in Figure 4.13. In the case of Bursts 1

and 3, their sources are located on the solar disc in the 2D image and therefore,

they lie below the radial density model curves. However, Burst 2 is located

outside the solar limb, and the motion of the sources with decreasing frequency

is visible in Figure 4.13. The heights of Burst 2 at different frequencies still lie

above the density model curves indicating that these sources are indeed occurring

at high altitudes and require a medium of enhanced electron density which can

be justified by the presence of the CME. The slopes of the curve for Bursts 1, 2

and, 3 are no longer as steep and they resemble the shape of the electron density

model curves indicating that ionospheric effects are indeed responsible for the

steepness in heights with frequency. Bursts 1 and 3 represent a good example

of the unperturbed solar corona above an active region as their heights are in

good agreement with the density models. Burst 2 most likely originates from
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Figure 4.12: Height-frequency plot of the Type III radio bursts observed in Figure
4.2d and 4.2e corrected for ionospheric refraction effects. The trajectories of Bursts
1, 2 and 3 from Figures 4.2d and 4.2e are shown by the black solid lines. The
coloured solid lines represent electron density models of the solar corona assuming
harmonic plasma emission.

a perturbed solar corona with enhanced density regions since it occurs at high

altitudes even after ionospheric corrections were taken into account which is in

agreement with the passage of a CME.

Ionospheric refraction is therefore a significant effect which should be taken

into account in future low frequency observations tracking a source at low eleva-

tions. Since a theoretical model was used which assumed a maximum electron

density of the ionosphere on a quiet day, it is likely that the corrections applied

represent an upper limit and the true shift in the source position is less severe.

The theoretical model may not accurately represent the ionospheric conditions

at the time.
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Figure 4.13: Offset of centroids of Bursts 1, 2 and 3 relative to a base frequency of
57.5 MHz. Bursts 1, 2 and 3 were observed in Figure 4.2d and 4.2e. The coloured
dashed lines represent different electron densities of the ionosphere for calculating
theoretical offsets. The centroids are located between the ionospheric offset curves
corresponding to electron densities of 2× 106 cm−3 and 2× 105 cm−3, respectively.

The ionosphere is highly variable and the rays travel through various layers

before they are observed on the ground. It is possible to predict the offset in source

positions using the observations of Type III centroids. At higher frequencies, it

is possible to measure the offset of the quiet Sun which can predict the amount

of refraction needed to move the Sun back to its original position. Once the

Sun’s position is centred or assuming it is already centred, the offset of the Type

III centroids can be computed relative to a base frequency which is the highest

frequency where Type III bursts where observed (60 MHz). By subtracting the

height of each centroid at this frequency from the heights of each centroid at all

other frequencies, it is possible to determine how much of an effect the ionosphere

had on the location of these centroids. Figure 4.13 shows the offset of centroids

of Bursts 1, 2 and 3 relative to a base frequency of 57.5 MHz. These centroids are

located between the ionospheric offset curves corresponding to electron densities
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of 2 × 106 cm−3 and 2 × 105 cm−3, respectively. Therefore a custom model of

the ionosphere must be taken into account to predict the shifts of these bursts.

The shift of the quiet Sun at ∼60 MHz is unclear in this observation as there

are active regions in the south which could explain the enhanced emission seen

towards the south. Ideally it would be best to correct ionospheric effects based on

the location of the quiet Sun, unfortunately the presence of active regions makes

this problematic as the solar emission is not uniform at low radio frequencies. In

addition, only 6 beams are sampling the solar disc and it is not possible to obtain

a an accurate position of the active region emission in this observation.

Future work is needed to establish the effect of the ionosphere on solar obser-

vations at low elevations. The ionosphere appears to have a significant effect on

the position of solar radio bursts and it will also have an effect on other astro-

physical objects at low elevations. 3D real-time studies of the electron densities in

the ionosphere are necessary to model the propagation of a ray at a given zenith

angle through the various layers of the ionosphere. This can then be compared

with observational data of solar radio bursts and quiet Sun positions. Despite

the significant ionospheric effects at low elevations, LOFAR is currently the best

tool to study the energetic processes in the upper corona.

4.4.3 Conclusion

The tied-array beams prove promising in detecting radio bursts with very high

spectral and temporal resolution. In addition to this, tied-array beam observa-

tions can measure the positions of the emission sources of the radio bursts, as

well as identifying them in dynamic spectra simultaneously. The accuracy in

these positions is limited only by the beam size since ionospheric effects were not

significant during this observation. The beam size can be improved by increasing

the baseline in future observations. In principle, remote stations could be added

to the full LOFAR core, however this is not yet possible as the LOFAR core uses

different clocks compared to all the other LOFAR stations. An adequate beam

size for the study of the sources of Type III radio bursts would be approximately

half of the current beam size (3.5′ at 90 MHz to 10′ at 30 MHz). The Square

Kilometre Array (SKA) will be able to achieve better spatial resolution as well as
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an increased number of simultaneous beams that will be ideal for solar observa-

tions (Nakariakov et al., 2015). Ionospheric effects may become more significant

for smaller spatial scales. In the future, the possibility of making simultaneous

observations using both LBAs and HBAs will be beneficial for full spectral anal-

ysis of these radio bursts. This analysis can also be applied to different types of

bursts within the LOFAR spectral range.
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5
LOFAR Tied-array Imaging and
Spectroscopy of Solar S bursts

At low radio frequencies (<100 MHz), numerous millisecond duration radio bursts

with fine frequency structures have been reported, such as radio spikes, drifting

pairs or solar S bursts (where S stands for short). These short duration bursts

have neither been studied extensively nor imaged because of the instrumental

limitations of previous radio telescopes. LOFAR observations were used to study

the spectral and spatial characteristics of a multitude of S bursts, as well as their

location and possible emission mechanisms. A new commissioning observation

campaign was carried out where 170 simultaneous tied-array beams were used for

spectroscopy and imaging of many S bursts. Since S bursts have short timescales

and fine frequency structures, high cadence (∼50 ms) tied-array images from

10 ms resolution dynamic spectra were used instead of standard interferometric

imaging, currently limited to one image per 0.25 seconds. Numerous S bursts

were observed by LOFAR which appeared as groups of short-lived (<1 s) and

narrow-bandwidth (∼2.5 MHz) features, the majority drifting at ∼3.5 MHz s−1

and a wide range of circular polarisations (2–8 times more polarised than the

accompanying Type III bursts). Tied-array imaging showed that S bursts were
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not located directly above an active region. Extrapolations of the photospheric

magnetic field using the potential field source surface (PFSS) models suggests

that S bursts are possibly associated with a trans-equatorial loop system that

connects an active region in the southern hemisphere to a bipolar region of plage

in the northern hemisphere. These results were published in Morosan et al. (2015)

in Astronomy & Astrophysics.
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5.1 Introduction

At decimetre/metre wavelengths, numerous radio bursts have been observed other

than the Types I–V. Some examples of these bursts are metric spikes (Benz et al.,

1982, 1996), drifting spikes (Elgaroy & Sveen, 1979), supershort solar radio bursts

(Magdalenić et al., 2006) and solar S bursts (McConnell, 1982). These bursts

exhibit a variety of fine frequency structures and time scales of < 1 s, which can

be an indicator of small scale processes occurring in the solar corona. However,

at longer wavelengths, corresponding to frequencies < 100 MHz, there have been

very few imaging studies of short fine structure radio bursts due to sensitivity

and imaging limitations of previous radio telescopes. S bursts, in particular, have

been observed on a few occasions and only by very sensitive radio telescopes such

as the Llanherne radio telescope (Ferris et al., 1980) and UTR-2 radio telescope

(Abranin et al., 2001; Melnik et al., 2011a) that consisted of thousands of dipoles.

So far, there has been no imaging of solar S bursts, which are needed for more

detailed studies of their origins and emission mechanisms.

With the recent development of LOFAR, it is possible to observe solar S bursts

in high time and frequency resolution dynamic spectra and for the first time

obtain spatial characteristics of S bursts from imaging. In this chapter, LOFAR

tied-array beams were used to study the spatial and spectral characteristics of S

bursts. In Section 5.2, an overview of the LOFAR observations will be given. In

Section 5.3, the results of the spectral and imagining analysis will be presented

and then further discussed in Section 5.4.

5.2 Observations and data analysis

On 9 July 2013 starting at 07:00 UT, over 3,000 S bursts and 700 Type III

radio bursts were observed during a LOFAR observation campaign that lasted

until 14:30 UT. These observations were made at times of medium solar activity

in the form of three C-class flares and the presence of four βγδ active regions

(NOAA 11784, 11785, 11787, 11789) on the visible side of the solar disc in the

southern hemisphere. βγδ active regions have the most complex photospheric

magnetic field configuration and they are the active regions most likely to produce
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large solar flares. In this time interval, a long-lived noise storm was observed

above active region NOAA 11785 at frequencies greater than 150 MHz, that was

present during the entire rotation of the active region NOAA 11785 across the

visible solar disc. The noise storm was absent at lower frequencies in the LOFAR

observations.

In this chapter, one of LOFAR’s beam forming modes, the tied-array beams

configuration, was used in the LBA frequency range (Stappers et al., 2011; van

Haarlem et al., 2013). Figure 5.1a shows 170 simultaneous beams which were

used to observe the Sun covering a field-of-view of 1.3◦ centred on the Sun. Each

beam recorded a high time and frequency resolution dynamic spectrum (∼10 ms;

12.5 kHz) as can be seen in Figures 5.1b and 5.1c where radio bursts can be

identified. The arrows in Figure 5.1 denote the time, frequency and beam where

the intensity value was extracted and plotted in Figure 5.1a.

Radio sources were imaged by interpolating between the intensity of radiation

from all beams and producing tied-array images of radio bursts as described

in Chapter 3.1. All images of S bursts were averaged over a frequency bin of

1 MHz to reduce thermal noise and over a time period of 50 ms. Side lobes are

often visible in tied-array images due to the coherent combination of tied-array

beams. However, most side lobes have been excluded manually by clipping the

intensity levels to a value of 20% above the background. The side lobes are easy

to distinguish as they occur at the same time as the source and always at the

same location some distance away on either side of the source. Due to the size

of tied-array beams there is an uncertainty in determining the exact location of

the radio source as the source could be located anywhere within the beam. This

uncertainty is estimated to range between 0.2 R� at 80 MHz and 0.6 R� at 30 MHz

and it corresponds to the half power beam width. The main source of uncertainty

in beam pointing is the ionosphere, which is most pronounced during periods of

elevated solar activity. During our observations, there was no significant X-ray

activity other than a few C-class flares. In addition, the centroid position of our

sources was found not to vary significantly over many hours, therefore ionospheric

effects were not taken into account. The Sun was also at a high elevation in the

sky as the observations were taken in July.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 S bursts spectral characteristics

An example of S bursts that occurred during a time period of 1.3 minutes on 9 July

2013 at 07:00 UT is shown in Figure 5.1c. The S bursts occurred simultaneously

with other solar activity mainly in the form of Type III and Type IIIb radio bursts

(Type IIIb bursts are a variation of Type III radio bursts with fine frequency

structures in dynamic spectra). Most of these bursts did not originate at the

same location as the S bursts as can be seen in Figures 5.1b and 5.1c.

Solar S bursts and Type III radio bursts were observed over a period of 8 hours

on 9 July 2013 but not continuously due to time gaps in setting up various tied-

array observations. The top panel of Figure 5.2 shows the times at which S bursts

and Type III radio bursts were observed. Each data point in this panel represents

the peak intensity observed for each burst at three separate frequencies: 40, 50

and 65 MHz. The intensity is in arbitrary units relative to the background (which

is at an intensity level of ∼1) since the data are uncalibrated. The intensity values

have been normalised with respect to each frequency channel. The gaps in the

data represent times of no LOFAR observations. In the bottom panel of Figure

5.2, the GOES X-ray lightcurve shows that there was no significant solar activity

on the day of S bursts observations except for two C-class flares. There seems

to be no flaring activity that can be directly correlated with the occurrence of S

bursts.

A typical example of a group of S bursts is shown in Figure 5.3a. The S burst

with the dashed line along its length is the longest S burst of the group and it is

bright compared to the accompanying S bursts. Most S bursts occur in groups

with similar structures and can contain up to ∼20 S bursts, however, single S

bursts have also been found. Figure 5.3b shows the intensity profile extracted

along the dashed line in Figure 5.3a over time. The S burst appears to have

variable intensity along its length which is a characteristic found in most S bursts

(McConnell, 1982). Figure 5.3c is the time series extracted along the solid white

line in Figure 5.3a and it shows that the S burst is very bright compared to the

background and it is also has a sharp intensity peak. This is a characteristic
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Figure 5.2: Solar S bursts and Type III radio bursts observed over a time period
of 8 hours (top panel) where each data point represents the peak intensity of the
bursts. The gaps in the top panel represent time periods when no observations were
taken. The occurrence of these bursts is compared to the GOES X-ray activity
(bottom panel).

of most S bursts analysed and it is similar to that of metric/decimetric spikes

which are also very intense short radio bursts (Benz et al., 1982). The FHWM

in time of this particular S burst is ∼0.2 s. The smaller S bursts have FWHM of

< 0.1 s with some as low as ∼20 ms (please see Appendix C), though this value is

limited by the time resolution used in this observation of ∼10 ms. The drift rate

of this particular S burst is -4.7 MHz s−1 as seen in Figure 5.3d where frequency

is plotted as a function of time.
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(a) Dynamic spectrum (b) Time profile along dashed line

(c) Time profile along solid line (c) Drift rate fit along dashed line

Figure 5.3: Characteristics of a single S burst as it appears in a dynamic spectrum.
(a) Dynamic spectrum showing a small group of S bursts containing a bright S burst
followed by fainter S bursts. (b) Time profile along the dashed white line in (a) of
the brighter S burst showing fragmentation on top of a basal emission. (c) Time
slice at a fixed frequency (57 MHz) through the S burst along the solid white line
in (a). (d). Drift rate of S burst where the blue line represents frequency and time
measurements along the dashed line in (a) and the red line is the fit to the data
which has a slope of -4.7 MHz s−1.
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Figure 5.4: Idealised diagram of a solar S burst showing the properties that
can be extracted from the dynamic spectrum: duration, bandwidth, instantaneous
duration and instantaneous bandwidth.

Over 3000 S bursts have been recorded in the LBA frequency range during

a time interval of 8 hours on the same day. Due to a variety of shapes (various

lengths, time profiles, frequency profiles) and various intensity levels, similar to

Type III/Type IIIb bursts, it was necessary to identify these bursts manually.

Once the bursts have been identified their characteristics were measured as out-

lined in Figure 5.4. Distributions of their characteristics such as the start and

end frequency, total bandwidth, duration and drift rate are shown in Figure 5.5.

These distributions are asymmetrical and therefore the mode of the distributions

is shown instead of the mean due to the fact that they are skewed. Most S bursts

had short durations of < 1 s and instantaneous durations at a fixed frequency of

< 400 ms, with some as small as 20 ms (please see Appendix C for an example).

They were observed at frequencies between 20 to 80 MHz and the majority had

a total bandwidth of ∼2.5±1.3 MHz and instantaneous bandwidths at a fixed

time varying between 0.1–1.5 MHz. Very few S bursts had wider bandwidths
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Figure 5.5: S-burst properties distributions: start and end frequency (a), total
frequency bandwidth (b), duration (c) and drift rate (d). The most frequently
occurring value (mode) and the standard deviation are shown. The standard de-
viation was calculated using a normal distribution fit to each of the distributions.

>20 MHz. Their drift rates varied with frequency from -1 MHz s−1 at frequen-

cies of 20 MHz to -7 MHz s−1 at 75 MHz (Figure 5.5) but most bursts had a

drift rate of −3.5±2.0 MHz s−1. The standard deviation of all distributions is

a significant fraction of the mode, therefore there is a wide spread in duration,

bandwidth and drift rate of S bursts.

Table 5.1 shows that these values are comparable to the findings of McConnell

(1982, 1983). A few S bursts were found to have positive drift rates and an

example is shown in Figure 5.7a. Positive drifting S bursts have also been reported

before by Briand et al. (2008); McConnell (1982, 1983); Melnik et al. (2010) and

an example can be seen in Figure 1.15.
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Table 5.1: S bursts spectral characteristics estimated from LOFAR dynamic spec-
tra from 9 July 2013 where over 3000 S bursts were observed. For comparison, the
findings of McConnell (1982) where only ∼10 bursts were studied, are also shown.

Morosan (2015) McConnell (1982)

Frequency range (MHz) 20–80 30–82
Duration (s) 0.5±0.3 1.2
Instantaneous duration (ms) 20–400 50
Total bandwidth (MHz) 2.5±1.3 <5
Instantaneous bandwidth (MHz) 0.1–1.5 0.1
Drift rate (MHz s−1) -3.5±2.0 -3

Frequency drift rates were calculated for over 3,000 S bursts and over 800

Type III radio bursts observed on 9 July 2013. Figure 5.6 shows drift rates

for both S bursts (red circles) and Type III radio bursts (green triangles) as a

function of frequency. Figure 5.6 shows that most S bursts have a lower drift

rate than Type III radio bursts and a clear increase in drift rate with increasing

frequency as observed before by McConnell (1982). The cyan curve represents

the fit proposed by McConnell (1982) who found the following relation between

drift rate and frequency:

df

dt
= −af b (5.1)

where a = 6.5× 10−3 and b = 1.60. The cyan curve in Figure 5.6 fits the LOFAR

data very well except for a few high drift rate S bursts at frequencies between

50–80 MHz. The blue curve is a more accurate fit to the LOFAR data where the

fitting parameters are: a = 4.9×10−3±1.1×10−3 and b = 1.70±0.05 which takes

into account the S bursts drift rates that were observed to be spread at higher

frequencies. The blue curve is a better determined fit since over 3000 data points

were used as opposed to only a few S bursts analysed by McConnell (1982). The

purple and magenta lines in the plot show the fit to Type III radio bursts where

the fitting parameters were taken from Mann et al. 1999 (where a = 7.4 × 10−3

and b = 1.76) and the fit to the LOFAR data (where a = 6.8× 10−3± 3.0× 10−3

and b = 1.82 ± 0.11), respectively. The parameters for the Type III fit are very

close in magnitude to those of the LOFAR S bursts fit.
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Figure 5.6: Drift rate as a function of frequency for solar S bursts (red circles)
and Type III radio bursts (green triangles) observed on 9 July 2013. The cyan and
blue lines represent the fitting of S bursts data by McConnell (1982) and the best fit
of the LOFAR S bursts data, respectively. The purple and magenta lines represent
the fitting of the Type III radio burst data using the fitting parameters from Mann
et al. (1999) and the best fit of the LOFAR Type III bursts data, respectively.
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Full Stokes data were recorded starting at 11:40:00 UT for a duration of

1 hour. During this time almost 1,000 S bursts were observed as well as 100

Type III radio bursts. The observed data are uncalibrated and it is not possible

estimate the degree of polarisation accurately, however, it is possible to compare

the S bursts polarisation to the background Type III radio bursts. The degree of

circular polarisation of radio bursts was estimated by taking the ratio the circular

polarisation component (Stokes V) to the total intensity component (Stokes I)

in the beam where S bursts were observed. Type IIIs emitted at the harmonic

of the local plasma frequency are believed to be weakly polarised (< 10%) ac-

cording to a statistical study by Dulk & Suzuki (1980). Polarisation studies are

often used to distinguish between fundamental and harmonic emission and also

emission mechanisms. The low polarisation of harmonic emission Type IIIs can

be used as a reference value for S bursts polarisation. The harmonic emission

was identified as the Type III burst with no fine frequency structures and dif-

fuse features in dynamic spectra, in order to distinguish them from Type IIIb’s

which have a higher circular polarisation component. Comparing the intensity

of S bursts to harmonic Type IIIs in Stoked V, a wide range of different circular

polarisation values for S bursts was found from 2–8 times more polarised than the

accompanying Type III bursts. This agrees with previous studies in which the S

bursts observed were found to have a strong component of circular polarisation

(McConnell, 1982), however, no values for the amount of circular polarisation was

specified in the study.

5.3.2 S bursts spatial characteristics

An example of a number of S bursts analysed in more detail is shown in Figure

5.7. Figure 5.7a shows a 4 second LOFAR dynamic spectrum containing S bursts

with both negative and positive drift rates. Figures 5.7b and 5.7c show the

location of these S bursts overlaid on EUV images at 171 Å from AIA. S bursts

are imaged at frequencies of 64–65 MHz to sample the negatively drifting S bursts

and 51–52 MHz to sample the positively drifting S bursts.
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Figure 5.7: Location of S bursts at two separate frequencies. (a) LOFAR 4-second
dynamic spectrum showing negatively and positively drifting S bursts. The white
line marks the timestamp in the images below. (b) SDO/AIA 171 Å image at
11:25:11 UT and the overlaid LOFAR source of the negative drifting S burst at a
frequency of 64–65 MHz at the time marked by the white line in (a). (c) SDO/AIA
171 Å image 11:25:11 UT and the overlaid LOFAR source of the positive drifting
S bursts at a frequency of 51–52 MHz at the time marked by the white line in (a).
the active regions NOAA 11785, 11787 11788, 11789 are labelled in (b).
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Tied-array imaging can produce images at very high cadence (50 ms) which

is necessary for radio bursts with durations of < 1 s. However the beams had a

limiting FWHM of 12.6′ at a frequency of 50 MHz as they could only be produced

by the LOFAR core. Its 2 km baseline is too small to produce arcsecond beam

sizes. As a result the source sizes appeared quite large for short duration radio

bursts. No movement was detected in the source centroids due to decreasing

frequency as would be seen in the case of Type III bursts. Both negatively-

and positively-drifting S bursts appear to originate at the same location, and

the peak in intensity was observed in the same beam. All S bursts analysed

in this observation campaign on 9 July 2013 appear to originate at the same

location with insignificant deviations in the source centroids. It is possible that

this results from the reduced spatial resolution of tied-array imaging combined

with projection effects.

The origin of these S bursts was investigated by relating the source locations to

the coronal magnetic field. Figures 5.8a and 5.8b show that the radio source does

not seem to be directly located on top of known active regions but it appears to be

close to the top of trans-equatorial loops connecting a complex active region in the

southern hemisphere and a large area of bipolar plage in the northern hemisphere.

In Figure 5.8a the PFSS loops are overlaid on top of the AIA 171 Å image and

they show that the loops originating from the active region are connected to the

area of bipolar plage. The area of bipolar plage is visible in Figure 5.8b in the

HMI image as an area of negative and positive magnetic polarity in the northern

hemisphere.

There is a lot of connectivity as shown by the PFSS magnetic field lines

between the active region and the bipolar plage. The top of these equatorial

loops is located at a distance of up to ∼1.8 R� from the centre. This distance

was calculated from the 3D PFSS extrapolations and the supporting IDL routines

available online where it is possible to select a certain closed magnetic field line

and estimate the radial height to the top of the loop. It is also possible to

estimate the magnetic field at the top of the loop and in this case the magnetic

field strength at the S burst location was 0.25 G. The green bars in Figure 5.8b

represent the extent of the FWHM of the beam at low radio frequencies. The

peak intensity of the source can be located anywhere along the magnetic loop
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and not necessarily at the very top since it occupies such a high spatial extent

due to large beam sizes. The spatial coincidence of the S bursts within the green

bars and the top of these equatorial loops in Figure 5.8 suggests that S bursts

may have travelled along these loops. Positively and negatively drifting S bursts

also suggest the idea of a closed magnetic loop.

5.4 Discussion and conclusion

Over 3,000 S bursts were observed by LOFAR at times of medium solar activity

(two C-class flares) and simultaneously with other radio emission such as Type

III and Type IIIb bursts. Most S bursts had very short durations (∼0.5 s) and

short bandwidths (∼2.5 MHz). Their drift rates varied with frequency with the

majority drifting at -3.5 MHz s−1 at frequencies of 20–80 MHz (Table 5.1) which

is about 1/3 of the Type III drift rate. Type IIIs drift at -11.33 MHz s−1 in

the frequency range of 40–70 MHz according to Mann & Klassen (2002a). The

majority of S bursts are found at frequencies between 60–70 MHz (Figure 5.5a),

but this result may be influenced by the 60 MHz peak in the sensitivity of the

LBA antennas (van Haarlem et al., 2013). S bursts were found to be significantly

more polarised than Type IIIs (2–8 times more polarised).

Solar S bursts were imaged for the first time in this study. Tied-array imaging

shows that all S bursts originate in the same location (to the left go the complex

group of active regions) with very little deviation of the source centroid. There

seemed to be no features in the solar corona at the location of S bursts sources

other than long trans-equatorial loops connecting an active region in the southern

hemisphere and an extended area of bipolar plage in the northern hemisphere.

There are two possible emission mechanisms that could be responsible for the gen-

eration of solar S bursts: plasma emission and electron-cyclotron maser (ECM)

emission which are discussed below.
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5.4.1 S bursts and plasma emission

So far, the only proposed mechanism for the generation of solar S bursts was

plasma emission as suggested by Zaitsev & Zlotnik (1986) and Melnik et al.

(2010). Zaitsev & Zlotnik (1986) suggest that electrons with velocities 10–20

times above their thermal velocity excite plasma waves near the upper hybrid

resonance frequency. These waves are then scattered by ions producing electro-

magnetic waves at the plasma frequency (fp). Melnik et al. (2010) propose a

model in which S bursts are generated by the coalescence of magnetosonic waves

and Langmuir waves and derive a minimum magnetic field of 2 G necessary for

the generation of these bursts at the plasma frequency (fp).

In our observation, S bursts appear to be associated with equatorial loops

stretching to high altitudes (∼1.8 R�) where plasma emission is likely the domi-

nant emission mechanism (Gary & Hurford, 1989). At these heights, a magnetic

field strength of 0.25 G was estimated from the PFSS models. A magnetic field

of 2 G suggested by Melnik et al. (2010) for the generation of S bursts is too high

to occur at such high altitudes (Warmuth & Mann, 2005). Knowing the height

of these loops, a density model can be used to find the electron density at this

distance. Using the electron density, ne, the frequency of plasma radiation, fp,

at the top of the loops can be estimated using the following equation derived in

Chapter 2.3.4:

f = nfp = n C
√
ne (5.2)

The emission frequency, f , is given by the plasma frequency, multiplied by the

harmonic number n, where C = 8980 Hz cm3/2 is the constant of proportionality.

The radial electron density models of Newkirk (1961), Saito et al. (1977)

and Mann et al. (1999) and the time-dependent density model of Zucca et al.

(2014) were used to estimate electron densities at specific distances. These models

predict electron densities in the range of 1.2×106–1.1×107 cm−3 at ∼1.8 R�.

This electron density range corresponds to a frequency range of ∼10–30 MHz for

fundamental plasma emission and ∼20–60 MHz for harmonic plasma emission.

S bursts are found in the frequency ranges estimated above based on the

height of magnetic loops. In addition, S bursts show a drift rate dependence
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with frequency similar to that of Type III radio bursts McConnell (1980). It is

therefore possible that S bursts are a form of plasma emission. The high degree

of polarisation of some of these bursts requires that they are emitted at the

fundamental plasma frequency (Wentzel, 1984).

The parameters obtained from the drift rate as a function of frequency fit for

solar S bursts and Type III radio bursts show that these bursts are not consistent

with electrons travelling through an uniform solar corona that can be modelled

by a hydrostatic electron density model. A simple hydrostatic density model is

given by the following equation:

n = n0e
−z/H (5.3)

where n0 is the electron density at the photosphere and H is the scale height in

the solar corona. By differentiating Equations 5.2 and 5.3 and combining them

we obtain the following relation for the frequency drift rate of an electron beam

travelling through the corona:

df

dt
= − v

2H
f (5.4)

where v is the velocity of the electron beams. The fitting parameters to Equation

5.1 are a = 4.9× 10−3 and b = 1.76 for S bursts and a = 7.4× 10−3 and b = 1.76

for Type III bursts. The exponent b for both Type III and S bursts is different to

an exponent of b = 1 (Equation 5.4) required by plasma emission in a solar corona

modelled by a simple hydrostatic density model. The solar corona is therefore

not uniform radially as expected since there are numerous small-scale structures

such as coronal loops up to heights of ∼2.5 R�. It is hard to model the medium in

which electrons are travelling since we do not know the exact location of coronal

loops in the high corona and the fine structures in the solar corona at larger

heights are not visible with current instruments.

S bursts and Type III radio bursts do not seem to travel through the same

medium since the exponent of the fit, b, is different for both types of bursts. The

locations must also be different which is confirmed through imaging. The drift

rate dependence on frequency for these bursts needs to be modelled using time

- and location-specific density models. Unfortunately, there are no 3D density
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models available for an accurate determination of coronal conditions at a specific

location and time. Even quiescent uniform media are likely to be disturbed where

acceleration is present.

5.4.2 S bursts and electron-cyclotron maser emission

A different emission mechanism, other than plasma emission, may be an alterna-

tive mechanism responsible for the emission of S bursts. S bursts are morpholog-

ically different to Type III radio bursts as they have a significantly slower drift

rate (about 1/3 of the Type III drift rate), very narrow bandwidths and short

lifetimes and they are significantly more polarised as specified in this study. This

is indicative of ECM emission or an emission mechanism in which the magnetic

field influences the frequency of emission and drift rate of these bursts. Solar S

bursts are very similar in appearance to jovian S bursts which are an example

of ECM emission generated by ∼ 5 keV electrons accelerated in the flux tubes

connecting Io to Jupiter (Zarka et al., 1996). These electrons have an adiabatic

motion along the magnetic field lines and they are magnetically mirrored at the

foot of the Io flux tube. Near Jupiter they emit radio bursts triggered by the

loss cone instability in the magnetically mirrored population of electrons. Hess

et al. (2007) simulated that these electrons are accelerated by Alfvén waves which

generate electron beams that will travel along the Io-Jupiter flux tube to generate

ECM emission. The nature of S bursts as very discrete bursts is explained by

the Alfvén wave acceleration scenario where electrons are accelerated in a very

narrow region named the Alfvén wave resonator where short-lived electron beams

are produced (Hess et al., 2009).

For ECM to occur in the solar corona, the electron-cyclotron frequency (fB =

eB/2πme, where B is the magnetic field) has to be greater than the plasma

frequency (Melrose, 1991). Therefore we require a high B field at the emission

site in the corona (> 20 G), as well as low electron plasma density (ne). While

the plasma density is low at large heights in the corona where S bursts occur,

the magnetic field is small (∼0.25 G) as estimated from the models of Zucca

et al. (2014). From this analysis, the location of these S bursts does not meet the

condition for ECM to occur and ECM has not yet been confirmed as a definite
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emission mechanism in the solar corona. Future imaging observations of S bursts

will hopefully constrain these results and provide more clues as to which emission

mechanism is more likely to generate them on the Sun. The ECM mechanism

will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 6.

5.4.3 Conclusion

The tied-array beams prove promising in detecting millisecond duration radio

bursts with very high frequency and temporal resolution. In addition to this,

tied-array beam observations can show the positions of these radio bursts sources.

The accuracy in these positions is only limited by the beam size which can be

important in the study of short duration radio bursts that are expected to have

a small spatial extent. Ionospheric effects were not significant during this ob-

servation. No movement was detected in the S bursts source position and the

beams pointing inside the solar disc remained at a constant position during the

observation. The spatial resolution of tied-array beams can only be increased by

increasing the baseline of the LOFAR beam-formed modes (i.e., extend beyond

the LOFAR core) which would not have sufficient beams to cover the Sun and

is also currently not available as an observational mode. However, at such low

frequencies, scattering in the corona may limit the resolution of the beam sizes.

Another way to increase the spatial resolution when observing S bursts is to in-

crease the cadence of LOFAR’s interferometric snapshot imaging to < 0.1 s which

is also currently not ideal due to the high data volume rates. This, however, can

be compensated by a coarser frequency resolution and it is worth testing in the

future. Tied-array beam analysis has been previously applied to Type III radio

bursts (Morosan et al., 2014) and it shows a high potential for studying S bursts

and other radio bursts within the LOFAR spectral range.
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6
Conditions for the Generation of

Electron-Cyclotron Maser Emission in
the Solar Corona

Plasma emission is thought to be the dominant coherent emission mechanism for

most solar radio bursts. The electron-cyclotron maser (ECM) mechanism has

been proposed to explain the coherent emission of more complex, short-duration

bursts as well as fine structures associated with long-duration bursts which have a

high circular polarisation component. In this chapter, the conditions for ECM in

the solar corona are investigated by considering the ratio of the electron plasma

frequency, ωp, to the electron-cyclotron frequency, Ωe. The ECM is theoreti-

cally possible when ωp/Ωe < 1. Two-dimensional electron density, magnetic field,

plasma frequency, and electron-cyclotron frequency maps of the off-limb corona

were created using observations from SDO/AIA and SOHO/LASCO, together

with potential field extrapolations of the magnetic field. These maps were then

used to calculate ωp/Ωe and Alfvén velocity maps of the off-limb corona. The

condition for ECM emission (ωp/Ωe < 1) was met at heights < 1.07 R� in an ac-

tive region near the limb; that is, where magnetic field strengths are > 40 G and
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electron densities are > 3× 108 cm−3. In addition, we found comparatively high

Alfvén velocities (> 0.02 c or > 6000 km s−1) at heights < 1.07 R� within the

active region. This demonstrates that the condition for ECM emission is satisfied

within areas of the corona containing large magnetic fields, such as the core of a

large active region. Therefore, ECM could be a possible emission mechanism for

high-frequency radio and microwave bursts. These results have been published

in Morosan et al. (2016) in Astronomy & Astrophysics.
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6.1 Introduction

Electron-cyclotron maser (ECM) emission has been proposed as one of the pos-

sible emission mechanisms for some of the radio bursts that have been observed:

radio spikes (Benz et al., 1982, 1996) which are short and narrowband struc-

tures in dynamic spectra often observed at the start frequencies of Type IIIs,

zebra patterns (Slottje, 1972) and fibre bursts (Rausche et al., 2008) found as

fine-structured bursts inside a Type IV, and solar S bursts (McConnell, 1982;

Morosan et al., 2015). However, there is no direct evidence that ECM is a viable

emission mechanism in the solar corona.

The requirement for ECM to generate emission is that the electron plasma

frequency (ωp) is less than the electron-cyclotron frequency (Ωe) at the emission

site (Melrose, 1991). In planetary magnetospheres, ECM is well established as

the emission mechanism of some radio bursts, as the condition ωp < Ωe can

be easily satisfied. For example, the auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) of the

Earth was found to be generated by ECM in electron density depletion regions

from 1.5–2.5 R⊕. Here, ωp/Ωe = 0.14 and the Alfvén speed is vA = 0.17 c in

small localised regions of only a few kilometres in size as observed in situ by the

Viking Satellite (Hilgers, 1992) .

ECM emission was also proposed in solar physics for the interpretation of the

coherent emission mechanism of Type IV bursts (Wang, 2004), fine structures in

Type IV bursts (Aschwanden & Benz, 1988), and zebra patterns that also often

accompany Type IV bursts (Treumann et al., 2011) to explain the high brightness

temperature and high degree of polarisation of these bursts. Tang et al. (2013)

extended this theory to account for the characteristics of Type V radio bursts as

well, which are polarised in the opposite sense to the preceding Type III burst.

Spike bursts in the solar corona are assumed to be generated by ECM on the

basis of an analogy with the AKR of the Earth (Melrose, 1994). Spike bursts

are seen during the impulsive phase of solar flares at decimetric and metric wave-

lengths. They appear as short, narrowband spikes near the starting frequency of

Type III bursts as seen in the bottom half of each panel from Figure 6.1 from

Benz et al. (1996). The spikes observed by Benz et al. (1996) at frequencies of

250–400 MHz were strongly circularly polarised as shown in the bottom panel
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Figure 6.1: Example of metric spikes observed at the starting frequency of Type
III radio bursts from Benz et al. (1996). The bottom panel represents the degree
of right-hand circular polarisation of the bursts in the top panel. The spikes have
a strong degree of circular polarisation while the Type IIIs appear unpolarised.

of Figure 6.1 where the dark colour represents the degree of right-hand circular

polarisation. These spikes are believed to be a phenomenon associated directly

with the electron acceleration region. However, Melrose (1994) suggested that

the requirement of ωp < Ωe for ECM is not satisfied near the energy release site

in the corona where Type III radio bursts may originate as plasma emission and

where spikes are believed to occur, but in neighbouring low-density regions where

it is more likely to obtain ωp < Ωe. As a result, there is still no consensus on the

emission mechanism of radio spikes.

Solar S bursts are very similar in appearance to jovian S bursts that are
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Figure 6.2: Ratio of plasma frequency to electron-cyclotron frequency above an
active region in the solar corona from Régnier (2015). This ratio is computed in
the panels above using a hydrostatic density model for the plasma frequency and
for the electron-cyclotron frequency, a potential magnetic field model in the left
panel and a non-linear force free magnetic field model in the right panel. Only the
regions of ωp/Ωe < 1 are coloured.

a well-accepted example of ECM emission. Solar S bursts have very narrow

bandwidths and short lifetimes and are significantly more polarised than Type

III radio bursts, and this is indicative of ECM emission (Morosan et al., 2015)

based on an analogy with decimetric spikes. Jovian S bursts are generated by

∼5 keV electrons accelerated in the flux tubes connecting Io to Jupiter (Zarka

et al., 1996) and are magnetically mirrored at the foot of the Io flux tube where

they generate ECM emission in the form of jovian S bursts (Hess et al., 2007,

2009).

Régnier (2015) took a new approach to investigate whether ECM is a viable

emission mechanism in the solar corona by considering the ratio ωp/Ωe. A hy-

drostatic density model was used to estimate the value of electron density, and,

hence ωp, while potential and non-linear force-free models were used to estimate

the magnetic field, and hence Ωe. An example of the ratio ωp/Ωe above an active

region is shown in Figure 6.2 where a potential magnetic field model is used in

the left panel and a non-linear force free magnetic field model is used in the right

panel. The maximum height at which ωp/Ωe < 1 at ∼170 Mm is found in the

case where a non-linear force free magnetic field model is used. In the case of
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four active regions studied, it was found that the smallest values of ωp/Ωe are lo-

cated where the magnetic field strength is the largest at the bottom of the corona

directly above sunspots at heights < 1.2 R�.

In this chapter, the ratio of ωp/Ωe is estimated using data-constrained density

and magnetic field models of the solar corona in order to determine if ECM is a

viable emission mechanism for solar radio bursts.

6.2 The electron-cyclotron maser

The requirement for ECM to generate radio emission is that ωp is less than Ωe at

the emission site (Melrose, 1991). These frequencies are given by,

ωp =

√
nee2

meε0
, (6.1)

and,

Ωe =
eB

me

, (6.2)

where ne is the electron plasma density, B is the magnetic field strength and the

remaining quantities are known physical constants.

The ratio ωp/Ωe is also related to the Alfvén speed,

vA =
B

√
µ0nimi

, (6.3)

where ni is the ion density and mi the ion mass. The ratio ωp/Ωe can then

be expressed in the following way by combining Equations (1), (2) and (3) and

assuming ni = ne,
ωp
Ωe

=

√
me

mi

c

vA
(6.4)

In order for ωp/Ωe to be less than unity and hence ECM to occur (Melrose, 1991),

vA needs to be > 0.02 c (> 6000 km s−1) assuming that the mean molecular

weight, µ, is 0.6 in the corona. Such Alfvén speeds are high by comparison with

normal coronal conditions, although not unexpected in active regions with high

magnetic field strengths (Warmuth & Mann, 2005).
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6.3 Results

In order to satisfy the condition ωp < Ωe in the solar corona, a high B and a low

ne is required at the emission site. Therefore, the conditions in the corona were

investigated in the vicinity of the complex βγδ active region NOAA 11785 on 1

July 2013 when it was located on the eastern solar limb. Active regions with a βγδ

classification have a complex phosphoric magnetic field and they are most likely

to produce large solar flares. Using data from SDO, Figure 6.3 shows the active

region on 2 July 2013 when it is visible on the solar disc near the eastern solar

limb in the HMI magnetogram (left panel) and in the AIA 171 Å image (right

panel). Superimposed on these are the contours of the Type I storm observed by

the Nançay Radioheliograph at three radio frequencies: 150, 270 and 432 MHz.

We chose this active region since it was associated with significant radio activity

during its rotation: a long-lived Type I noise storm (Figure 6.3); Type III and

Type IIIb radio bursts; and solar S bursts (Morosan et al., 2015) and it has a

complex magnetic structure.

Firstly, a map of the electron densities was constructed to determine ωp (Equa-

tion 6.1) and a map of the magnetic field strength was constructed to determine

Ωe (Equation 6.2). The method of Zucca et al. (2014) outlined in Chapter 2.5

was used to calculate the electron densities. The electron density map was con-

structed on 1 July 2013 when the active region NOAA 11785 was located on the

eastern solar limb (Figure 6.4a). This date was chosen so that the plane-of-sky

densities are centred on the Carrington longitude of the active region.

The magnetic field map in Figure 6.4b was estimated using a potential field

source surface (PFSS) model outlined in Chapter 2.6 that provides an approxima-

tion of the coronal magnetic field at heights up to 2.5 R� based on the observed

photospheric field (Schrijver & De Rosa, 2003). The PFSS solution from 4 July

2013 was used, when the active region was not as close to the limb, in order to

extract the longitudinal slice through the active region that is equivalent to the

Earth-viewed plane-of-sky on 1 July 2013. This was necessary as the photospheric

magnetic field is only accurately represented in the PFSS bottom boundary when

the active region is not located close to the east limb (owing to the transition from
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Figure 6.4: Characteristics of the solar corona on 1 July 2013 when the βγδ
active region was located on the solar limb: (a) electron density, (b) magnetic field,
(c) plasma frequency, (d) electron-cyclotron frequency, (e) plasma frequency to
electron-cyclotron frequency ratio and, (f) Alfvén speed. The location of the active
region on the limb (AR) is labelled in panel (a). The HMI magnetogram image
on 1 July 2013 at 12:00 UT was used to show the visible solar disc. The black
contours in panel (c) represent the region were Ωe = ωp while the white contours
in panel (f) represent the level where vA = 0.02 c.
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the flux-transported surface field on the unobserved hemisphere to the observed

field on the Earth-facing hemisphere). In addition, the magnetic field structures

above the Carrington longitude of the active region in Figure 6.4b remain con-

sistent throughout a period of seven consecutive days thereafter, so no major

changes in the overall coronal magnetic field occurred.

Using Equations 6.1, 6.2 and, 6.4, we created maps of ωp (Figure 6.4c), Ωe

(Figure 6.4d), the ratio ωp/Ωe (Figure 6.4e) and, vA (Figure 6.4f). Figure 6.4e

shows that the locations where ωp < Ωe occurs are at heights below 1.1 R� in the

active region (below the solid white contours). In addition, high Alfvén velocities

are present at the same locations in Figure 6.4f (> 0.02 c or > 6000 km s−1

found below the solid black contour levels). We can therefore conclude that

ECM emission is a possible emission mechanism in the solar corona, but only

at heights below 1.1 R� in the active region studied. These results agree with

Régnier (2015), where estimates of the ωp/Ωe ratio showed that ECM is possible

at heights up to 1.2 R� based on a sample of four large active regions that have

produced many flares, such as the active region studied here.

The radial profiles of ne, B, ωp, Ωe, ωp/Ωe and vA are shown in Figure 6.5

using the same panel labelling as in Figure 6.4. These plots are taken along the

two dashed lines in Figure 6.4a, one for the active region (red solid line in Figure

6.5) and one for a quiet Sun region (purple dashed line) for comparison. The

active region electron densities are six times greater than the quiet Sun densities

(Figure 6.5a) while the magnetic field is almost three orders of magnitude greater

than that in the quiet Sun region (Figure 6.5b). It is evident that the quiet

Sun magnetic field is too low to allow for ECM emission to occur and the quiet

Sun density is not low enough to compensate for this lack of high field strength

which is shown in Figure 6.5e where the ratio ωp/Ωe is plotted. Therefore, a

high magnetic field strength is the most important factor in determining whether

ωp < Ωe even inside an active region where densities are considered to be high.

In Figure 6.5e, the shaded region shows that maser emission is possible up to a

height of 1.07 R�. The Alfvén speed can also reach very high values at heights

below 1.07 R� (Figure 6.5f), as high as 10000 km s−1. As a result, ECM emission

can only occur in a small area within the active region where the magnetic field

is highest.
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Figure 6.5: Radial profiles of (a) electron density, (b) magnetic field, (c) plasma
frequency, (d) electron-cyclotron frequency, (e) ratio of the two frequencies and
(f) Alfvén speed. These radial profiles are taken along the dashed line in Figure
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dotted line indicates the ωp/Ωe = 1 level while the blue shaded box represents the
height range in the corona where ECM emission is possible.
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6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the possibility of ECM emission in the solar corona was inves-

tigated in order to determine if ECM is a viable emission mechanism for solar

radio bursts. It was found that on 1 July 2013, when a βγδ active region associ-

ated with significant radio activity was on the solar limb, the condition ωp < Ωe

necessary for ECM was met within the active region at a height up to 1.07 R�.

High Alfvén velocities are also observed at those heights, as a result of the high

concentration of strong magnetic field in the active region.

The conditions for ECM in the solar corona were met at extremely low heights

that do not coincide with heights at which solar S bursts have been observed at

low frequencies (Morosan et al., 2015), but at a height appropriate to where

high-frequency radio and microwave emission (> 500 MHz) can occur (radio

spikes, Type IV bursts and associated fine structures). In this study, only PFSS

magnetic field models were considered to estimate the magnetic field strength.

Régnier (2015) also considered non-linear force-free (NLFF) models and showed

that the area and height where ECM conditions are favourable increase when

NLFF models are used. For two of the active regions studied, the height at which

ECM occurred increased by a factor of 2 using NLFF as opposed to PFSS models,

however, the maximum height found was also in the low corona (< 1.2 R�).

Previous studies have suggested that values of ωp/Ωe < 1 can be found higher

in the corona, either where highly twisted flux tubes exist in the magnetic con-

figuration (Régnier, 2015) or where density depleted ducts near active regions

exist where the density is much lower than those inside the active regions (Wang,

2015). An erupting flux rope would also create ECM favourable conditions at

greater heights provided that the magnetic field inside is > 10 G for densities

> 107 cm−3 that are found up to ∼2 R�. However, such high magnetic field val-

ues have not been observed. Wang (2015) estimated that if Type III radio bursts

were generated by maser emission they would escape along density depleted ducts

and we would observe fundamental-harmonic pairs when 0.1 < ωp/Ωe < 0.4 and

harmonic bursts when 0.4 < ωp/Ωe < 1.4. However, maser generated Type IIIs

would only escape the corona along density depleted ducts, while observations
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suggest they are directly accelerated in active regions (Chen et al., 2013) and

plasma emission is the more widely accepted mechanism for Type III bursts.

High cadence interferometric images (< 0.1 s) are therefore needed for imag-

ing of the fine structures in radio bursts over a wide frequency band as well as

providing high resolution dynamic spectra to identify the imaged bursts. Their

locations can then be compared to the background electron density and magnetic

field in the corona to better understand their emission mechanism. Currently,

LOFAR is the only instrument capable of such observations at low radio frequen-

cies (< 240 MHz) and has already provided further insight into numerous poorly

studied radio bursts (Morosan et al., 2014, 2015). At high radio frequencies, fu-

ture solar dedicated instruments such as the European Solar Array (ESOLAR),

the Chinese Spectral Radioheliograph (CSRH) or the Expanded Owens Valley

Solar Array (EOVSA) are necessary for the study of solar radio emission and

plasma processes in the low corona.
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7
Type III-like Radio Bursts Associated

with a Solar Jet

The Sun produces numerous large-scale energetic events such as solar flares and

coronal mass ejections and also numerous smaller-scale events such as solar jets.

These events are often associated with accelerated particles that can cause emis-

sion at radio wavelengths through the plasma emission mechanism. The reconfig-

uration of the solar magnetic field in the corona is believed to be the cause of the

majority of solar energetic events and accelerated particles, however the nature

and origin of these accelerated particles is not known. In this chapter, a bright

Type III-like radio burst associated with a solar jet was studied to determine the

possible cause of these events. SDO, LOFAR and NRH data were combined to

study the solar jet, the magnetic field configuration in the vicinity of the jet and

the path followed by accelerated electrons associated with the solar jet. These

electrons were observed as the Type III-like burst. The Type III-like radio burst

was observed on 9 July 2013 at ∼11:06 UT over a broad frequency range (33–

298 MHz) and it showed fundamental and harmonic components. The solar jet

was observed at a time coincident with the radio burst and it had a velocity of

510 km s−1. The jet occurred in the northern hemisphere in the negative polarity
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region of an extended area of bipolar plage. Newly emerged positive flux in the

negative magnetic polarity region of the bipolar plage appeared to be the trigger

of the jet. Radio imaging showed that the Type III burst originated in a region

above the newly emerged magnetic field and then followed long closed magnetic

field lines. Since the Type III radio burst was well correlated with the jet and

originated above the newly emerged flux, it was most likely caused by the same

process. The Type III generating electrons travelled from a region in the vicinity

of the solar jet along closed magnetic field lines up to the top of a long magnetic

loop at a height of ∼ 360 Mm. Magnetic reconnection was most likely the cause

of the bulk plasma motions producing the solar jet as well as accelerated electrons

producing the Type III radio burst. This work has been accepted for publication

in Astronomy & Astrophysics.
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7.1 Introduction

The reconfiguration of the magnetic field in the solar corona is believed to be

the cause of the majority of solar energetic events such as solar jets, flares and

CMEs. The energy released during these events contributes to the acceleration

of particles that travel along magnetic field lines away from the energy release

site (Vilmer et al., 2002). Flares and solar jets are often associated with the

production of X-ray emission and Type III radio bursts (Krucker et al., 2011;

Kundu et al., 1994; Raulin et al., 1996) and the injection of near-relativistic

electrons into interplanetary space (Lin, 1985; Nitta et al., 2008). Accelerated

electrons that are responsible for X-ray and radio emission can travel up towards

the high corona and down towards the chromosphere, away from the energy

release site. Downward travelling electrons would lose their energies to collisions

producing hard X-ray (HXR) footpoints (Krucker et al., 2011). Upward travelling

electrons usually escape along open magnetic field lines and produce Type III

radio bursts (Kundu et al., 1994).

Accelerated electron beams in the solar corona are generally considered to

be generated during magnetic reconnection or accelerated at shock wavefronts

(Dulk et al., 2000). Krucker et al. (2011) studied the interchange reconnection

scenario where magnetic flux emerges in the corona near open magnetic field

lines with which it reconnects to produce a jet and accelerated particles. In this

scenario, three HXR footpoints were predicted to occur as a result of electrons

being accelerated towards the chromosphere. Three HXR footpoints were also

found in some of the events studied by Krucker et al. (2011). An example of such

a jet is shown in Figure 7.1 where an X-ray jet is accompanied by three HXR

footpoints and a soft X-ray (SXR) hot loop connecting two of the footpoints.

Glesener et al. (2012) showed that Type III radio bursts also occur as a result

of interchange reconnection since the accelerated electrons have access to open

magnetic field lines. Other studies by Innes et al. (2011) and Chen et al. (2013)

observed Type III radio bursts and HXR emission associated with EUV jets. For

example, Figure 1.13 in Chapter 1 from Chen et al. (2013) shows the path of a

Type III radio burst associated with a solar jet, where the Type III occurs at

altitudes above the jet in the corona and it is very well spatially correlated with
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Figure 7.1: Solar X-ray jet accompanied by three HXR footpoints and a SXR
hot loop connecting two of the footpoints from Krucker et al. (2011). This jet is
believed to occur due to interchange reconnection.

the solar jet. However, not all bursts escape along open magnetic field lines, a

type U-burst has also been associated with a plasma jet (Aurass et al., 1994).

Emerging flux reconnection models have been proposed as the mechanism re-

sponsible for the initiation of solar flares (Heyvaerts & Kuperus, 1978; Heyvaerts

et al., 1977; Priest, 1984). These models were later expanded by Shibata et al.

(1992) showing that the magnetic reconnection between emerging flux and the

overlying coronal magnetic field leads to the ejection of both cool and hot jets,

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) shocks, compact flares and X-ray bright points.

Numerical simulations by Shibata et al. (1992) showed that, as a result of recon-

nection, hot plasma jets form due to enhanced gas pressure driving the jet behind

the MHD shocks which can be observed at X-ray and EUV wavelengths. A cool
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Figure 7.2: Diagram of interchange reconnection from Glesener et al. (2012)
showing newly emerged loops reconnecting with overlying magnetic field lines at
the X-point leading to fast and slow MHD shocks, HXR footpoints, hot and cool
jets.

plasma jet can also be ejected due to cool, dense chromospheric plasma confined

in magnetic islands formed in the current sheet due to flux emergence (Yokoyama

& Shibata, 1996). Cool jets have been observed as Hα surges often accompanying

the X-ray jets (Kawai et al., 1992; Shimojo et al., 1996). A diagram detailing

interchange reconnection is shown in Figure 7.2 taken from Glesener et al. (2012)

where newly emerged magnetic loops in an active region reconnect with overlying

magnetic field lines at the X-point leading to fast and slow MHD shocks, HXR

footpoints, hot and cool jets. However, in more recent observations, Sterling et al.

(2015) showed that in coronal holes small-scale filament eruptions are the drivers

of X-ray jets as opposed to the emerging flux model.

Despite a number of studies and simulations of solar jets associated with radio

emission, there are still unanswered questions about their exact mechanism and

the path followed by accelerated electrons in the solar corona. In this chapter,

the mechanism responsible for the production of a Type III radio burst associated
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with a solar jet observed on 9 July 2013 is investigated. In Section 7.2 an overview

of the observations with various instruments is given. In Section 7.3 the results

of this study are presented and then further discussed in Section 7.4, followed by

a brief conclusion in Section 7.5.

7.2 Observations

On 9 July 2013 at 11:06:25 UT, an unusual, bright Type III-like radio burst was

observed by LOFAR at frequencies of 35–80 MHz (Figure 7.3). This burst was

superimposed on a multitude of fainter Type III radio bursts as seen in Figure

7.3a. In this study, observations from the LBAs of the full LOFAR core were

used to observe the Sun at frequencies of 10–90 MHz. Using one of LOFAR’s

beam-formed modes, 170 simultaneous tied-array beams were produced at LBA

frequencies (Stappers et al., 2011). Each tied-array beam had a FWHM ranging

between 7′ at 90 MHz to 21′ at 30 MHz and it recorded a high-time and frequency

resolution dynamic spectrum (∼10 ms; 12.5 kHz). The tied-array beams covered

a field of view of 1.3◦ centred on the Sun. Tied-array imaging outlined in Chapter

3.1 was used to image the Type III-like radio burst seen by LOFAR at several

frequencies.

The Type III-like burst was also observed at higher frequencies in the OR-

FEES (Observation Radio Frequence pour l’Etude des Eruptions Solaires) dy-

namic spectra at frequencies of 140–240 MHz (Figure 7.3b) where it shows multi-

ple components. ORFEES is a new radio-spectrograph located in Nançay, France,

observing between 140 and 1000 MHz. This burst was also identified in images

from the Nançay Radioheliograph (NRH) at frequencies of 150, 173, 228, 270 and

298 MHz. At these frequencies, the Type III-like burst occurred simultaneously

with a Type I noise storm which is radio emission composed of narrow band bursts

that accompany active regions and can last for days. The Type I noise storm was

associated with the active region NOAA 11788 in the southern hemisphere and it

accompanied the active region during its rotation on the visible side of the solar

disc.
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Figure 7.3: (a) Composite dynamic spectrum at frequencies of 10–90 MHz (top
panel) and 150–300 MHz (bottom panel) on 9 July 2013 starting at 11:00 UT
over a time period of 10 minutes. Multiple Type III radio bursts were observed
by LOFAR (top panel) and some Type III bursts and a Type I noise storm were
observed by ORFEES (bottom panel). (b) Zoom in of the dynamic spectra in (a)
focusing on a particular bright Type III-like radio burst observed by LOFAR (top
panel) and ORFEES (bottom panel).
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The degree of circular polarisation of the Type III-like burst was analysed

with both the NRH and the Nançay Decametric Array (NDA; Boischot et al.,

1980). The NDA is a phased array consisting of 144 antennas split in two groups

of 72 left-handed and 72 right-handed wound antennae to measure the degree of

circular polarisation.

A solar jet was observed at a time and location coincident to the Type III-like

burst. The jet was observed in the northern hemisphere of the Sun in an area of

bipolar plage as seen at EUV wavelengths recorded by AIA. The eruption of the

material commenced at 11:06 UT which is the time when the plasma was ejected

southward of the source region and a clear movement of plasma can be seen. The

brightening of the plasma in the vicinity of the jet started ∼2 minutes before

the jet onset. The jet lasted for ∼8 minutes. Smaller eruptions and brightenings

occurred before and after the main event.

The magnetic geometry in the vicinity of the jet and the surrounding area

of bipolar plage was studied. This was done using images from the HMI and

potential field source surface models, that were generated using the data and IDL

software available online, in order to study the magnetic field lines configuration

in the region (Schrijver & De Rosa, 2003). The jet originated from the negative

polarity region of the bipolar plage, however the jet seemed to be associated with

the newly emerged flux of positive magnetic polarity in this region.

It is noteworthy to mention that these events occur coincidently with a small

B-class flare in the southern hemisphere as shown in Figure 7.4. The flare was

associated with a soft X-ray source (6–12 keV) observed by the Reuven Ramaty

High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI; Lin et al., 2002) which was

also located in the southern hemisphere. The Type III-like burst observed as

the highest intensity peaks in the top panel of Figure 7.4 correlates very well in

time with the rise phase of the jet (second panel). The B-class flare can be seen

in GOES 1–8 Å (third panel) and RHESSI 3–6 and 6–12 keV channels (bottom

panel). The flare was brighter than the jet in the northern hemisphere at EUV

wavelengths. No X-ray sources were associated with the jet in the northern hemi-

sphere and therefore the jet was unrelated to this B-class flare. Radio imaging

shows that the Type III-like burst discussed here is associated with the jet, as

opposed to the B-class flare.
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Figure 7.4: Time series of LOFAR Type III-like burst observed as the high-
est intensity peaks in the top panel compared to the evolution of the jet in AIA
171 Å (second panel), a B-class solar flare in GOES 1–8 Å (third panel) and RHESSI
3–6 and 6–12 keV channels (bottom panel). The flare see in GOES and RHESSI
light curves occurs in the southern hemisphere, while the jet and Type III bursts
occurred in the northern hemisphere. The vertical dashed lines denote the time
span of the dynamic spectra in Figure 7.3b.
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7.3 Results

7.3.1 Type III burst characteristics

The unusual Type III-like radio burst seen in Figures 7.3b and 7.3c was first seen

by NRH and ORFEES at 11:06:19 at frequencies of 140–298 MHz and then in

the LOFAR LBAs at 11:06:24 UT, at frequencies of 35–80 MHz. This burst is

much brighter and more distinctive than the concurrent Type III storm at low

frequencies seen in Figure 7.3a, so we will only refer to this particular bright Type

III-like burst from Figures 7.3b and 7.3c throughout this analysis.

The Type III-like burst has a typical drift rate of -9 MHz s−1 at frequencies

between 45–80 MHz which is comparable with other findings (for example Mann

& Klassen 2002b reported a mean Type III drift rate of -11 MHz s−1 at a frequency

range of 40–70 MHz) and a typical velocity of ∼0.2 c based on estimates using the

drift rate and density models above active regions as outlined in Chapter 2.3.4.

The drift rate and velocity were estimated along the continuous part of the burst

(F1). The most unusual feature of this Type III is the fact that emission suddenly

ends at a frequency of 33 MHz unlike all the other Type III bursts observed during

the same time period (Figure 7.3a). The 33 MHz cut-off frequency of this Type

III was also seen in NDA observations. In addition, the burst was absent in the

high resolution URAN-2 data (Brazhenko et al., 2005) that was observing the

Sun at the time at frequencies between 10–30 MHz. This confirms that the burst

has indeed a cut-off frequency of 33 MHz and it occurred outside the frequency

band of URAN-2. All components of this Type III-like burst are much brighter

than the concurrent Type III bursts by approximately two orders of magnitude

(as seen in the top panel of Figure 7.4). The concurrent bursts have also been

observed with URAN-2 and their flux is at most 10 s.f.u. while the Type-III like

burst is almost two orders of magnitude brighter and would therefore have an

approximate flux value of up to 1000 s.f.u.

The zoom-in in panels (b) and (c) of Figure 7.3 show the detailed structure of

the Type III-like burst which appears very fragmented and multiple components

can be identified (for example F1, F2 and H2). The correlation among all the

components is established by imaging. The lower frequency components (F1,
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F2 and H2) were imaged using LOFAR tied-array imaging described in Morosan

et al. (2014, 2015) and Chapter 3.1.4. Figure 7.5 shows LOFAR contours from

50–90% of the maximum intensity at 11:06:30 UT. Two different frequencies are

plotted: the component H2 at 78 MHz is plotted in white-green contours (Figure

7.5c) and F2 at 39 MHz which is plotted in rainbow contours (Figure 7.5d). These

contours are overlaid on top the AIA 171 Å image at 11:06:35 UT.

The location of this Type III-like burst at frequencies ranging from 33–85 MHz

occurs at the same spatial location as the radio sources seen in Figure 7.5. These

locations fall within three neighbouring tied-array beams labelled by small white

circles in Figure 7.5. Since the tied-array beam sizes are quite large ∼ 8′ at

78 MHz and ∼ 16′ at 39 MHz, the beams overlap at low frequencies, the overall

source sizes are large and neighbouring beams may also detect the same burst.

It is difficult to estimate the position at each frequency due to the large beam

sizes in this observation and large source sizes expected at low radio frequencies.

Since there is no clear movement away from the Sun with decreasing frequency,

projection effects most likely affect the trajectory of this burst which appears to

travel towards the observer.

The fainter Type III storm observed by LOFAR at low frequencies in Figure

7.3a, occurred in the southern hemisphere and it was associated with the complex

group of active regions located there. Only the brighter Type III-like burst, of

interest here, occurs on-disc in the vicinity of the NRH Type III radio source H1

(Figure 7.5b), which will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

The higher frequency components of the Type III-like burst allow us to trace

the path of the accelerated electrons from a closer distance to the source region.

The 150 MHz contour of the Type III at 11:06:24 UT designated H1 is also

overlaid in Figure 7.5b (blue-purple) and it shows that the source is located above

the extended area of bipolar plage in the northern hemisphere. In the southern

hemisphere, the contours of the Type I noise storm can be seen near the βγδ

active region NOAA1788. This Type I storm is much brighter in comparison to

the Type III radio burst observed by the NRH at 150 MHz.
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Figure 7.5: (a) AIA 171 Å image of the corona at 11:06:35 UT. The white
arrow denotes the region where the solar jet originates. (b) The NRH 150 MHz
radio sources are plotted in blue-purple contours (50–90% of the maximum value
contours) at 11:06:24 UT. (c) The LOFAR Type III burst (H2) at 78 MHz is overlaid
on the plot at 11:06:30 UT in white-green contours (50–90% of the maximum value
contours). (d) The LOFAR Type III burst (F2) at 39 MHz is overlaid on the plot
in rainbow contours (50–90% of the maximum value contours). The white circles
show the location of the centre of the LOFAR beams where the Type III-like burst
is detected.
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The Type III radio sources at frequencies of 173, 228, 270 and 298 MHz occur

at the same location as the 150 MHz source with no significant deviation in

position. This indicates that Type III producing electrons propagate away from

the source region along almost radial magnetic field lines. LOFAR tied-array

imaging at lower frequencies shows that the LOFAR sources are not directly on

top of the NRH sources. This suggests that the propagation path changes from a

quasi-perpendicular direction to the solar surface, becoming more parallel to the

solar surface, once the electron beam is higher up in the corona. The magnetic

field lines along which the electrons escape are most likely closed since the Type

III-like burst has a cut-off frequency of 33 MHz which agrees with the radio source

imaging.

The Type III-like burst is unusual in both appearance and propagation com-

pared to regular Type IIIs (Figure 7.3b and 7.3c). The components labelled

F1 and F2 are patchy and fragmented in the dynamic spectrum (Figure 7.3b)

and also much brighter than the background bursts which is indicative of fun-

damental emission. The component labelled H2 is more diffuse and less bright

than F1 and F2 which is indicative of harmonic emission. F1, F2 and H2 oc-

cur at approximately the same spatial location (Figure 7.5) when taking into

account the error due to the large, overlapping LOFAR beams, however there

may be projection effects. In addition, the cut-off frequency of F2 (33 MHz) is

half the cut-off frequency of H (66 MHz) which indicates that F2 and H2 are a

fundamental-harmonic pair where F2 is emitted at the local plasma frequency

and H2 is emitted at twice that frequency.

In order to verify that they are indeed a fundamental-harmonic pair it is nec-

essary to look at the polarisation of these bursts. According to Dulk & Suzuki

(1980), structureless harmonic components of Type III radio bursts have a low

degree of circular polarisation of < 6%, while fundamental-harmonic pairs are

more polarised: the fundamental component is on average 35% circularly po-

larised while the harmonic component is on average 11% polarised. The Type

III-like burst observed in this study is also observed with NDA which provides

left- and right-linear polarisations that can be used to measure the degree of cir-

cular polarisation (Figure 7.6). The top panel in Figure 7.6 shows the dynamic

spectrum of the Type III-like burst seen by NDA where the intensity represents
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Figure 7.6: Degree of circular polarisation of the Type III-like burst components
(F1, F2 and H2) as observed by the Nançay Decamteric Array (NDA; Boischot
et al., 1980). Top panel: NDA dynamic spectrum of the degree of circular polar-
isation of the Type III-like burst. Bottom panel: Times slices from the top panel
averaged over 20 frequency bins to produce the average degree of polarisation over
frequency ranges that sample F2, F1 and H2, respectively.

the degree of circular polarisation (the ratio of Stokes V and Stokes I). The bot-

tom panel shows three frequency slices from the top panel, each averaged over 20

frequency bins, to produce the average degree of polarisation for three separate

frequency ranges that sample F1, F2 and H, respectively.

The NDA data shows that the F1 component has a degree of circular polar-

isation of 25% while the F2 component is up to 40% circularly polarised which

indicates that these two components are emitted at the fundamental plasma fre-

quency (Figure 7.6). The H component is only up to 15% circularly polarised

which indicates that this component is emitted at the harmonic of the plasma
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frequency. All components are polarised in the same sense. F2 and H are there-

fore a fundamental-harmonic pair, while F1 may be the higher frequency part of

F2 and its harmonic would occur above the LBA frequency band. ORFEES data

(Figure 7.3c) does show a faint Type III at twice the start frequency of F1.

There is, however, a delay in the fundamental with respect to the harmonic

as seen in Figure 7.3b. This has been observed before in a similar study of a

solar U-bursts (Dorovskyy et al., 2015). Dorovskyy et al. (2015) found that the

delay appeared due to the difference in group velocities of the radio waves at the

fundamental and the harmonic frequencies.

The NRH also provides Stokes V images which can also be used to estimate

the degree of circular polarisation. At 150 MHz the radio source appears unpo-

larised while at 173, 228 and 298 MHz the radio sources are up to 10% circularly

polarised which is indicative of harmonic emission. These polarisations were ob-

tained by averaging the intensity of the radio source of NRH Stokes V images.

These bursts could be the harmonic component of F1 but due to the low res-

olution and sensitivity of the dynamic spectra available this cannot be directly

verified. Unusually, the radio source at 270 MHz has a high degree of circular

polarisation of up to 50%. The ORFEES dynamic spectrum (Figure 7.3c) does

not show a Type III radio burst at this location, it shows fine structures most

likely originating from the Type I noise storm. It is possible that a different radio

burst occurred at 270 MHz that is highly polarised but this cannot be identified

due to the poor resolution dynamic spectra available at higher frequencies.

7.3.2 Jet characteristics and magnetic field configuration

The Type III-like burst discussed here appears to originate in the northern hemi-

sphere in a region of bipolar plage. The NRH source at frequencies above 150 MHz

is located directly on top of a solar jet (denoted by the white arrow in Figure

7.5a) observed at EUV wavelengths in all AIA coronal filters. The evolution of

the solar jet observed is shown in the AIA 171 Å images in Figure 7.7. The jet

is also present similar in the other AIA coronal filters indicating hot plasma is

ejected into the corona.
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Figure 7.7: Evolution of the solar jet observed on 9 July 2013 as seen at four
separate times in the zoomed-in images of the AIA 171 Å channel. The white
arrow points to the location of the solar jet. The jet eruption starts at ∼11:06:23
UT which is the time when the plasma motion is directed southwards of the source
region.
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Bipolar 

Plage

Figure 7.8: Photospheric magnetic field as seen by the HMI magnetogram overlaid
with PFSS magnetic field lines. The position of the NRH (red) and LOFAR (blue)
radio source centroids are also included. The closed magnetic field lines are white
while the open magnetic field lines are plotted in green and purple. The solar jet
originates in a region below the NRH sources. The blue bars represent the extent
of the FWHM of the tied-array beam relative to the centroid. (Morosan et al.,
2014).

The jet eruption commenced at 11:06:23 UT only a few seconds after the

onset of the Type III radio burst. The eruption lasted for ∼8 minutes which is a

short duration compared to other jets studied (Mulay et al., 2016). The material

erupted appears to be directed southwards as seen in Figuress 7.7c and 7.7d.

The jet had a line-of-sight velocity of 510 km s−1 which was estimated from AIA

171 Å images. This velocity is on the high end of the line-of-sight velocity scale

of other jets observed (Kim et al., 2007; Mulay et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2014). No

X-ray source was observed to be associated with this jet.

The jet originates inside the negative polarity region of an extended area of

bipolar plage in the northern hemisphere. This area of bipolar plage is connected
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via magnetic field lines to the group of complex βγδ active regions in the southern

hemisphere seen in Figure 7.8. PFSS models were used to estimate the connec-

tivity between the area of bipolar plage and the active region. Figure 7.8 shows

multiple magnetic field lines connecting these two regions that are coincident with

the locations of the LOFAR (blue) and NRH (red) radio source centroids. The

error in positioning of the LOFAR sources is estimated based on the FWHM of

each tied-array beam which varies in size depending on the frequency of observa-

tion (for more details see Morosan et al., 2014, 2015). Some of the magnetic field

lines seen in Figure 7.8 could facilitate an escape medium for the Type III pro-

ducing electrons. The fact that the Type III emission suddenly stops at 33 MHz

could indicate that these electrons do not escape along open magnetic field lines

as is usually the case, but they travel along a closed magnetic loop or a loop with

a sudden change in direction such as the trans-equatorial loops seen in Figure

7.8. The jet material also follows a southwards trajectory most likely due to

availability of magnetic field lines connecting southwards.

A zoomed in view of the solar jet can be seen in Figure 7.9 where the positive

(white) and negative (black) photospheric magnetic field contours are overlaid

on top of AIA 171 Å images. The contours are plotted at the 150 G level for

the positive polarity and -150 G level for the negative polarity magnetic field.

The panels of Figure 7.9 show the evolution of the region in which the jet occurs

starting ∼1 hour before the jet (10:00:00 UT), then ∼10 minutes before the jet

(10:54:11 UT) and the third panel shows the occurrence of the solar jet (11:07:35

UT).

The jet and related activity such as plasma brightenings appear to originate

from a newly emerged positive polarity footpoint as seen in Figure 7.9. This

positive polarity footpoint is also visible in the HMI inserts at the top left of

each panel and it appears inside the negative polarity region of the plage. The

footpoint does not appear as prominent one hour before the jet (Figure 7.9a),

however it has already emerged 10 minutes before the jet when the plasma to

the right of it brightens as seen in the AIA 171 Å image (Figure 7.9b). The

jet material is ejected to the right of the footpoint in the direction of the plasma

brightenings but there may be projection effects. The jet then follows a southward

trajectory along magnetic field lines in that direction.
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Figure 7.10: Negative (green) and positive (red) magnetic flux estimated inside
the dashed box in Figure 7.9 in which the positive polarity footpoint resides. The
AIA 171 Å light curve (blue) for the jet and accompanying bright loops is also
plotted for comparison to show the onset and peak time of the jet activity. The
purple arrow denotes the start of the Type III radio burst which occurs just a few
seconds before the peak.

Magnetic flux emergence, as seen inside the box in the panels of Figure 7.9,

appears to be the reason the jet was triggered and electrons were accelerated to

produce Type III radio bursts. Figure 7.10 shows the positive (red) and negative

polarity magnetic flux (green) that emerged from the rectangular box region in

Figure 7.9 following the positive polarity footpoint. Also plotted in this figure is

the integrated intensity of the solar jet in the AIA 171 Å filter (blue). The onset

of the Type III radio bursts and the jet eruption are denoted by the purple arrow

in Figure 7.10. We see a constant increase in the positive magnetic flux that keeps

increasing even after the eruption of the jet. There seem to be no major changes

in the negative flux. Over a time period of one hour, the positive magnetic flux

becomes five times greater in this region. This observation is consistent with

simulation results by Shibata et al. (1992) where a solar jet was observed to

occur as soon as 30 minutes after magnetic flux emergence.
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7.4 Discussion and conclusion

The jet and Type III-like burst in this analysis are related events caused by a

sudden increase in the photospheric magnetic flux. These events are most likely

a result of the magnetic reconnection between the newly emerged field lines and

the overlying coronal magnetic field originating from the extended area of bipolar

plage. The jet is associated with the emergence of positive polarity magnetic

field inside a region of predominantly negative polarity. The jet occurs at the

edge of the positive spot umbra (Figure 7.9) which is similar to the jets observed

by Innes et al. (2011) that were also observed at the sunspots umbra. Since

the surrounding area is predominantly of negative polarity, the newly emerged

positive magnetic field lines have a high chance to reconnect with the overlying

magnetic field lines.

Magnetic reconnection is therefore most likely to be responsible for the jet

and accelerated electrons producing a bright Type III-like burst with both fun-

damental and harmonic components. Components of this burst, such as F1, F2,

H1 and, H2, were imaged by NRH and LOFAR over a broad frequency range of

35–298 MHz. The cut-off frequency of 33 MHz which was observed by both LO-

FAR and NDA can be justified if the burst travels along a closed magnetic loop

and the components F1 and F2 are possibly part of the fundamental emission of

a J-burst. We can assume that the cut-off frequency of the burst occurs at the

top of the magnetic loop. The distance to the top of the loop can be calculated

using an electron density model that relates the electron density in the corona to

distance from the photosphere. By using an electron density model and assump-

tion is made that the density stratification is almost radial to the top in a large

scale loop. The electron density, ne, is related to the frequency of emission as

derived in Chapter 2.3.4:

f = nfp = n C
√
ne. (7.1)

where f is the emission frequency which is given by the local plasma frequency,

fp, multiplied by the harmonic number n and C = 8980 Hz cm3/2 is the constant

of proportionality.
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The radial electron density model of Saito et al. (1977) was used to estimate

the height at which the emission at 33 MHz occurs (the frequency where the

burst suddenly stops). This density model was chosen as the radio burst does

not appear to originate from an active region with high densities but from an area

of bipolar plage. The Saito et al. (1977) density model is suitable for estimates of

the background electron densities in the solar corona and it provides a lower limit

of the height to which the electrons travelled when the radio emission stopped.

The height corresponding to a frequency of 33 MHz is ∼360 Mm above the

photosphere for fundamental emission which is equivalent to a distance of 1.52 R�

from the solar centre. Electrons must travel along very long loops stretched out

high in the corona. Assuming the Type III radio bursts end when the generating

electrons reach the top of a magnetic loop or a region with a sudden change in

magnetic field, a half loop length > 360 Mm can be found in the trans-equatorial

loop system that connects the area of bipolar plage in the northern hemisphere

to the complex group of active regions in the southern hemisphere. This also

agrees with the images of the bursts where the emission sources above 150 MHz

(Figure 7.8) are expected to be low down in the corona and therefore closer to

the jet footpoint. The emission below 80 MHz is expected to be higher up in the

corona and further away from the jet footpoint as seen in Figure 7.8. The low

frequency emission is located between the area of bipolar plage and the complex

group of active regions that are connected by numerous trans-equatorial magnetic

field lines. The half loop distance calculated varies depending on the density

model used. There is a lot of connectivity between these two regions and a lot

of magnetic loops at various heights can be found to explain this Type III-like

emission.

In conclusion, the unusual, bright Type III-like radio burst, observed over a

broad frequency range of 33–298 MHz, showed both fundamental and harmonic

components and the fundamental resembles a solar J-burst (a variant of a Type

III burst where electrons travel along closed magnetic field lines). This burst was

also associated with a solar jet that occurred in the vicinity of newly emerged

magnetic flux of the opposite polarity to the dominating flux in that region. The

newly emerged flux was in a location such that the newly emerged field lines could

reconnect with the overlying coronal field lines. Therefore, the Type III producing
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electrons were probably accelerated together with the occurrence of the solar jet

most likely by magnetic reconnection between the overlying magnetic field lines

and the newly emerged field lines. The accelerated electrons travelled along a

closed magnetic loop until they reached the top of this loop.

Radio emission was the best diagnostic in this analysis to trace accelerated

electrons resulting from magnetic reconnection up to large heights in the corona.

Broad frequency range observations that offer polarisation information (such as

the combined LOFAR, NRH, ORFEES and NDA observations presented here),

are needed in future observations to give a larger picture of flaring events asso-

ciated with particle acceleration. Solar dedicated instruments, such as ESOLAR

and CSRH could facilitate these observations in the future, that are necessary to

obtain a complete picture of flaring events.
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8
Future Work

The work outlined so far focuses on the study of solar radio bursts at low fre-

quencies, such as Type III radio bursts and S bursts, and the nature and origin of

accelerated particles that are responsible for the generation of these radio bursts.

The first goal of this thesis was to apply a new observational mode to observe

the Sun and determine the characteristics and locations of Type III radio bursts

at low frequencies that have not been studied in great detail before. The second

goal of the thesis was to use the high cadence of tied-array imaging to study short

radio bursts, solar S bursts, that have not been imaged before. Since S bursts are

different in morphology and characteristics to the Type I–V radio bursts, the pos-

sibility of electron-cyclotron maser emission was investigated in the solar corona.

It was determined that plasma emission is the dominant emission mechanism,

however at small heights within active regions, ECM emission is most likely to

occur. Finally, the nature and origin of accelerated particles that produced a

Type III-like burst were investigated and it was found that these particles were

most likely accelerated together with a solar jet by the magnetic reconnection

process. LOFAR opened a new window into solar radio imaging and future work

is necessary to constrain the results outlined in this thesis, which will be discussed

in this chapter.
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8.1 LOFAR Interferometric Imaging of Small Spa-

tial Scales in the Solar Corona

The main focus of this thesis was the application of tied-array beam observa-

tions to the Sun, which allowed the study of radio bursts simultaneously through

imaging and spectroscopy. The main advantage of tied-array imaging was the

high cadence achieved, which can be as high as the time resolution of dynamic

spectra and at the same time low data volume rates compared to interferometric

imaging. As a result, S bursts were imaged for the first time and they could also

be identified in the dynamic spectra. However, tied-array imaging has its limita-

tions, since the spatial resolution achieved was low compared to interferometric

imaging. Tied-array beams can only be created using the LOFAR core, which

has a baseline of 2 km, corresponding to a beam size of 7′ at 90 MHz. This is

due to different clocks being used in the LOFAR core compared to other stations

and hence the array cannot beam-form using all the LOFAR stations. In the

future the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will be capable of both interferometry

and tied-array beam modes. Tied-array beam observations with the SKA can be

carried out with over 2000 tied-array beams with much better spatial resolution

which will be ideal for solar observations (Nakariakov et al., 2015).

Interferometric imaging has been developed to use all the LOFAR stations

including international stations for very long baseline interferometry. LOFAR

also has a great uv coverage due to the large number of baselines. For the Sun,

interferometric imaging only requires the use of some of the remote stations (the

Dutch stations) to increase the baseline to up to ∼10 km. With this baseline, a

spatial resolution of 1′ at a frequency of 90 MHz can be achieved which is ideal for

solar imaging. This resolution is almost one order of magnitude higher than the

resolution of tied-array beams. Although it is very unlikely that any structures

lower than 1′ in extent will be found on the Sun (due to reasons outlined below), it

is worth mentioning that the maximum LOFAR baseline stretching from Ireland

to Poland will be 1900 km in length which corresponds to a resolution of 0.1′′ at

90 MHz.

Due to scattering in the solar corona which will be discussed in a follow-on

section, radio sources are believed to experience an angular broadening which
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represents a limit to the angular resolution that can be used to observe the Sun

(Bastian, 1994). At a frequency of ∼300 MHz, no structures with an angular

scale less than ∼0.6′ have been observed (Zlobec et al., 1992). More recently,

sub-arcminute spatial structures have been reported by Mercier et al. (2006) in

a study involving combined visibilities from the Giant Meter Radio Telescope

(GMRT) and the NRH. Mercier et al. (2006) reported that there are structures

in the solar corona ranging in size from 49′′ to a size comparable to the solar

disc at a frequency of 327 MHz. At even lower frequencies, a resolution of ∼1′ is

believed to be lower measurable the limit to the spatial extent of visible structures

on the Sun due to scattering.

LOFAR is capable of simultaneous interferometric and beam-formed mode

observations to provide both images and dynamic spectra. LOFAR interfero-

metric imaging has been achieved so far with a cadence of 0.25 s. The imaging

cadence can in theory be reduced when choosing fewer frequency channels for

imaging in order to allow the correlator to process the high data volume rates.

Interferometric images with a cadence of 0.1 s would be highly beneficial for the

study of S bursts in order to obtain precise measurements of their position on the

Sun relative to active regions and also obtain information on the source sizes. In

addition, a cadence of 0.1 s would be ideal for the study of other short duration

solar and planetary radio bursts.

S bursts are very narrow bursts in both time and frequency and they are ex-

pected to have small source sizes based on an analogy with metric and decimetric

spikes. Benz (1985) estimated the source dimension of radio spikes using the

bandwidth of spike, ∆f :

l = H
∆f

f
(8.1)

where H = kBT/µmpg� is the density scale height in the corona, which is

∼50000 km, assuming plasma emission. In the case of ECM emission, the mag-

netic scale height should be considered. For both scale heights, Benz (1985)

found the source dimension of radio spikes to be < 200 km which corresponds to

sub-arcsecond source sizes that would probably not be observed to be as small as

predicted due to scattering of radio waves in the corona resulting in larger source
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sizes (Bastian, 1994). In the case of S bursts that occur at a frequency of 60 MHz

and with a bandwidth of 2.5 MHz (these are commonly occurring values among

S bursts observed as outlined in Chapter 5), and assuming that they are emitted

by the plasma emission mechanism, the source extent estimated is ∼ 2000 km or

2 Mm. This corresponds to sub-arcminute source sizes which may be imaged by

LOFAR, using the core and remote stations to increase the baseline, if scattering

in the corona is not too severe. Therefore, a resolution of ∼1′ would be ideal for

imaging S bursts at low frequencies.

Future interferometric observations can be attempted with LOFAR with an

integration time of 0.1 s focusing on frequency sub-bands between 50–70 MHz

which is the frequency range were most S bursts were observed. These inter-

ferometric observations need to be triggered when a large active region with a

complex magnetic field configuration is visible on the Sun. Limb observations of

such an active region would be ideal to determine the height of solar S bursts, if

S bursts occur above the active region. When active regions are present on the

solar disc, even in the absence of flares and CMEs, numerous faint radio bursts

can be observed, as demonstrated by the observations of Type IIIs in Chapter 4

and solar S bursts in Chapter 5.

Test observations with LOFAR are necessary to verify if LOFAR’s interfer-

ometric capabilities can be pushed further to achieve the higher temporal res-

olution needed. In addition, it will be necessary to learn interferometric data

processing and data reduction techniques or develop interferometric data pro-

cessing pipelines for the solar physics community. This will be done using the

Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA) package which is being de-

veloped by an international consortium of scientists under the guidance of the

National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) with the primary purpose of

supporting interferometric data processing for next generation radio telescopes

such as LOFAR. A familiarity with the CLEAN algorithm, which is included in

CASA, will be necessary to produce clean, interferometric images of the Sun.

In addition to S bursts, numerous other studies can be done using LOFAR’s

increased sensitivity and imaging capabilities. For example the quiet Sun has not

been studied extensively at frequencies < 100 MHz. Type II radio bursts have

also not been studied in detail at low frequencies and future observations could
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Figure 8.1: LOFAR interferometric image showing the quiet Sun at 7:30 UT
before the partial solar eclipse on 10 March 2015 and at a frequency of 150 MHz.
This image was created using CASA. The white circle represents the extent of the
visible solar disc. The small circle in the left-hand corner represents the size of the
beam at zenith.

show the exact location of the shock which accelerates the electrons producing

the Type II bursts, relative to the CME that drives the shock. Type III radio

bursts and the fine structure in Type III radio bursts should also be studied in

more detail with increased spatial and temporal sresolution. This will determine

the path of the accelerated electrons through the solar corona and identify the

structure of the coronal inhomogeneities believed to produce the fine structure in

Type III bursts. In addition to making future observations, it is noteworthy that

there have been LOFAR interferometric and beam-formed observations carried

out during all of the past six cycles in the LOFAR Long Term Archive (LTA).

Most of these observations are or will become public and they can be accessed

and analysed for various scientific projects.
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Figure 8.2: LOFAR interferometric image of the partial solar eclipse on 10 March
2015 at 9:45 UT and at a frequency of 150 MHz. This image was created using
CASA. This image corresponds to the time when the Sun was ∼90% eclipsed by
the Moon and it shows the emission from the quiet Sun around the lunar limb.
The white circle represents the visible solar disc. The small circle in the left-hand
corner represents the size of the beam at zenith.

Two examples of LOFAR interferometric observations are shown in Figures

8.1 and 8.2 observed during the partial solar eclipse on 10 March 2015. A LOFAR

observation campaign was run for a few hours to observe the entire solar eclipse

where the Sun was up to 90% eclipsed by the Moon in the Netherlands. Figure 8.1

shows the radio image of the Sun at 07:30 UT, before the solar eclipse. The quiet

Sun emission is clearly visible at an elevated intensity above the background
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in the image at a frequency of 150 MHz. Figure 8.2 shows the image of the

Sun as it is almost entirely eclipsed by the Moon and the quiet Sun emission

is visible around the lunar edge at a frequency of 150 MHz. These are rough

images of the solar eclipse that were created by me using CASA where multi-

scale CLEAN was performed after LOFAR pre-processing to average the data in

time and frequency.

8.2 Continuous Particle Acceleration in Active

Regions

The solar corona is believed to host the magnetic reconfiguration processes that

are responsible for solar eruptions and particle acceleration on the Sun. Particle

acceleration has been well observed in large solar flares and detected in situ.

However, most solar radio bursts at low radio frequencies are not associated with

large episodes of accelerated particles or flares (Dulk, 1985) and their relationship

with other processes in the corona is unknown.

So far, the low corona (∼0.2 R� above the photosphere) has been studied

extensively at EUV and X-ray wavelengths due to the availability of imaging and

spectroscopic instruments onboard numerous space missions that observed solar

activity such as the ones described in Chapter 3. However, low frequency radio

bursts not associated with large flares have only been correlated with small so-

lar eruptive events in the form of solar jets (for example, please see the results

presented in Chapter 7). Many other studies have also shown that jets were ob-

served simultaneously with radio emission (Aurass et al., 1994; Chen et al., 2013;

Krucker et al., 2011; Raulin et al., 1996). Jets have been modelled to originate

during magnetic reconnection in the solar corona where newly emerged magnetic

flux reconnects with the overlying magnetic field lines (Heyvaerts et al., 1977),

which is called interchange reconnection. Magnetic reconnection was shown to

be a good particle accelerator on the Sun (Zharkova & Gordovskyy, 2004) and

radio emission is expected to occur during magnetic reconnection as a result of

accelerated particles travelling through the corona producing plasma instabilities

(Lin, 1974b).
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Figure 8.3: The evolution of an active region on two separate days observed by
AIA in the 171 Å channel from O’Flannagain (2014). The panels above are three
days apart. The HMI line-of-sight magnetic field is plotted as white and black
contours for positive and negative polarities, respectively. Overlaid in the AIA
images are the centroids of a Type I noise storm in shades of blue, with the darkest
shade corresponding to the lowest frequency. The Type I noise storm occurs above
a coronal null point (the X-type feature seen in the right panel).

A similar mechanism that produces solar jets and accelerates particles could

be responsible for even smaller scale events that accelerate particles continuously

which are observed as Type I storms or frequently occurring Type III radio bursts.

The non-flaring magnetic reconnection processes have also previously been sug-

gested as a solution to the coronal heating problem (Parnell, 2007; Priest, 2003).

Type I noise storms, for example, can last for days as seen in Figure 8.3 from

O’Flannagain (2014). Figure 8.3 shows the evolution of an active region on two

separate days observed by AIA in the 171 Å channel and overlaid are the centroids

of a Type I noise storm in shades of blue, with the darkest shade corresponding

to the lowest frequency. The Type I noise storm occurs above a coronal null point

(the X-type feature seen in the right panel) possibly due to continuous magnetic

reconnection processes. Recent studies have tried to link EUV spectroscopic ob-

servations of the solar corona with Type I noise storms that occur at heights of up
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to 1 R� above the photosphere. Del Zanna et al. (2011) found persistent coronal

EUV outflows and Type I noise storms occurring simultaneously, possibly due to

the same magnetic reconnection process.

The EUV imaging spectrometer (EIS; Culhane et al., 2007) on board Hinode,

which is a Japanese spacecraft launched in collaboration with the US and UK,

measures Doppler shifts in coronal lines with a very high accuracy. EIS made

an interesting discovery that there is a persistent blue-shifted emission in coronal

lines (plasma moving towards the observer and away from the solar surface) that

lasts for days, otherwise known as coronal outflows (Del Zanna, 2008). Coronal

outflows are believed to occur as a result of continuous magnetic reconnection

(Baker et al., 2009). Del Zanna et al. (2011) observed coronal outflows related to

Type I noise storms. For example, Figure 8.4 shows the solar disc observed by

Hinode XRT at X-ray wavelengths and active region 10961 at the centre of the

Sun accompanied by a Type I noise storm represented by the coloured sources at

408 (blue), 327 (green), 237 (yellow) and 151 MHz (red), observed by the Nançay

Radioheliograph. An example of coronal outflows in active region 10961 is shown

in Figure 8.5 in a zoomed-in field of view on the active region. Here, the outflows

are represented by the blue-shifted regions in the Fe XII line (193 Å with an

ionisation temperature of 1.25 MK). The outflows can have a velocity of up to a

few tens of km s−1 as seen in the first bottom panel of Figure 8.5.

Recent studies by Del Zanna et al. (2011) showed that these coronal outflows

are related to Type I noise storms for two active regions studied. Both these

phenomena are believed to occur due to the persistent magnetic reconnection

between overlying open magnetic field lines originating from coronal hole regions

and the continuous emergence of closed magnetic field lines from the core of active

regions. The densities between coronal holes and active regions can differ by up to

two orders of magnitude (Fludra et al., 1999; Gallagher et al., 1999) and as a result

reconnected loops would be in a strong pressure imbalance. As seen in Figure 8.6,

the former active region field lines (black) would have a higher density than the

former coronal hole field lines (grey) which may lead to the launch of a rarefaction

wave from the reconnection point. This rarefaction wave would lead to mass and

momentum transfer from lower altitudes. The persistent reconnection of loops

would lead to persistent coronal outflows due to the rarefaction waves created.
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Figure 8.4: Active region AR 10961 observed by Hinode XRT accompanied by
a Type I noise storm observed by the Nancay Radioheliograph at 408 (blue), 327
(green), 237 (yellow) and 151 MHz (red) from Del Zanna et al. (2011).

In addition, continuous reconnection of field lines due to emergence of new loops

inside the active region, can continuously accelerate low energy electron beams at

high altitudes which would explain the long duration of the Type I noise storm.

The accelerated electron beams escaping along open magnetic field lines would

produce Type III radio bursts. The theoretical model presented by Del Zanna

et al. (2011) can produce solar noise storms that can last for days, explained by

the continuous magnetic reconnection process that accelerates electrons.

So far, there have been very few studies investigating the connection between

the EUV activity in the low corona (0.2 R� above the photosphere) which can

be observed with AIA and EIS, and the radio activity in the high corona (2 R�

above the photosphere) whcih can currently only be observed by LOFAR, MWA

and LWA. This was due to the unavailability of radio imaging until the commis-

sioning of these new radio arrays and also due to the lack of simultaneous EUV

spectroscopic and radio observations. In particular, some of the most frequently

observed radio bursts of Type I and Type III, occur at times of very little solar
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Figure 8.5: Coronal outflows observed in an active region from Del Zanna et al.
(2011). Coronal outflows are represented by the blue-shifted emission of the Fe XII
line that shows the plasma moving away from the surface. There is also plasma
moving back towards the photosphere which is represented by the red-shifted emis-
sion. Regions b and q are sample regions of coronal outflow and infow, respectively.
The bottom panels shows the velocity shift of up to a few tens of km s−1 for blue
and red-shifted emission in the coronal Fe XII line, for b and q regions, respectively.

activity and the origin of particles generating these radio bursts is unknown.

The recent commissioning of LOFAR offers new insight into the poorly ex-
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Figure 8.6: Theoretical model by Del Zanna et al. (2011) which connects coronal
outflows and radio bursts resulting from continuous magnetic reconnection. The
unified model shows that constant magnetic reconnection between emerging loops
within the active and overlying coronal hole open magnetic field lines, accelerates
electrons near the null point and also causes rarefaction waves which drive EUV
outflows.

plored low-frequency radio spectrum and into the propagation of radio bursts in

the high corona. As outlined in Chapter 7, Type III radio bursts in particular can

trace the path of the accelerated electron beams along magnetic field lines and

this path can be extrapolated back to the low corona and correlated with EUV

activity. In the future it will be possible to use EUV spectroscopy to provide

an insight into the movement of the coronal plasma, and high resolution EUV

images together with magnetic field extrapolations can show whether it is possi-

ble to observe continuously emerging magnetic fields that can reconnect with the

overlying coronal field.

There is a wide variety of LOFAR observations in the LTA, some of which

tracked an active region during its entire rotation on the visible solar disc. These

observations could be used in conjunction with EIS data to test the theories pre-

sented above. In addition, future LOFAR proposals could be coordinated with
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EIS observations to simultaneously track an active region in order to observe per-

sistent coronal outflows and radio bursts and determine the connection between

these two very different phenomena.

8.3 Escape Path of Accelerated Electrons

In addition to the connection between the low and high corona, the escape path of

accelerated electrons is also worth studying in order to determine the geometry of

magnetic field lines going into interplanetary space through which Type III radio

bursts escape. The intensity and occurrence of Type III radio bursts correlate

very well with sunspot number variations and the emergence of active regions

(Bougeret et al., 1984). High frequency Type III radio bursts (> 150 MHz) are

also located in regions on the Sun where active regions usually emerge, on either

side of the equator (Saint-Hilaire et al., 2013). Figure 8.7 from Saint-Hilaire et al.

(2013) shows location of Type III bursts, observed during a time period of 7 years

with the NRH at six different frequencies. The majority of these Type III bursts

occur inside two distinctive bands on the either side of the equator in regions

where active regions usually emerge during the solar cycle. Type III storms,

which are very common at lower frequencies, are believed to occur inside coronal

streamers due to the stable, continuous nature of streamers and also due to their

location above active regions (Morioka et al., 2007; Stewart & Labrum, 1972).

Morioka et al. (2015) tracked escaping electron beams in the form of a Type

III storm at frequencies of up to 1 MHz based on their frequency drift rates.

Morioka et al. (2015) observed a Type III storm that lasted for 10 days (3–12

September 2004) as shown in Figure 8.8. This storm accompanied an active re-

gion as shown in images from SOHO Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI) on 3,

5, 9, and 11 September and full-disk SOHO Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging Tele-

scope (EIT) image on September 7 (middle) in 8.8a. The Type III storm was

observed by the Geotail Plasma Wave Instrument in the frequency range 20–800

kHz. The constant acceleration of electrons that produce this Type III storm

is believed to have occurred due to interchange reconnection (Del Zanna et al.,

2011; Edmondson et al., 2010). Interchange reconnection is expected to produce

continuous Type III bursts as accelerated electron beams that would have access
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Figure 8.7: Location of Type III bursts, observed during a time period of 7 years
from 1998–2008 during solar cycle 23 with the NRH at six different frequencies:
150, 164, 236, 327, 410 and 432 MHz from Saint-Hilaire et al. (2013). The majority
of Type III bursts occur in two distinctive bands on the either side of the equator
at ±30◦ as denoted by the two arrows in each image.

to open magnetic field lines as outlined in the previous section. Morioka et al.

(2015) demonstrated that in the case of the Type III storms observed, the elec-

tron beams were trapped along closed dipolar field lines high up in the corona

at heights of 15 to 50 R� (Figure 8.9). They used the frequency drift rates in

conjunction with the density model of Leblanc et al. (1998) to obtain the height

of these bursts in a radial direction away from the photosphere and along the

magnetic field lines of a streamer. This places an upper boundary on the coronal

streamer dipolar magnetic field above an active region which was observed at the

time of the Type III storm observation.

Imaging observations of Type III radio bursts at low frequencies, as close

to the ionospheric cut-off as possible (∼10 MHz) are necessary to constrain the

escape path of accelerated electrons above active regions and see if they are indeed

connected to coronal streamers. LOFAR is currently the only instrument capable
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Figure 8.8: Type III storm observed by Morioka et al. (2015) that lasted for 10
days (3–12 September 2004). (a): Images from SOHO Michelson Doppler Imager
(MDI) on 3, 5, 9, and 11 September and full-disk SOHO Extreme Ultraviolet
Imaging Telescope (EIT) image on September 7 (middle). (b): Dynamic spectrum
from Geotail Plasma Wave Instrument in the frequency range 20–800 kHz showing
the Type III storm. (c): Zoom in on the dynamic spectrum to show the Type III
storm for 1 h from 17:00 to 18:00 UT on 8 September.

of imaging the location of Type III bursts at frequencies as low as 10 MHz,

provided that only the frequency bands low in RFI are chosen for imaging. As

shown in Chapter 3.1, there are significant of levels of RFI between 10 and 30 MHz

at the LOFAR site. The location of low frequency Type III radio bursts can be

related to coronal streamers in a similar way to the results presented in Chapter

4. LASCO C2 and C3 can be used in conjunction with LOFAR imaging data to
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Figure 8.9: Trajectory of Type III electron beams from 8.8 estimated along the
magnetic field lines of a streamer from frequency drift rates Morioka et al. (2015).
The electron beams follow a trajectory along a coronal streamer above an active
region up to a height of ∼16 R�. The dashed lines indicate the distance to the
apex of the closed field lines.

show if frequently occurring Type III bursts have any relation to the passage of

coronal streamers.

The results obtained from the study outlined above could be used in conjunc-

tion with the results obtained from the future work outlined in Chapter 8.2 to
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provide a complete picture of electron acceleration and propagation and emission

of radiation at radio wavelengths in the corona.

8.4 Refraction and Scattering of Radio Waves

in the Ionosphere and the Corona

The ray refraction theory outlined by Komesaroff (1960) predicts a variation in

radio source positions when the rays travel through a plasma. The deviation

in source position varies as f−2, where f is the frequency of the radio source

and the effect is expected to be more significant at low radio frequencies. Solar

radio bursts originating in the corona would therefore travel through the overly-

ing coronal layers and also through the ionosphere before they are observed by

ground-based radio arrays.

8.4.1 Ionospheric Effects

Ionospheric effects were shown to have a significant effect on the position of radio

sources at low radio frequencies when the Sun was observed in winter at low

elevations as outlined in Chapter 4. Significant offsets in source position were

also observed by Stewart & McLean (1982) in observations of the Sun at 40 MHz

using the Culgoora Radioheliograph. It is necessary to obtain future observations

of the Sun at low elevations to examine the ionospheric effect on source positions

and predict the shift in the position of the quiet Sun at low radio frequencies. This

effect will best be observed using interferometric modes as these modes provide

better spatial resolution for accurate offset estimations. 3D real-time studies of

the electron densities in the ionosphere, such as total electron content maps over

a range of heights, are also necessary to model the propagation of a ray at a

given zenith angle through the various layers of the ionosphere. This can then be

compared with the offset observed in solar radio bursts and quiet Sun positions

as outlined in Chapter 4.

It will be necessary to consider these effects to properly allocate the timing of

observations when writing future observing proposals with LOFAR as the iono-

sphere appears to have a significant effect on the position of solar radio bursts
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and it will also have an effect on other astrophysical objects at low elevations.

Future instrumentation to observe low frequency solar radio emission should take

this into account and consider a cut-off frequency of observation below which

the ionospheric effects are too severe. It will also be worth considering space

missions which will deploy numerous dipole antennas into space to work as inter-

ferometers to avoid ionospheric effects such as the proposed Heliospheric Radio

Observer (HeRO) which will combine space and ground radio observations of the

Sun. Despite the issues outlined, LOFAR remains a great tool to analyse the

upper solar corona and low frequency radio bursts and tied-array imaging is one

of the best approaches available to extract spatial information on these bursts

while maintaining low data volumes.

8.4.2 Refraction and Scattering in the Corona

In addition to ionospheric effects, the solar corona can also have an impact on the

true position of radio sources on the Sun. Radio waves can propagate through

the solar corona at a frequency above the plasma frequency where they would

not be affected by free-free absorption. However, radio waves can still be affected

by scattering and refraction in the corona once they escape free-free absorption

(Fokker, 1965; Riddle, 1974; Stewart & Labrum, 1972; Stone & Fainberg, 1971).

These effects can be significant at frequencies close to the plasma frequency where

the refractive index approaches zero. The refractive index of an electromagnetic

wave travelling through a plasma can be calculated using the following expression,

which arises from the dispersion relation of electromagnetic waves in a plasma:

n2 = 1−
f 2
p

f 2
, (8.2)

where fp is the plasma frequency and f is the frequency of the radio emission.

In Chapter 4.2 a similar effect was considered to correct for ionospheric refrac-

tion. However, refraction can also occur in the solar corona long before the radio

waves reach the Earth’s ionosphere. When f is close to the plasma frequency,

then the refractive index approaches zero and refraction and scattering become

significant. Harmonic radiation at 2fp should be less affected by refraction and
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scattering effects. Therefore, these effects have not been considered in estimat-

ing the position of Type III radio bursts in Chapter 4, as most of the Type IIIs

observed were argued to be most likely emitted at the harmonic of the plasma

frequency. Refraction and scattering may have an effect on the source of solar

S bursts if they are indeed produced by the plasma emission mechanism and

emitted at the fundamental of the plasma frequency. There is now a necessity

to study refraction and scattering and their effect on radio sources in the solar

corona as more low frequency observations of the Sun become available with the

commissioning of LOFAR, MWA and LWA.

Early work by Fokker (1965) showed that the source sizes of Type I radio

bursts, ∼3′ at 200 MHz, are large in extent due to scattering. However, the fine

structure bursts in Type I storms, have a short duration and bandwidth (< 1 s;

< 5 MHz) which would indicate small radio sources as outlined in Chapter 8.1.

Fokker (1965) used numerical statistics to investigate the path of many rays

coming from the radio source from all directions. He found different brightness

distribution functions and directivity of the rays based on where the source would

be located on the solar disk.

Steinberg et al. (1971) and Steinberg (1972) studied the propagation path of

a Type III radio burst using statistical ray-tracing techniques. The path of a

Type III source was traced and it was modelled to travel through a spherically

symmetric solar corona with irregularities in refractive index (caused by weak

inhomogeneities in electron density of ±5%) that produced absorption, refrac-

tion and scattering. A gradient in refractive index, ∇n, arises due to density

inhomogeneities in the corona and, therefore, a density gradient:

∇n
n

= − ∇ρ
2(ρcritical − ρ)

(8.3)

where ρ is the electron density and ρcritical is the density below which the electro-

magnetic wave cannot travel due to absorption at the plasma frequency layer.

Steinberg et al. (1971) found that the flux, size, directivity of radiation and

shifts in position vary with scattering efficiency which is defined as the relative

deviation in electron density of coronal inhomogeneities that affect the propa-

gation of radio waves. Steinberg (1972) found similar results at hectometer and
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kilometer wavelengths for radio waves propagating between 6 and 200 R�. Riddle

(1974) showed that for a harmonic source refraction is less severe, but the source

sizes are still broadened by scattering.

Figure 8.10: Scattering of radio waves in the corona by weak density inhomo-
geneities assumed to occur in magnetic flux tubes and modelled as long cylindrical
features (Riddle, 1974). Two different perspectives are sketched: (a) the ray is
travelling in a plane perpendicular to the flux tube and (b) the ray is travelling on
a plane parallel to the flux tube.

Robinson (1983) performed similar simulations, however he assumed that the

corona can be resolved into numerous dense, small-scale features named ‘fibres’

as opposed to being smooth with small density inhomogeneities. He used the

improved ray-tracing technique of Riddle (1974). He also included scattering by

weak density inhomogeneities, which he assumed would occur in magnetic flux

tubes that he modelled as long cylindrical features (Figure 8.10). The cylindrical

flux tubes containing the weak density variation can be seen in a schematic repre-

sentation of a scattered ray in Figure 8.10 viewed from two different perspectives:

(a) the ray is travelling in a plane perpendicular to the flux tube and (b) the ray
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Figure 8.11: Rays traced through four different coronal models at an observing
frequency of 80 MHz with the source located at the 78 MHz plasma level corre-
sponding to fundamental emission in order to escape absorption. The rays are
refracted away from the y-axis which is the viewing direction. The x-axis rep-
resents the distance away from the original path (y-axis). Three rays are traced
with emission angles of 45, 90 and 135◦ to the radial direction. (Robinson, 1983).
The four coronal models are: (a) a spherically symmetric corona, (b) a spherically
symmetric corona in the presence of coronal streamers, (c) a spherically symmetric
corona with weak density inhomogeneities and (d) a spherically symmetric corona
with weak density inhomogeneities and fibres.

is travelling in a plane parallel to the flux tube. In addition to weak scattering

inhomogeneities, Robinson (1983) also introduced fibres and coronal streamers

in his ray-tracing technique, that were modelled as Gaussian density structures

with a central density of twice the ambient density. The results obtained can be

seen in Figure 8.11, which shows the rays traced through four different coronal

models. The source emits radio waves at an observing frequency of 80 MHz and it

is located at the 78 MHz plasma level in the corona in order to escape absorption,

which corresponds to fundamental emission. Three rays are traced with emission
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Figure 8.12: Radio rays refracting near the Sun at a frequency of 80 MHz (Benke-
vitch et al., 2010). The rays arriving at the Earth to form an image at 80 MHz can
carry information from different heliospheric regions due to differences in refraction
across the plane imaging the Sun.

angles of 45◦, 90◦ and 135◦ to the radial direction, which can be seen in Figures

8.11a and 8.11b. Figure 8.11a shows the three rays traced through a spherically

symmetric solar corona where the radial direction is along the y-axis. The radial

density gradient causes all three rays to curve towards the radial direction. In

Figure 8.11b, the effects of a coronal streamer were included, which causes the

emission to shift at an angle to the radial direction. Weak density inhomogeneities

are added in Figure 8.11c which have a big influence on fundamental radiation

and seem to randomise the direction of the ray. The effects of fibres are finally

included in Figure 8.11d which also have a significant effect on the path of the
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fundamental radiation.

Benkevitch et al. (2010) developed a new more efficient algorithm for tracing

radio rays in the solar corona and chromosphere. The algorithm is intended for use

with modern high resolution radio telescopes and takes into account the gradient

in refractive index as in the previous ray-tracing techniques discussed. It was

concluded that observations at different frequencies are dominated by different

layers of the corona and broadband imaging observations could help reveal the

large scale structures in these different layers. Figure 8.12 shows an example of

rays refracting near the Sun at a frequency of 80 MHz according to Benkevitch

et al. (2010) model. As seen in Figure 8.12, the rays arriving at the Earth to

form an image at 80 MHz, can carry information from very different heliospheric

regions due to differences in refraction across the image plane of the Sun.

So far, scattering and refraction corrections have not been applied to radio

observations due to the uncertainty of these effects occurring at low radio frequen-

cies (< 100 MHz) and low number of observations available at these frequencies.

There has been no comparison between direct imaging of radio sources and com-

putational results of ray tracing algorithms in the corona. Theoretical models of

refractive indices and density fluctuations in the corona have also not yet been

considered in imaging of radio sources as they travel through the medium. As

more low frequency observations of the Sun become available with LOFAR, MWA

and LWA, it will be necessary to perform an in-depth study of such effects in order

to determine whether scattering and refraction have indeed a significant impact

on the location and size of radio sources.

8.5 Conclusion

LOFAR is an ideal instrument for the study of solar activity at radio wavelengths.

In particular, the LOFAR tied-array beam observations of the Sun, presented in

this thesis, are very promising in detecting radio bursts with very high frequency

and temporal resolution. In addition to this, tied-array beam observations can

measure the positions of the emission sources of the radio bursts, as well as

identifying them in dynamic spectra simultaneously. Similar instruments, such as

the MWA and LWA, are also able to achieve such capabilities in the future. New
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solar dedicated instruments such as the Chinese Spectral Radioheliograph which

is currently in commissioning stages and possibly the European Solar Array will

be highly beneficial for the constant monitoring of the Sun at radio wavelengths

and shed some light on many unanswered questions on particle acceleration and

radio emission, building up on the results from LOFAR, LWA and MWA. LOFAR

is a pathfinder for the SKA and solar observations with LOFAR will provide many

ideas into the numerous ways the SKA can be used to observe the Sun. One of

the applications of the SKA to the Sun will be tied-array imaging which will be

further improved with the SKA providing over 2000 simultaneous beams, better

frequency coverage and better spatial resolution.
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A
Propagation of Type III Radio Bursts

The propagation of Type III Radio Bursts 2 and 3 described in Chapter 4 and

shown in Figure 4.2 is imaged in this Appendix. Burst 2 is imaged in Figure A.1

while Burst 3 is imaged in Figure A.2. Burst 2 occurs at higher altitudes than

Bursts 1 and 3 and it was shown to be related to the passage of a CME through

the corona in Chapter 4.
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B
Ionospheric Refraction

Ionospheric refraction is believed to have a significant impact on the size and po-

sition on radio sources in the sky, especially during times of elevated solar activity

which impacts the level of ionisation in the ionosphere. This arises from Snell’s

law and the change in refractive index as the radio waves travel through an ionised

medium. The radio source can also experience a slow drift in position by either

the curvature of the ionosphere, the radial density gradients in a spherically sym-

metric ionosphere (the spherical component) or the large-scale horizontal density

gradients (the wedge component) (Komesaroff, 1960). Ionospheric refraction cor-

rections were applied in Chapter 4 for the position of low frequency Type III

radio bursts, since there is a predicted deviation in position which scales as f−2

where f is the frequency of emission. This frequency variation in source positions

arises from the refraction theory which consists of a series of expressions derived

to measure the apparent displacement of cosmic radio sources due to ionospheric

refraction. The equations used to estimate ionospheric refraction corrections are

presented in this appendix.
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B.1 Ionospheric Refraction Corrections

The following equations were used to estimated the corrections in the position

of radio sources which is based on the declination and hour angle of the Sun at

the time of the observations adapted from Stewart & McLean (1982) which are

based on lengthy derivations that are beyond the purpose of this thesis and can

be found in Komesaroff (1960). The shifts in source declination, δ, and hour

angle, H are the following

∆δ cos δ = ∆Z(− sinZ sinφ+ cosZ cosφ cosA)−∆A(sinZ cosφ sinA) (B.1)

∆H cosH cos δ = ∆δ sinH sin δ −∆A cosA sinZ −∆Z sinA cosZ (B.2)

where φ represents the observer’s latitude (which is 53◦ in Exloo, Netherlands

where the LOFAR core is located) and A, Z the source azimuth and elevation,

respectively. ∆Z is the zenith angle correction which has a spherical component,

∆ZS, and a wedge component ∆ZW , and ∆A is the azimuth correction which

has only a wedge component, ∆AW . These components can be written as:

∆ZS = −0.5
f 2
p

f 2

d

R
tanZ sec2 Z (B.3)

∆ZW = d sec2 Z(nx sinA+ ny cosA) (B.4)

∆AW = d cosec Z secZ(nx cosA− ny sinA) (B.5)

where fp is the plasma frequency of the ionosphere which is 12 MHz, d is the

thickness of the ionosphere which is ∼200 km, R is the radius of curvature of the

ionosphere of 6000 km and nx and ny are the horizontal and vertical refractive in-

dices in the ionosphere (Stewart & McLean, 1982). nx and ny are proportional to

longitudinal and latitudinal plasma frequency gradients, respectively. The plasma

frequency gradients in the ionosphere are insignificant at low latitudes at the time

of the observation (Komesaroff, 1960), therefore we can neglect horizontal and

vertical refractive indices which results in ∆AW = 0.
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B.1 Ionospheric Refraction Corrections

By inserting the Sun’s declination and hour angle at the time of the obser-

vation into the equations above, the shifts in position were found to be ∼2′ in

both declination and hour angle on 28 February 2013 at a frequency of 35 MHz.

The shifts in declination and hour angle were insignificant compared to the size

of the beam (for example the FWHM of the beam is 20′ at 35 MHz). The shift

increases as the frequency decreases, however 35 MHz was the lowest frequency

used for imaging. As a result, no ionospheric corrections were applied to these

observations.

A similar approach based on the refraction theory (Komesaroff, 1960) was

adopted by Slee & Lee (1974) and applied to sources observed by the Culgoora

Radioheliograph (Sheridan et al., 1972) at a frequency of 80 MHz. The maximum

deviation found was ∼ 1′ which is small in comparison to the radio source sizes on

the Sun which are expected to be a few arcminutes in extent at low frequencies

as described in Chapter 8.1.
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C
Solar S Bursts

In this appendix, more examples of solar S bursts are shown where the instanta-

neous width of these bursts is ∼ 20 ms which is the shortest width of S bursts

observed to date. This is indicative of very small scale processes in the solar

corona and possibly very narrow accelerated electron beams. A multitude of S

bursts occurring over a time period of only 1 s is shown in Figure C.1. High

temporal resolution beam-formed observations are necessary to study whether

fine structure radio bursts extend below the 20 ms limit. This is achievable with

LOFAR’s beam formed modes which can observe with a temporal resolution of

∼ 5 µs.
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Figure C.1: Narrow width (∼ 20 ms) solar S bursts observed with tied-array
beams. The S bursts were also observed over a narrow bandwidth of ∼ 1.5 MHz.
This is indicative of very small scale processes in the solar corona and possibly very
narrow accelerated electron beams.
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